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ABSTRACT
The original function of the synagogue on Delos has long been contested,
and can be determined only through analysisof the architecturalhistory of
the building.In this article,the authorreconsidersthe historyof the building's
construction on the basis of fieldwork to date. Five phases of construction
are distinguished:two predate88 B.c. and the remainingthree date between
88 and the end of the second centuryA.D.The structure'smost characteristic
features-a large hall, a water reservoir,orientation towardthe east, and an
isolated location on the eastern seashore-are not consistent with those of a
privatehouse, a meeting placefor an association,or a pagancult building,but
ratherconfirm its function as a synagoguefrom the earliestphase onward.

INTRODUCTION
The synagogueon Delos is the earliestknown to date, either in the Diaspora
or in Palestine.' Its identification has long been the subject of heated debate. During the last 30 years or so a consensus has emerged that the
building was an assembly hall for Jews or Samaritans,but this consensus
pertains only to the building'svery last phase of use. In severalrecent publications it is argued that the building was first erected either as a private
house or as a pagan meeting place for an association. It is argued here,
1.This articleis basedon fieldwork
carriedouton Delosduringthe summersof 2000 and2003.FirstI wantto
expressappreciationto the directorsof
the Ecole frangaised'Athenes, Roland
Etienne and Dominique Mulliez, and
to PanayotisChatzidakisof the 21st
Ephoreiaof Prehistoricand Classical
Antiquities,who helped make the
necessaryresearchon the site possible.
Furthermore,I enjoyedand very much
profitedfrom the hospitalitygenerously

accordedto me in the excavationhouse
of the Ecole frangaise.A debt of gratitude is owed to severalpersonsfor
inspiringdiscussions,helpful suggestions, and criticalcomments:Angelos
Chaniotis,VeroniqueChankowski,
Jens-Arne Dickmann,Jean-Charles
Moretti, Anders Runesson,and the
anonymousHesperiareviewers.Anders
Runesson also generouslyand kindly
providedme with his recentlypublished thesis and his latest articleon the

synagoguein Ostia, neither of which

in anyGermanlibrary
wasavailable
during the preparationof this article.
Numbers such as GD (Guidede
Delos) 79, 80, and so on, referto building, not page, numbersunless otherwise
indicated;see also Moretti 2001.
All drawingsand photographsare
the
author.The scales in Figs. 23
by
and 44 are 1.00 m in length; those in
all other photographsare 0.50 m in
length.
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however, that the building was conceived and used as a synagogue from
the beginning, that is, from the time of its initial construction, in the period before 88 B.C.
The building in question, GD 80, is situated on what was the eastern
side of the city of Delos, far from the main harborand the city center with
its sanctuaries,public places, and commercial areas.It now belongs to the
area known as the Quartier du stade (Fig. 1), which is largely unexcavated and, today, comprises mostly residential buildings, a building that
was used as a meeting place for an association (GD 79a), and an important
complex of agonistic buildings (gymnasium, xyste, stadium, GD 76-78).
In contrast to all these constructions, GD 80 is located immediately on the
shore, at the southern end of a large bay that served in antiquity as a small,
well-protected harbor,accessible even during rough weather.2The maximum exterior dimensions of the rectangular structure are now 28.30 m
(N-S) x 30.70 m (E-W), the full eastern extent being unknown. GD 80
consists of three parts (Fig. 2): two largerooms, A and B, similarlyequipped
with marble benches, in addition to a throne in room A (a lime kiln was
installed in room A in a later phase); areaC, essentially the east half of the
building, which includes a marble stylobate running north-south, marble
benches preserved in the northwest corner, and an entrance in the south
wall; and the D-complex, consisting of several small rooms (D1-D7), one
of which (D1) gave access to a large water reservoir.
Although the stadium was established in the period of Delian independence (314-167/6 B.C.),the major development of the Quartier du
stade dates to the following period, after the Romans conquered the island, declared it a free port, and gave control to the Athenians. Delos soon
became a booming cosmopolitan trade center, and the city grew considerably in order to house the numerous merchants from across the Mediterraneanworld who establishedthemselves in the tax-freeport. Even though
the island was sacked twice, in 88 B.c. and 69 B.C.by, respectively, the
troops of Mithridates VI and then pirates under Athenodoros, its abandonment and decline during the first century B.C. can be attributed more
to the influence of increasingly successful Roman ports such as Puteoli
and Ostia.
After Andre Plassart excavated GD 80 in 1912-1913, he published
only a short report accompanied by a schematic plan. Some 50 years later,
Philippe Bruneau dedicated a much more detailed study to the building,
providing an accurate plan, sectional drawings, and an epigraphic register.4Recently, L. Michael White and Donald D. Binder have offered new
theories regardingthe history and function of GD 80, based on their own
2. The smallmoleat Ghourna,
durwhichservestodayforanchorage
ing stormyweather,is situatedfarther
norththanthe remainsthatareidentifiedas thoseof an ancienteastern
1981,
harbor;seePapageorgiou-Venetas
pp.105-106,fig. 85;DdlosXXXIX,
pp.122-123,documentsVI,XXXIII.
and
Forthe historicaldevelopment

thebuildingsof the Quartierdu stade,
see GD,pp.200-208,planIII.
as
3. Plassart1913,republished
Plassart1914.A planis publishedonly
in Plassart1914,butthisis notthe
originalplanthatPlassarthaddrafted
as an
in 1913andsentto Revuebiblique
of his text.The editorsof
illustration
thejournallostthe planand,in lieuof

it, printeda roughdrawing.Plassart's
originalplanis not storedin the ard'Athanes
chivesof the Ecolefrangaise
andcouldnotbe consulted.I amindebtedto KalliopiChristofiforthis
information.
4. Bruneau1970,pp.480-493;see
alsoBruneau1982,1988.
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Figure 1. Delos, plan of the Quartier du stade. After GD, plan III
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5. White 1987; 1990, pp. 64-67
(reprintedin 1996); 1997a, pp. 332342; Binder 1999, pp. 297-317.

6. It is notpossibleto listthemall,

but for an extensivesurveyof earlier

seeWhite 1987;Binder
literature,

1999, pp. 297-317. Recent works include Kraabel1995, pp. 109-112 (an
unrevisedreprintof Kraabel1979);
McLean 1996, pp. 192-195; Richardson 1996, p. 97; Rutgers1996; Hachlili
1998, pp. 35-39; Levine 2000, pp. 100105; Runesson2001a, pp. 185-189;
Claugen 2002, pp. 192-194; Gruen
2002, pp. 110-111, n. 41.
7. Cf. the differentpoints of view in
the most recentcomprehensivestudies:
Binder 1999; Levine 2000; Runesson
2001a; Claugfen2002. For an excellent
analysisof the history of research,see
Runesson 2001a, pp. 67-168.
8. For an extensivediscussionof the
criteriarelevantto the discernmentof
building phases,see Traimper1998,
pp. 158-165.
9. This short summarycertainly
cannot do full justice to the extensive
and complex argumentationin each of
these studies.Importantpoints will be
treatedin detail during discussionof
the respectiveissues.
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examinations of the archaeological remains.5 In addition, GD 80 is addressed to a greateror lesser degree in all studies on ancient synagogues,especially in works on early examples and the evidence from the Diaspora.6
Despite its importance and early date, however, GD 80 has yet to be
published comprehensively.Therefore,much informationhas been unavailable until now, including, for example, an extensive record of all the architectural elements of the building; a catalogue of all material discovered;a
detailed reconstruction of the construction history based on the architecture itself and on excavations since 1913; extensive documentation with
photographsand drawings;and an examinationof the immediate surroundings and the quarterin which the building is situated.
Ideally,such documentation should be accomplished by an interdisciplinary team consisting of scholars familiar with the specific architecture
and archaeology of Delos and specialists in Jewish culture and history. As
the completion and publication of such a comprehensive study seems still
to be well in the future, however, the only alternativeis to pursue research
more limited in scope and with more modest goals. In this article, therefore, I addressjust one major issue not resolved in previous studies: the
history of the edifice according to the evidence visible above ground, and
the building's nature and probable function in the different phases of that
history. It is by examining principally the extant remains of GD 80 in
Delos that I hope to provide new information and insights for the ongoing study of early synagogues.
As the precise function and use of early synagogues in the Diaspora
and in Palestine remain the subject of much controversy,7'
treatment of the
architectureand the development of GD 80 should be independent of the
issues of its identification and function. Consequently, the first section of
this article is limited to an examination of the architecturalremains. On
the basis of the materials,building techniques, and types of bonding used
in the construction of the walls and rooms,8 different complexes of walls
can be identified, each of which distinguishes particular parts of the
building.
Whether these wall systems correspondto single phases, and whether
the sequence of such phases can be established with any degree of certainty,is discussed in the second section, which is not limited to the reconstruction of the architecturaldevelopment, but also includes reflections on
the character of each phase and the possible function of the building at
that time. In order to make clear to what extent my reconstruction of the
history of the building differs from those previously published, these two
sections are preceded by a short summary of the most important reconstructions to date, those submitted by Bruneau, White, and Binder.9
In the last major section, I address the question of when the building
was first considered a synagogue and used as such--whether from the beginning or only in a later phase-and what criteria allow us to determine
its function in the different phases. The value of the availableinformation
(from the architecture, equipment, comparanda from other synagogue
buildings, and literary and epigraphic sources) is discussed briefly in this
context. A short summary and suggestions for further research conclude
the article.
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OF GD 80

In his first study of GD 80, Bruneau distinguished two phases, the second
comprising only the division of the main hall into two rooms (A and B).10
He submits that, in light of the fact that three inscribed statue bases and
one block with a dedication and a graffito, all from the nearbygymnasium
(GD 76), were integrated into the east wall of the main hall (A/B), the
building could have been erected only after the destruction of the gymnasium by the troops of Mithridates VI in 88 B.c. From the beginning, it
could have been conceived as a Jewish assembly hall.
This view is amended slightly in Bruneau'slater articlewith the insertion of an intermediary phase consisting of the reconstruction of the east
wall of rooms A and B with the reused material from the gymnasium."
Accordingly, the original building can be dated to the period before 88
B.C., that is, sometime in the second century B.c. Although clear evidence

for its original function is conspicuous in its absence, the measures taken
in the second phase, after 88 B.C., most probably correspondedwith the
structure'suse as a synagogue, either refurbishedor otherwise transformed
from a predecessor of unknown nature into a Jewish building. The last
discernible alteration of the architecture (the third phase, involving the
division of the hall) could have been realized at any time until the end of
the second century A.D., when GD 80 fell out of use.
White argued that the building was originally a private house, erected
in the second century B.C. and defined by gneiss walls that delimited the
large hall (A/B) and the complex of rooms to its south (D).12 Renovations
of this dwelling then occurred in two stages, in the late-second and midfirst centuries B.C. The first renovation, the conversion of the house into a
synagogue edifice, included the modification of the portico in area C to
create a three-winged portico entrance on the side that fronts the sea, and
perhaps the partitioning that resulted in rooms A and B. In the second
stage of renovation, dated to after the Mithridatic destruction of 88 B.C.,
the east wall of rooms A and B was rebuilt with reused blocks and the
rooms themselves may have been refurbished. Even though White's description is extensive and illustrated by a plan indicating four different
types ofwalls, some questions concerningthe constructionhistory remain.13
10. Bruneau1970, pp. 480-493,
pls. B-H, with an excellentfield plan,
detailed plans, sections, and other
drawings(see Fig. 2 here).
11. In Bruneau1982, plans indicating the differentphases areabsent,
as they arein the formerpublication;
in addition,the sequenceof the three
phases is not clearlydescribedin the
text and can be divined only in general
terms.
12. White 1987. White 1990,
pp. 64-67, is a summaryof White
1987, but both include the same plan

indicatingthe differentwalls and
phases.Becausethe plan in White 1987
(p. 157, fig. 2) has no scale or north
arrow,however,it is advisableto consult
White 1990, p. 65, fig. 10.
13. First,the embellishmentof the
portico to createa "tristoa"(for discussion of this and relatedterms, see n. 74)
suggests the existenceof a simpler
predecessor(a single colonnadeat the
west?) that is neither describedin the
text nor indicatedon the plan. Binder
(1999, p. 308, n. 160) has interpreted
this situationas follows:"We should

note that White believes that the porticus was a later addition,though one
addedbefore the second phase when
the dividingwall was placedbetween

RoomA/B."

Second, can two completelydifferent wall types, gneiss/graniteand
White's (1987, p. 148) composite"SR"
(consistingof mixed gneiss and granite
with some marbleand spoil material),
be assignedto one phasewithout further comment?This probablyinduced
McLean (1996, p. 195) to suggest a
merging of White's phases2 and 3 into
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White was not the first to identify the original building as a domestic
residence, but he was "the most vigorous proponent of this viewpoint.'"14It
is interesting to note, however,that most scholarswriting about synagogues
after the publication of White's article in 1987 follow his hypotheses, and
usually reprint his schematic plan instead of Bruneau's much more detailed field plan.15
Both Bruneau and White agree that GD 80 is situated in what was a
residential quarterand was surroundedby buildings, but they do not try to
establish a relative chronology between the building and its neighbors.16
They also agree that a thin wall in D (Fig. 3, "Predecessor(?)granite wall"),
which was made entirely of granite and is now razed to the ground, does
not fit into any phase of the building's history and must, therefore,belong
to an earlier structurethat stood on the same site.
Recently, Binder has tried to rehabilitatethe construction history proposed by Belle D. Mazur in 1935, which was challenged by Bruneau in
1970 and again in 1982, and successfully,as no one has supported Mazur's
ideas since then." Mazur came to the conclusion that the building as she
reconstructed it could never have functioned as a synagogue, yet Binder
has no problem identifying it as a Jewish, or rather Samaritan, assembly
hall, at least in its second phase. According to him, following Mazur, the
original building comprised the large hall A/B, the D-complex, and a
courtyardof enormous size (28 x 28 m) with a full peristyle of eight columns on a side. He then conjectures that rooms to the north and to the
south of the courtyard,which are not yet excavated, also could have been
part of the building. Later changes (second phase) consisted of some additions in the D-complex and, primarily,the division of the large hall and
the renovation of its east wall (both incorporating reused marble blocks
from the gymnasium and, therefore,dating after 88 B.C.).Although Binder
does not completely rejectthe hypothesis that the building was constructed
as a synagogue, he favors an alternativescenario:the building was erected
as a cultic hall by a pagan association in the second century B.C., but after
88 B.C. it was taken over by Jews (or rather Samaritans)who renovated it
and transformed it into a synagogue.18
one, thus combining three different
wall systems.The plan and the reconstructionof the history as presentedby
Hachlili (1998, pp. 37-38, fig. 36) are
confusing and will, therefore,not be
discussedin detail.
14. Binder 1999, p. 307, n. 155, with
furtherreferences.
15. Those who follow White include Rutgers(1996, p. 94); McLean
(1996, pp. 192-195); Richardson
(1996, p. 97); Hachlili (1998, pp. 3539); Levine (2000, pp. 100-105); and
Clauglen(2002, pp. 192-194). Two
exceptionsare Binder (1999, pp. 297317) and Runesson (2001a, pp. 185189).

16. As the bonding and abutment
of walls is not markedon White's plan
(1987, p. 157, fig. 2), it suggestsan
extension of the firstbuilding to the
west and an extensionor contemporary
building to the north in his second
phase. Bruneau'smuch more detailed
plan (1970, pl. B) shows no wall at the
west, but one abuttingand one bonding
wall each to the north.
17. Binder 1999, pp. 297-317;
I have had no accessto Mazur'sbook
(Mazur 1935), but her ideas seem to be
fully and clearlysummarizedby Binder,
who also reprintsher restoredplan as
fig. 15. In addition,Binder reprints
Bruneau'splan (1970, pl. B) but pro-

vides no plans of his own of the different phases.The "fieldplan"published
by Foerster(1981, p. 166, no source
given) might have been taken from
Mazur'spublicationas well: it shows
a platformin the middle of hall A/B
that was observedand mentioned only
by Mazur;see Bruneau1970, p. 481.
Mazur'splan could be based on Plassart'soriginalplan, now lost (see above,
n. 3).
18. For the identificationas a
Samaritanratherthan a Jewish synagogue,which is not relevantto the
constructionhistory,see below in
detail,n. 123.
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DATA FROM GD 80

The field plan (Fig. 2) and sectional drawings published by Bruneau provide much useful information for the reconstruction of the building's
architecturaldevelopment, such as the materials used, sizes of the walls,
wall joints, preservedstucco decoration, and elevation drawings. Some important details are missing, however, and others do not correspond to the
archaeological evidence;19since the documentation of neither White nor
Binder (including plans and photographs) supplies the missing data,a close
examination of the actual remains is indispensable.
Five wall systems, which denote different parts of the building, are
distinguished here, and special attention is given to the walls of neighboring edifices and to the features of Binder's "courtyard"C.20 It is of paramount importance to distinguish clearly between the different wall systems and to determine which walls are to be associated with one another.
Furthermore,in each case it must be carefullyconsidered which criterion
is the more important and revealing: the material and the technique used
to build the wall, or how it was bonded (joined) to another wall. Even
though the analysis of wall bonding is, in general, a valuable criterion in
the study of architecture, bonding must be evaluated with caution, because walls of different phases can be joined without leaving evidence of
their different ages.21The disregard of wall systems has led to misinterpretations in previous publications, as will be demonstrated with relevant
examples.
GNEISS

WALLS

Solid thick walls made of regulargneiss blocks delimited a large hall (A/B)
that measured 16.80 m (N-S) x 14.40 m (E-W),22 with three entrances in
the east wall (Figs. 2, 3) that were, from the beginning, providedwith marble thresholds (see below). The exterior of the north facade was covered
with red, waterproof stucco, but the externalface of the east wall may have
been decorated with finer white stucco (see below). The floor of the hall
19. Bruneau1970, pl. B: the pavement of marblechips describedin the
text and in DelosXXIX, p. 197, no. 134,
is completelyabsent in room A and is
only summarilyshown in room B, with
no indicationof the extent to which it
is actuallypreserved.Surprisingly,Bruneau does not interpretthe most obvious facts of his excellentplan, such as
walls abuttingthe stucco of neighboring walls;he assignsthem all to a single
phase.
20. Becausethe reconstructionand
function of areaC cannot be determined with certainty,it is not possible
to identify it clearlyas a courtyard,an
areawith a colonnadeor a pi-shaped

entranceportico,or anotherfeature
(see below,pp. 542-554). It was certainly only partlycoveredand, thus,
served as a light sourcefor hall A/B
and at least partof the D-complex,
but for convenienceit will hereafterbe
referredto as courtyardC, or the courtyard,or simply C.
21. This holds especiallytrue for
the exteriorcornersof buildings (see
below). With regardto the conditions
underwhich the walls on Delos were
examined,and the criteriathat were
appliedwhile examiningthem, see
Triimper1998, pp. 158-165.
22. Measurementsdo not include
wall thicknesses.
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Figure 4. Room A, southwest corner:
two layers of finishing plaster on west
wall, and gap between marble chip
floor and partition wall A/B; from
east

was probably surfacedwith a simple waterproof pavement of marble chips
that was not subdivided or decorated in any way. The interior walls were
covered with stucco most likely in "Masonry Style,"of which only the red
plinth course is preserved (Figs. 4, 5).23
23. See DelosXXIX, p. 197, no. 134;
a patternedpavementcould haveprovided some hints as to the use of the
room,e.g., bordersalongthe walls suggesting the placementof couchesand
thereforeuse as a dining room. For such
a compositionin a simplepavementof
marblechips, see the Etablissementdes
Poseidoniastesde B6rytos(GD 57),
room E, in DdlosVI, pp. 79-80, pl. I
(and cf. Fig. 35, below).Unfortunately,it
is nowherestatedwhetherthe partition
wall betweenroomsA and B is set on the
marblechip floor;if it is set on the floor,
the latterwould clearlybe assignedto
the largeundividedhall.Accordingto
Bruneau1970, pl. C, the partitionwall
was neitherset on the pavementnor
equippedwith a properfoundation;Bruneau (1970, pl. D) providesa detailed
plan and elevationof this wall,but with
no indicationof the pavement.
Cleaning at some points along the
bottom of the partitionwall has shown

that the wall was not set on the marble
chip floor.Further,in both rooms the
marblechip floor does not neatly abut
the partitionwall. On the contrary,
there are quite large,irregulargaps
(0.05-0.25 m) between the wall and
the remnantsof the marblechip floor
(especiallyin the southwest cornerof
room A, the northwestcornerof room
B [Figs. 4, 5], and in front of all three
doorways).The small gaps were filled
with earth,the largerones with stones.
In and aroundthe centraldoorway
severalmarbleand gneiss blocks are
spreadirregularly(cf. Bruneau1970,
pl. B), and although these blocks between the two sections of wall could
have formed a kind of foundationfor
the threshold,which is missing today,
those north and south of these wall
sections could date to a crude repair
of the damaged marblechip floor.In
aggregate,this evidence suggests that
the marblechip floor was deliberately

destroyedin partwhen the partition
wall was built.Therefore,the erection
of the partitionwall servesas a terminus ante quem for the installationof
the marblechip floor.A trial trench
in the centraldoorwaycould reveal
whether the partitionwall has a proper
foundation there, and if so, how deep it
is. Because architecturalelements are
stored in both rooms, a lime kiln was
installedin room A, and large parts
of both rooms are filled with earth or
plants, the marblechip floor is not
fully visible today,nor is its preservation
and extent indicated on the older plans
(see above,n. 19). But accordingto the
areasthat were alreadyvisible and to
those exposedby partialcleaning,this
floor seems to be well preservedin
both rooms.
The characterand preservationof
the stucco on GD 80 are neither describedby Bruneau(1970) nor correctly
indicated on his plan (pl. B), which
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Figure 5. Room B, northwest corner:
gap between marble chip floor and
partition wall A/B, filled with stones;
from south

Roofing such a large room must have been challenging and might
have required interior supports. Because of later changes to the building
and its current state of preservation, the issue of supports cannot be addressed, but it is highly improbable that such a room was left open to the
shows tracesonly on the west wall of
B, the north walls of D2 and D3, and
the east wall of D3. Even without extensive cleaning,however,remainsof
stucco are also visible on the west wall
of A (remnantsof two coloredfinishing
coats; see below), the south wall of B
(undercoat),the west wall of D1 (undercoat),and the east face of the east
wall of D3 (undercoat).The evidence
in the southwest cornerof room A
(Fig. 4) allows us to reconstructthe
chronology of the applicationof the
stucco and the constructionof the partition wall of A/B. On the west wall of
A is a layerof red finishing plasterthat
continues behind the partitionwall, but
from the very bottom of the west wall
up to only ca. 0.10-0.20 m abovethe
floor; abovethis no stucco can be seen
on the west wall behind the partition
wall. Therefore,the stucco could have
been partlydestroyeddeliberately,as
was the marblechip floor,when the

partitionwall was erected.A second
layerof a less fine, simple white finishing plastercoversthe red finishing plaster,but only in the southwest cornerfor
ca. 0.54 m north from the partition
wall, i.e., in the gap between the corner
and the first bench (Fig. 4). Under the
benches along the west wall of A only
the layerof red finishing plasteris visible. The second layer(of white plaster)
does not clearlycontinue behind the
partitionwall and so could have been
added together with this wall as a repair
of the older,probablypartiallydamaged
plaster.Elsewhere,no repairof the first
stucco layerseems to have been deemed
necessaryafterthe installationof the
partitionwall.
The applicationof the first layerof
finishing plasterand the laying of the
marblechip floor were certainlydone at
approximatelythe same time and in the
following sequence:(1) the undercoats
of the stucco,which reach as deep as

0.20 m below the marblechip floor,
were applied;(2) the marblechip floor
was laid; (3) the finishing plasterlayer
of the stucco,which overlapsthe marble chip floor,was then added. Because
only the lowest partsof the stucco are
preserved(i.e., those near the level of
the floor), the qualityof the stucco (relief stucco or stuccowith incised lines,
partiallyor fully polychrome)and the
style of the wall system (e.g., "Masonry
Style"or "FirstPompeian Style,"which
is usual on Delos) cannot be reconstructedwith certainty;since an undivided red wall would be without parallel on Delos, however,a wall in "Masonry Style"with a red plinth course seems
most likely.Although it cannot be ruled
out that a complete renovationof GD
80 left no tracesof earlierdecorations,
it seems more likely that the visible
marblechip floor and stucco of A/B
were installed at the beginning and
were neverrenewedin later phases.
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Figure 6. Room D1, northwest

corner:changeof wall systemin
west wall,just south ofjoint with
north wall; from southeast

The roofing
sky,that is, built as a ratherexpensive,luxuriouscourtyard.24
was presumablyrealizedas a simpleridgedroofwith the ridgebeamoriented north-south.Sufficientlightingof the hallwouldhavebeen admitted by the three doorwaysand could have been amelioratedwith additionalwindowsin the northandwest walls,as neighboringbuildingshad
yet to be constructed.
The natureof the extensionof the gneiss buildingto the south and
eastis unknown.The west wall of D1 becomesconsiderablythinnersome
0.30 m south of the northwestcorner,and althoughno clearjoint can be
discerned,the materialandconstructiontechniquechangevisibly(Fig.6).
In addition,tracesof stuccowith a white finishingplasterarepreservedon
the southfaceof the northwall,in thejoint with the west wall.Since this
stuccobegins at a height of about1.40 m abovetoday'sfloorlevel, origi24. Mazur (1935) was the first to
challenge the idea that the large hall
A/B was roofed;becauseof its considerabledimensions, and with the example of the Etablissementdes Poseidoniastes (GD 57), room E (see Fig. 35,
below), to consider,she reconstructedit
as a courtyard.Bruneau(1970, p. 481,
n. 3) states that "onne peu decidersi,
dans le premier6tat du monument, la
salle 6tait couverte;mais apressa division en deux sallesA et B, la couverture
6tait siirementpossible du point de vue
technique et son existence est assurfe
par les donn6es de la fouille."Binder
(1999, p. 313) cites Mazur 1935 at
length but does not comment on this
point; instead, he refersrepeatedlyto

the (covered)hallA/B of the first
(Binder1999,
phase,andelaborates
pp.307-308)in detailon its enormous
sizewithoutdiscussingthe roofing.
White (1987)doesnot mentionthis
problemeither.
Similarproblemswerediscussedfor
the largeroomE (15.80x 13.37m) of
desPoseidoniastes
the Etablissement
(DelosVI, pp.77-81). Picardreconstructedit as an opencourtyard,
the
thirdone of the building,butI am
convincedthatthishugebanquetor
assemblyroomwasroofedand,most
likely,withoutsupports,becauseno
tracesof suchhavebeenfoundon the
pavement.(Thefullargumentation
cannotbe givenhere;it willbe included

in a study of all buildings for the meetings of associationsof Delos, which I
am currentlypreparing.)Precise,reliable informationregardingthe spans
that could be roofedwithout supports
in the Hellenistic period is rarely
supplied in the scholarlyliterature.
According to MUller-Wiener(1988,
pp. 100-101, fig. 5), this was possible
for rooms with a width of 8-12 m, at
most 15 m. Lauter(1986, pp. 236238), however,enumeratesseveral
Hellenistic exampleswith spans of up
to 18 m. Coulton (1976, p. 79) cites the
Portiquede Philippe (GD 3) in Delos,
over 11 m wide, and North Stoa B4 at
Cyrene, 14.7 m wide, which were both
roofed in a single span.
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Figure 7. Detail of Figure 6 showing,
in the wall joint (uppermiddle),
remains of stucco of a subsequently
blocked window jamb on the north
wall; from southeast

nally it must have decorated the jamb of a window in the west wall whose
dimensions cannot be reconstructed (Fig. 7). Both the change in building
technique and the blocking of the window are, most probably,due to the
renovation of the west wall in a later phase, when the building was extended to the south. Because the window was blocked, it does not seem
likely that mere technical reasons were responsible for the reduction of
the thickness of the west wall of D1.25This view is confirmed by the character of the east wall of D3, which also becomes thinner and was, judging
from the material used and the construction technique, certainly remodeled at some point, though not at the same time as the west wall (see
below, pp. 534-535).
In short, even if issues involving the extension and layout of the southern part of the building remain open, it is certain at least that the building continued farther south and thus included the water reservoir under
rooms B and D1.26 In addition to the foregoing evidence, expansion is
25. Among the technical reasons
that could be cited is the fact that parts
of the D-complex might not have

beencovered;alternatively,
its roofmay
have been lower than the roof of A/B,

and/orsupported
by internalpartition
walls.Foran elevationof the westwall
of D1, see Bruneau1970, pl. C.

26. Contraryto statementsin most
(e.g.,Bruneau
previouspublications
thisfeatureis
1970,p. 482,"citern"),
not a cistern.Itswallsandfloorwere
not entirelycoveredwithwaterproof
stuccoandthereforewerenot impermeable,norwasit filledwith collected
instead,it was(andstillis)
rainwater;

filledby groundwater,
likemanyother
smallwellsandlargereservoirs
on Delos.The relievingarchof thisreservoir
wascertainlynotvisiblefromroomB,
as assumedby Binder(1999,p. 301),
butwasblockedandcoveredwith
stucco(seebelow,pp.575-576).
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Figure8. Partitionwall of roomsD2
and D3 abuttingstuccoon southface
of northwall;fromsouth
suggested by more fine white stucco on the exterior face of the south wall
of B;27most probably this decoration dates to the first phase of use or at
least to an early phase, because the later partition wall of D2/D3 abuts it
(Fig. 8).
The position of the reservoir,partly under hall A/B and partly under
D1, is quite unusual. Whether the location was a deliberate choice with
regard to a specific function of the reservoir or was selected for merely
practical reasons28cannot be determined with certainty, particularlybecause the exact size and layout of the original building and the possible
influence of external factors29 are unknown. In theory, the foundation of
the predecessor wall in D1-D3, situated immediately south of the reservoir, might be identified as remnants of the original south facade;but given
the reduced width, different material (granite), and the fact that the wall
was not parallel to the north wall, such a reconstruction would hardly be
convincing."3

The matter of the expansion of the building to the east is also open to
speculation. It seems rather unlikely that the large hall was entered directly from some public space, street, or place. The idea of a colonnade in
front of the building finds many parallelsin Delos, but none involves such
a long portico or is equipped with a stylobate, and certainly not a stylobate
of marble.31A courtyard belonging to the building must have been de27. On Delos, the exteriorfaces of
walls areusuallycoveredwith a coarse,
red, waterproofstucco.
28. A naturalgap in the rockswas
exploited for this reservoir;this might
have been just a cost-reducingmeasure,
or due to the fact that farthersouth and
east no groundwaterwas available.
29. Such factorsinclude the urban

developmentof the area,the size of the
plot of land, the natureof the terrain,
and especiallythe presenceor absence
of groundwater.
30. This wall (see above,Fig. 3; also
Fig. 9) predatesall visible walls of the
D-complex: the partitionwalls of
D1/D2 and of D2/D3, as well as the
east wall of D3/D7. As only further

excavationmight clarifywhether this
wall belongs to the gneiss wall system
or to an earlierbuilding, the wall is
omitted from the following discussion.
31. See Bruneau1978; most of the
columns of the "ruesatcolonnes"are of
granite,and the few preservedmarble
columns are mostly unpolished (see
below,p. 557 and n. 98, for details).
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finedandclosedoff bywalls,but as the preservednorthandsouthwallsof
courtyardC were certainly established in a later phase, only further excavation can clarify whether they simply replaced predecessors or were part
of a later enlargement of the building.
MIXED

GNEISS

AND GRANITE

WALLS

Accordingto the relativechronology,two differentsets of walls, or wall
systems, were added to the first gneiss configuration. One consisted of
mixed gneiss and granite walls that were thinner than those of the large

hallbut strictlyparallelandorthogonalto them (Fig.3).They definelarge
parts of the visible D-complex, which was extended to the south and divided into several rooms when it was completely remodeled in a second
phase.
The inner partition walls of the D-complex (Fig. 9) are not sufficiently preservedto permit the identification of entrancesor establish their
relationships in all cases.32The west facade (of D1, D4-D6) is certainly
bonded with the north wall of D5/D7, which itself, running east-west,
divides the entire D-complex. The wall between D1 and D2 is bonded
with this major east-west wall, but the corresponding wall between D2
and D3 abuts the east-west wall at its south end and, as noted above, the

stuccoon the northwall of D1-D3 (Fig. 8).
Other walls that were not bonded with neighboring walls also suggest
that a differentiationof the D-complex took place afterits extension south.33
It is certain that the south and east facades of the D-complex were renovated in a later phase, because they differ in material and orientation from
the mixed gneiss and granite walls and are not bonded with them (see
below, under "GraniteWalls,"and Figs. 18, 19). Yet the original accessibility of this sector cannot be determined with certainty,and any discussion
of it must be limited to the visible remains of the remodeled building:
32. Contra Binder (1999, p. 301),
this certainlydoes not suggest "that
they were accessedfrom the roof or
through a second story that is no longer
extant.If this was the case, then the
chambersmay have servedas storage
compartments."SimilarlyWhite
(1987, p. 148), cited by McLean (1996,
p. 194), had proposedthat the "internal
partitionsmay have servedas storage
or as structuralcomponents for access
stairs,"but he does not elaborateon
what might have been accessedby these
stairs,nor does Binder discussthe flunction of upper-storyrooms.
Although the elevationsin Bruneau
(1970, pl. B) are not abundant(at least
not for all walls; see Fig. 2, above),it
becomes quite clearthat manywall
crestsare on a level similarto that of
the pavementin A/B; and that the

levels of the floors in the rooms differ
markedly,most probablybecausethe
original surfacesof the earthenfloors
were not recognizedin the earlyexcavations or becausetheir levels have
changed considerablysince 1912/1913.
There certainlywere doorwaysat
ground level between the rooms;they
were presumablyquite simple,without
elaboratethresholdsand doorposts,
and positioned slightly higher than the
doorwaysin the east wall of rooms A
and B. This could be the resultof the
renovationof this complex in a later
phase, one that might have included
raisingthe floor levels. In any case,
nothing (staircase,finds, structure)
attests the existenceof a second story
for this complex.Furthermore,in the
Delian houses known to have had two
stories,the ground-floorrooms are

alwaysaccessiblefrom the ground floor
only,never from above.
It should be noted that the dividing
walls of this complex aremuch more
poorly preservedthan all the other
walls.Were they deliberatelydemolished, destroyedby fire, or were they
made of a perishablematerialsuch as
earth,which was quite often used in
Delos, especiallyin privatearchitecture?See DedosVIII, p. 241; Delos
XXVII, p. 6.
33. The D5/D6 spacewas certainly
divided in a later phase.The general
layout suggeststhat rooms D4 and D6
were likewise createdat a latertime,
and that the first plan compriseda large
D7, and three
corridor/courtyard,
rooms of fairlyequalsize, D1-D3. This
cannot be provenwith the available
data,however.
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today, there is no doorway in the south wall and only a gap in the east wall
leading from courtyard C to the largest room of the complex, D7. Although a threshold, well-made jambs (i.e., those built with larger,well-cut
stones), doorposts (independent elements fitted against the jambs as parts
of a door frame), and any other evidence for such features are missing, this
gap probably corresponds to an ancient entrance.34According to this hypothesis, the D-complex would have been quite a secluded areawith highly
restricted accessibility.It is open to speculation whether the original east
wall of D3/D7 was provided with more or larger doorways. As far as can
be determined from its current state, room D7 must have functioned as a
distributional space, probably giving access to D1-D3 and D6. If the wall
between D1 and D2 continued to the north wall, access to D1 might have
been limited to a kind of narrow corridor that remained after the (subsequent?) creation of D4 (Fig. 9).
Without the-entirely hypothetical-reconstruction of windows in
the externaland partition walls, the lighting of the D-complex seems problematic, because one single doorway to courtyard C would not have provided sufficient light for all the rooms. One of the rooms could have served
as a courtyardor a light well, but clear indications (e.g., waterproof pavement, drain) of such a function are absent.
The possible expansion of the building to the south will have had
implications for any construction to the east, but, as stated above, all discussion of the latter remains hypothetical.

Figure9. D-complex:generalview of
partitionwalls,andwaterreservoirat
lowerleft;fromwest

34. Partof the gapextendsdownto
the floor level of room D7 and that of
courtyardC east of the south portion of
the east wall of D7, and part to the surface level of the thresholdsof rooms A
and B and the crestsof the partition
walls of the D-complex. At the lower
level it is only 0.40 m wide, at the
upper 1.30-1.40 m. North and south of
this break,the walls are preservedto a
height of ca. 0.90 m above the floor
level of the courtyard.
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35. See Bruneau1970, pl. E, with
plan and elevation.
36. Bruneau1982, p. 497. White
(1987, p. 148, n. 63) cites Bruneau's
hypothesisas evidencewithout commenting on the problemsor delivering
furtherconvincingproof. Like Bruneau,
White notices that the east wall bonds
with the north and south walls of the
large hall;the marblespoil materialsare
the only signs of remodeling.This is
one of the rarecases in which both
Bruneauand White willingly acknowledge that a wall, though bonding with
neighborsof an earlierphase,was remodeled in a secondaryphase, thus
giving priorityto the differencesin wall
systems and not, as usual,to the question of bonding. Binder (1999, pp. 299300) does not discussthese problems,
but merelystates that the east wall of
A/B was rebuilt.
37. Plassart1914, pp. 523-524.
38. DdeosVI, fig. 65; DelosVIII,
pp. 261-286; Ginouv&s1992, pls. 2224.
39. For a deep step below the
thresholdand the positions of pivot
and bolt holes in the step, see the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes(GD 57),
room E, in DdlosVI, fig. 65.
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MATERIAL

The second wall system to be added to the gneiss complex comprised only
a single wall, the east wall of the large hall A/B (Fig. 10). It was made of
gneiss and marble spoils, including inscribed blocks (statue bases and an
inscribed dedication base) and plain blocks.35Both Bruneau and White
ascribedthe visible state of the wall to a renovationafter88 B.C.,but Bruneau
forthrightly admits that his hypothesis is fragile, "ndemoins d'un r~examen de la ruine que d'un souci de vraisemblancehistorique, celui d'accorder la date de l'implantation des Juifs 'tDlos et celle de leur Synagogue."36
In theory, the east wall could have been conceived as an imposing
facade distinguished by its remarkablesize and the decorative integration
of marble blocks employed in its initial construction.The fact that an arch
in the south wall of room B, which served as a relieving arch for the water
reservoir,is made of reused marble blocks seems to support this possibility
because the arch certainly dates to the first building. Evidence contradicting this view, however, is provided by the marble thresholds (Figs. 11-13).
Plassartalone noticed that the steps of all three thresholdsareeach equipped
with two sets of pivot and bolt holes. According to his hypothesis the
inner, or east, sets of holes were carvedwhen the threshold blocks (whose
original contexts are unknown) were reused, in the first phase of GD 80's
history.37The reuse of all three threshold blocks seems quite reasonable
because, in Plassart'sopinion, this wall of gneiss and marble spoils belongs
to the first phase of the building's life, which would mean that there was
no remodeling of the east wall, but an extensive integration of reused material from the outset.
On the other hand, the prospect that there were two successive east
walls suggests that the two sets of pivot and bolt holes-which, it should
be noted, are remarkablysimilar-in each threshold step correspondwith
two phases of the wall's history,or that they testify specifically to the existence of two successive versions of this wall. But a detailed analysis of the
threshold blocks shows that they had to be adapted to an enlarged east
wall and that, in opposition to Plassart, the outer, or west, sets of holes are
later than the inner sets.
The majority of known Delian threshold blocks are laid out in such a
way that the pivot and bolt holes do not lie within the thickness of the
wall, or between the planes of the doorjambs,but just outside both in the
interior, lower step of the threshold itself, so that the leaves of the door
would not abut the doorjambs but the wall instead.38Whereas the inner,
east holes of the threshold blocks in question are situated between the
planes of the jambs, the outer, west ones correspond to the usual arrangement, being positioned just west of the wall (Figs. 11-13). In addition,
parts of the visible wall cover some of the inner pivot holes. Finally, the
outer holes are more crudely cut than the inner ones and are carved right
next to or even into the west edge of the interior step of the threshold.
Given the considerable depth of the thresholds, this seems unnecessary
and puzzling as an original arrangement.39
For these reasons, the inner, east set of holes must belong to a previous
phase of use, the outer set having been used together with the wall visible
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Figure10. RoomsA andB (right),
theircommoneastwallwith reused
marbleblocksand thresholds
(center),and courtyard C (left);from

north
today.40Two conclusions can be drawn from this evidence. First, the elabo-

rate marble thresholds were originally set in a wall of lesser thickness, the
later thickening of the wall (Fig. 10) with massive marble blocks requiring
a shift of the pivot and bolt holes as far west as possible.41Second, the
central threshold (Fig. 12) must have been conceived as passable like the
other two and used for some time before being blocked by the partition
wall of A/B; therefore, this partition wall could not have been built either
before or at the same time that the east wall was renovated.42
Yet to what extent, and why, exactly, was the east wall remodeled?
The nature of the wall's construction might answer both questions, or at
least the first.That the marble spoils were conceived as a deliberate embellishment (which might provide evidence for a new function, or at least a
40. The inconvenientgap thus created between the treadof the threshold
and the outer set of holes was probably
bridgedwith a wooden frame or platform.
41. Marks createdby the sliding
of the valves that pivoted in the inner
holes arevisible on the north and cen-

tral thresholds(Figs. 11, 12), testifying
to a longer first phase or to intensive
use. Moreover (Bruneau1970, pl. E),
contraryto the generalcustom in Delos, the left (here south), not the right,
leaf of the north door seems to have
been used much more intensively;as
the outer,west sets of holes are nearthe

edges of the lower steps of the thresholds, sliding valves hardlycould have
left marks,thus providinghints about
the primarydirectionof circulation.
42. As proposedby White (1987)
and his followers;see McLean 1996,
p. 195; Hachlili 1998, pp. 37-38; also
Binder 1999, pp. 299-300.
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Figure 11 (above,left). Room A, east
wall, marble threshold; from south
Figure 12 (above, right). Rooms A
and B, east wall, central marble
threshold; from south
Figure 13 (right). Room B, east wall,
marble threshold; from north
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Figure14. CourtyardC, northwest
corner:northwall (right)abutting
stuccoon west (marblespoil)wall;
fromsoutheast
heightened importance, of the building) is unlikely for several reasons.
The spoil material is not distributed merely for ease of incorporation or
for maximum decorative effect; on the contrary,it is used with great care
to stabilize the wall as much as possible. The first visible layer or course
consists almost entirely of marble slabs laid as headers that span the entire
thickness of the wall. In this way they form a kind of euthynteria for the
wall. In the following layers or courses the reused marble blocks are set up
vertically and cover only about half the thickness of the wall. The remaining spoil blocks are concentrated in the central part of the wall, framing
and stabilizing its critical areas-the doorways. In short, the wall is built
with a kind of framework, the marble spoil material serving as frame and
studs, and the gneiss blocks as infill. The wall was not simply repaired in
its upper parts, but completely remodeled down to its foundations.
To stabilize the wall further, fine white stucco was probably applied,
which would have rendered the marble blocks invisible. This supposition
depends on the extent of remodeling ascribed to this phase, however, as
stucco is preserved only in the joint between the east face of this wall and
the abutting north wall of courtyard C (Figs. 14, 15). This exterior corner
of the building is only partially excavated; the exposed area includes two
marble blocks, separated vertically by an intervening stone, that clearly
served to stabilize the outer corner (Fig. 16). But did these blocks belong
to the first building, constituting anomalies in the homogenous gneiss
walls,43or to the renovation? Was the first gneiss facade or the marble

43.The exteriornorthwestcornerof
A is stillunderearthandthe original
southeastandsouthwestcornersof the
gneissbuildingarenot preserved.So it
cannotbe ruledoutthatone of the
othercorners,orevenallfour,included
stabilizingmarbleblocksaswell.
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Figure15. RoomA, northeast
corner:marbleblockof east (marble
spoil)wallwith stuccoon exterior;
from south

Figure16. CourtyardC, northwest
corner:north (granite)wall abutting
west (marblespoil)wall,with
remainsof stuccoin joint; from
southeast

44.The fieldplanin Bruneau1970
(pl.B) showsthe eastwallof A/B with
northernandsouthernportionsthatare
not asthickas the centralportion,suggestingthatthe formerareolderthan
the latter.Elsewherein Bruneau1970
(pl.E), however,a detailedplanand
elevationof the samewalldoesnot
reflectthisarrangement,
nordoesthe
evidence.
archaeological
45.This basewasslightlyshifted
afterits excavation
and,by 1913,was
situateddirectlyin frontof thewall;see
Plassart1914,p. 525,forthe photographtakenin 1913.

spoil wall revettedwith stucco?Neither the interiornortheastcornerof
room A nor the southeastcornerof room B providesclearevidencefor
eitherpossibility.The bondingof the northwall of A with the east wall
could havebeen effectedeasily-duringthe remodeling,but, alternatively,
the interiorfaces of the north and east walls of A might have been retained,the renovationbeing limited to that outercorner(Fig. 10).44 The
southeastcornerof B and the northeastcornerof D3 are not preserved
sufficientlyto permita determinationof howthe threewallsmeetingthere
werebondedto one another(Fig. 17). Since a largemarblestatuebase of
Sosilos(IGXI iv, 1087) occupiedthe exactpoint at which the threewalls
intersect,the remodelingof the east wall was certainlyextendedto the
cornerof room B;45 accordingly,the remodelingmight haveincludedthe
northeastcornerof roomA, which,asjust mentioned,was stabilizedwith
marbleblockslike the restof the eastwall.The dateof the latteris of major importancewith regardto the constructionsequenceof the whole,as is
demonstratedbelow.
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But why was the east wall remodeled in such a careful manner?With
its three doorways it was certainly the most fragile wall of A/B and, therefore, most prone to collapse. Obviously, the enlargement of the wall is a
response to this danger and not the result of a change in roofing--the
other walls were not reinforced at the same time, so the roof could not
have been raised appreciably.It is equally unlikely that the addition of a
roofed portico required the enlargement of the east wall, for such a portico would have extended farther south (see below, pp. 562, 564) to front
the D-complex, the east wall of which seems not to have been enlarged at
the same time. It is usually assumed that the wall was destroyed, for example, during the Mithridatic raids and, therefore, needed repair.But this
cannot be proven because further evidence for destruction is missing, and
the extent of the devastation effected by Mithridates' troops in Delos is
unknown.46 Thus, the reason for the remodeling must remain uncertain;
only its date and the manner in which it was done can be determined.
GRANITE

Figure 17. Intersection of three wall
systems (left to right. granite, gneiss,
marble spoil) at east end of partition
wall D1-D3/B, with marble statue
base of Sosilos in foreground; from
east

WALLS

The granite wall system comprised several walls that were almost entirely
composed of irregularlarge granite blocks:
1. The north wall of courtyardC, which abuts stucco at the northeast
corner of A (Figs. 14-16).47 If this corner belongs to the first gneiss building, the north wall could have been added in a second phase; otherwise, it
must have been built after the installation of the marble spoil wall.
2. The east wall of the D-complex (D3/D7), which seems to have
been completely rebuilt (Fig. 18).48Even though it is clearly bonded with
the south wall of D7, the way in which it was joined with the southeast
corner of B cannot be judged (as above, Fig. 17). As in the case of the north
wall of courtyard C, whether this wall was established before or after the
remodeling of the east wall of A/B remains an open question. The north
wall of D7, which is bonded with the west facade of the D-complex, abuts

46. See in detail Bruneau 1968,
pp. 683-691.
47. See Bruneau1970, pl. VIII:1, 2.
48. See Bruneau1970, pl. VIII:1.
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northwalls;fromsoutheast
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the east wall, but not the stucco that is preserved on the west face of that
wall in D3. Therefore, the north wall of D7 is not later than the east wall,
but contemporaneous or-because the two walls are not bonded-earlier.
3. The south wall of the D-complex (D6/D7). The wall is bonded
with the south wall of courtyardC and the east wall of D7, but seems to be
abutted by the west wall of D6 (Figs. 19, 20).49 That its orientation differs
considerablyfrom that of the other walls can only be noted, not explained.'s
4. The south wall of courtyardC, including an entrancethat was flanked
two
monolithic granite jambs (Figs. 20, 21).51The granite threshold is
by
visible
barely
today because one of the jambs has collapsed and now blocks
the doorway.Two shallow cuttings on its north edge suggest that a block
was added to form a lower step that would have had a set of pivot and bolt
holes. In this way,the door could have been closed properlyfrom the courtyard, clearly indicating that the wall was the south limit of the building.
This was doubtless an entrance from the outside, from some public space
49.This cornercannotbejudged
with certaintybecauseits exterioris not
visible (see following note). The remarkabledifferencebetween the two
wall systems that meet at the southwest
cornerof D6 speaksfor itself, however;
these walls certainlydo not belong to
the same phase, as stated by Binder
(1999, p. 308, n. 160). His view leads
him to a quite desperateconclusion:
Since he has noted that, in contrastto
the south wall of the D-complex and
courtyardC, the north wall of C is not
bonded to the original shell of the
building, he must assume some later
damage to that end of the building,
which suggests repairsat the point at

which the walls intersected.Obviously,
he did not notice the stucco in the joint
between the intersectingwalls at the
northwestcornerof C, nor the remarkable similarityof the south and north
walls of C.
50. Today this wall is not visible
from the exterior,being completely
coveredby a modernwall that is built
in a technique similarto that of the
granitewall system.The modern wall
seems to predatethe excavation,for it
was partiallydestroyedduring the
excavationsin 1912 and rebuiltin 1913;
see Plassart1914, pp. 524-525, with
photographstaken in 1912 and 1913.
51. See Bruneau1970, pl. C.
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Figure 19. Room D6, southwest
corner: west (mixed gneiss and
granite) wall abutting south
(granite) wall; from northeast

Figure 20. Courtyard C, southwest
corner: three to four courses of
bonded south and west granite walls,
with upper portion of south wall
poorly built up in modern times;
from northeast

Figure 21. Courtyard C, south wall
with entrance; from northwest
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into the building.52Yet its modest construction suggests that this was only
a side entrance, conveniently placed in proximity to the possible "service"
area D1-D7. A carefullyplanned hierarchyof doorwayswithin this building is attested by the fact that the only two preserved posts of the doorways to A/B and between A and B are of marble.53
Despite their modest construction, the granite walls are of paramount
importance to our understanding of the building because they define its
actual form, especially that of the courtyard in the east. While they can
safely be dated later than the first gneiss wall and the mixed gneiss and
granite walls, establishing the sequence of the granite walls and the marble
spoil wall is highly problematic.
GRANITE-GNEISS-MARBLE

WALL

The lastwallsystemto be discussed
involvesonlythepartition
wallA/B,
whichdividedthehallintotwoseparate
roomsof virtually
equalsize.Its
remains are even thicker than those of the east wall of A/B and consist
primarily of large regular granite blocks, small gneiss blocks, and reused
marble blocks.54Its remarkablethickness might have been associated with
an alteration of the roof and ceiling, or it could be attributable simply to
the apparentabsence of a proper foundation, and to the fact that it is not
bonded with the adjoining walls. Of the three doorways, two are still
equipped with a marble threshold; the better preserved of the two shows
pivot and bolt holes for a door, thus confirming that the entrances between A and B could have been closed by double-leaf doors. Whereas the
central entrance in the east wall of A/B was certainly blocked by this
huge partition wall, the north entrance, which gave access to room A and

was foundblockedat the time of excavation,couldhavebeenwalledup at
any time.55Once closed to courtyardC, room A was accessible only from
52. If "additionalrooms were connected to the south wall of the building
in a (still) unexcavatedarea,"as hypothesized by Binder (1999, p. 312), following Mazur (though without a page reference),the pivot and bolt holes would
have been placed on the south side of
this threshold:the normaldirectionof
circulationrequiresa movement from
the centraldistributionalarea,the
courtyard,into the surroundingrooms.
Yet this thresholdis clearlyplanned for
movement from south to north, from
the outside of the building to the inside. In short, this is an entranceto the
building and not to a room that was
part of it. Since the visible south wall of
the building displaysno other doorways
or evidencefor them, the idea of an
extension of this building to the south
can be dismissedwith certainty.
53. These are the south doorpost of
the doorwayinto B-the only doorway

of the three entrancesto A/B that was
used until the end of the building's
life-and the east doorpost of the west
doorwaybetween A and B; see Bruneau 1970, pls. D, E.
54. See Bruneau1970, pls. C, D,
with plan and elevation.Contraryto
White 1987, p. 152, n. 76, no inscribed
stone of the gymnasium(GD 76) was
incorporatedinto this wall. White
probablymeant the stone bearing
IG XI iv 1152, which is now situated
immediatelysouth of this wall, though
its exact findspot and originalposition
are unknown;see Bruneau1982, p. 496,
fig. 11. Binder (1999, pp. 299-300,
n. 131), probablyfollowingWhite, also
states that "thiswall incorporateselements from the nearbygymnasium"
and would, therefore,date to the period
after 88 B.c.
55. That it was blocked is mentioned by Plassart(1914, p. 523). In

theory,this could have occurredany
time afterthe installationof the marble
spoil wall, but despite its importance
for the accessibilityto and the use of
room A, this fact is often overlooked,
probablybecausetoday no tracesof
such blocking remain.See, e.g., Binder
1999, pp. 300, 308; Hachlili 1998,
p. 38; McLean 1996, p. 195; Runesson
2001a, p. 187. White (1987, p. 148)
does not discuss the accessibilityof A
and B, but he expresslypoints out that
the throne in A (see below,p. 584) is
opposite the north doorwayin the spoil
wall, which suggeststhat he took the
doorwayto be passable;in any case, his
conjecturedrestoration(1987, p. 160,
fig. 5) does not show a blocked doorway. Clearly,the blockingwas removed
during the excavation,as revealedby a
photographtaken in 1912 (see Plassart
1914, p. 524) that does not show it.
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Figure22. North wall (center)of
roomA (upperleft) and courtyardC
(lower left), nichein west wall of A
andthronein frontof west wall, and
wallsof adjacentbuildingto north
(right); from east

room B, which certainlywould have had consequences for its use and lighting. Indeed, without additional windows56room A would have been rather
somber, in any case darker than B and the former hall A/B. The small
niche in the west wall of A might have been created for this reason; its
reduced size, low position above the floor, and modest, improvised construction with spoil material suggest a function as a lamp niche (Fig. 22).
Contrary to White's view, the off-center position of this niche with regard
to room A does not prove that it belonged to an earlierphase; its position
is equally off-center with regard to the large hall, the size and lighting of
which did not require a lamp or a lamp niche."7
Even if the arrangementof the visible equipment with marblebenches
and a marble throne (see below) is clearly dependent on the establishment
56. Windowscannotbe reconstructedin anyof thewallswithcertainty,giventhe natureof the neighboringbuildingsanddoorways.
57. White 1987, p. 148; see Bru-

neau1970,pl. C. The dimensionsof
the nicheareW. 0.18 m, H. 0.25 m,

andit is 0.80 m abovethe floor.Forthe
averagedimensions,positions,and
functionsof the manynichesin Delian
walls,seeTriimper1998,pp.68-76.
In the largeundividedhallonewould
haveexpected,at most,a set of symmetricallyarrangeddecorativeniches

highup in thewall.The factthatmany
lamps have been found in the building
might furthersupportthe identification as a lamp niche; see Plassart1914,

pp.532-533;Bruneau1970,pp.484485.
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of the separate rooms A and B, it cannot be disproved that the furniture
had been used in an earlier phase and was adapted to the new situation."5
The benches (and especially their supports) are partially made of reused
material, which could have been integrated from the beginning or added
after a destruction or rearrangementof the building. Similarly,there is no
evidence that the famous marble throne was carved specially for this edifice and not taken from another building; indeed, severalscholars are convinced that this throne was originally set up in the theater, which is a
considerable distance from GD 80.59 The current arrangement of the
benches along the north and west walls of A and the south wall of B need
not necessarilycorrespondto the original layout; according to Plassart,the
visible marble benches, and several inscribed marble blocks found on and
under the benches or at the bottoms of walls, escaped the lime kiln that
was later installed in room A only because the neighboring walls had collapsed and covered them completely. Therefore, benches could also have
been set up against other walls, for example the west wall of B or even
walls with doorways.60 As previouslymentioned, the pavement with marble
chips and the stuccoed wall with its red plinth course that certainly served
to decorate the large hall by this time were partly destroyed and crudely
repairedfor the installation of the partition wall, but otherwise were used
continuously after the subdivision of the hall.
It is unlikely that the partition wall was inserted for purely practicalor
technical reasons,because, for example, pillars or columns would have sufficed to support a roof in danger of collapse.The intent must have been to
differentiate space or create more rooms, which could be used separately.
This view is supported by the fact that benches were set up not only in
rooms A and B, but also in courtyardC. As all three spaces were equipped
in the same way in this regard, the possible activities performed in them
might have been limited and required primarily seating. But the spaces
were probably used for different occasions or by different groups.
58. In contrastto White (1987,
p. 148), I have not observedthat the
"benchesin the southwest cornerof A
(at point S) neatlyabut the partition
wall,"which is suggestedby White's
schematicreconstructedplan (p. 157,
fig. 2). See the actualsituationin Bruneau 1970, pls. B, C, and Fig. 2 here.
59. This marblethrone has been
comparedto the throne of the priest
in the Theater of Dionysos Eleutherios
in Athens; the date of the latterhas
been much discussed,but an attribution
to the first centuryB.c. seems most
likely.The simplerDelian versionwas
dated accordingly;see Risom 1913;
DdlosXVIII, pp. 7-9, fig. 5, pl. 49;
Richter 1966, pp. 31-32, figs. 150-153;
Bruneau1970, pp. 481, 492; Hachlili
1998, pp. 80-81.
Accordingto Deonna (DdlosXVIII,
p. 9), the Delians "ontassurementpris
au theitre ce beau fauteuil";the caption

in Richter 1966, fig. 153, readsas follows: "Marblethrone in the theatreof
Delos."I am much indebted to JeanCharlesMoretti, who is preparingthe
publicationof the Delian theaterand
has kindly given me his opinion;he too
is convincedthat this throne belonged
to the theaterbecause,among other
reasons,it is a simplifiedcopy of the
aforementionedthrone in the Athenian
theater.
Some scholarsareof the opinion
that the thronewas made expressly
for Jewish use in GD 80 (see Hachlili
1998, pp. 37-38, 80, with further
literature).Others, e.g., Bruneau(1970,
pp. 480-493) and White (1987), do not
discuss the questionof"spoil or not."
Binder (1999, p. 301 with n. 132)
points out that "it cannot be determined with any degree of certainty
if the throne and the benches also
belonged to the earlierstage. If so,

then they would have been arranged
in a differentfashionwithin the unsectioned room A/B." But later he
identifies the palmette on the back of
the throne as typical"artisticembellishment"that would suggest a Jewish
(Samaritan)influence (Binder 1999,
p. 306), and favorsa non-Jewish
ownershipof the first building
(pp. 314-316).
60. E.g., the east walls of B and
A(?), the north wall of B, and even the
south wall of A, becausethe valves of
the doors opened againstthe jambs
(probablybecauseof the enormous
thickness of these walls).The small
column drum inscribedwith ID 2328
(see n. 122, below) was found at the
bottom of the west wall of B, however,
where no benches arepreserved;see
Plassart1914, p. 526; Bruneau1970,
p. 484.
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Figure23. RoomA, northwest
exteriorcornerabuttedby wall
extending west (lower rightfore-

ground);fromnorthwest
NEIGHBORING

STRUCTURES

Although the immediate surroundings of the edifice have not been excavated, the remnants of many walls belonging to neighboring buildings are
visible (Figs. 1, 2). No plan has ever been drafted that shows all the visible
walls, which would allow us to reconstruct the layout of the Quartier du
stade much more precisely than has been possible to date, so only the
immediate neighboring walls of GD 80 can be taken into account here:
1. A wall that abuts the northwest corner of room A and extends west
(Fig. 23). This wall was certainly erected after the construction of GD 80,
perhaps even as soon as the first phase, with gneiss walls, was completed.61
The size, extent, and position of the building to which it belonged, however, are unknown.
2. A wall that is set against the stucco on the north exterior surface of
the northeast corner of room A and leads north (Figs. 15, 22). Its course
can be followed for about 45-50 m, to the hypothetical prolongation of
the Rue mdridionale,which is the southernmost visible east-west road of
the Quartier du stade (Fig. 1). This wall formed the east facade of an
insula and was equippedwith three, probablyfour,entrances.The entrances
corresponded with three or four plots of fairly equal (north-south) extent,
which suggests a preconceived layout and a simultaneous execution.
3. Several walls north of room A. One is parallel to the north wall of
A, defining a corridorabout 2 m wide between the two walls that is blocked
by a wall at the west abutting the north wall of room A (Fig. 22). A third
wall seems to abut the east end of the east-west wall and extend north
from it.
4. A wall that leads north from, and forms a right angle with, the
preserved east end of the north wall of C (Fig. 24, foreground). Although
the interior corner of the two walls was covered with stucco (Fig. 24, right

61. ContraWhite (1987, p. 147,
n. 62, fig. 2), who states"thatthere is
evidence of other constructionintegral
to the building, esp. in the areasto the
north and west. Thus, note the bonded
cornerat Qand the wall extension
(unbonded)at P."
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Figure24. CourtyardC: overviewof
the easternpartwith northwall in
foreground;fromnorth
foreground), it is not clear whether these walls are bonded and therefore
might have been built at the same time.62If they were erected simultaneously, this would mean that GD 80 extended farther north, or that its
extension to the east was effected together with a transformation (e.g.,
enlargement) of the northern neighbor. Furthermore,it would suggest that
this corner marked the east limit of GD 80. But only further investigation
and excavation can clarify whether these walls are really bonded and corresponded with the seaward facade of the respective buildings.
In short, GD 80 was obviously integrated into an extended insula,
probably marking its south end and serving as the starting point for the
development of its eastern part.There was, most probably,no neighbor to
the south, at least not south of courtyard C. As there are no doorways in
the extant west and north facades of the building, the walls to its west and
north certainly did not define rooms that belonged to it,63 but in all likelihood were constructed for separate neighboring edifices.
Even though the orientation of the building differs considerably from
that of all fully excavatedbuildings in the Quartier du stade, it corresponds
with the layout of the Rue mdridionale and the many walls visible south of
that street, that is, to the south of Ilot II (see above, Fig. 1). Because the
62. Accordingto Bruneau(1970,
pl. B), these walls arebonded.The north
wall of C, the east wall of the neighbor
to the north, and a third wall, leading
from the north end of the latter to the
west, must have been visible quite early
becausethey appearon plans from
1907/1908 onward(DelosXXXIX, document VI; Vallois 1953, pl. I; Bruneau
1970, pl. A; Papageorgiou-Venetas1981,
p. 105, fig. 85; GD, plan III). Today only
the north wall of C and a small part of

the east wall of the northernneighbor
are clearlyvisible, but neither their
relationshipnor the extension of the
north wall of C to the east can be reconstructedwith certaintybecause
these walls are not fully excavated.
The fact that the easternmost3.70-m
stretch of the preservednorth wall of C
is remarkablythicker (0.90 m) than the
remainingportion to the west (0.60 m;
Fig. 2 here and Bruneau1970, pl. B)
suggests that this wall did not continue

much farthereast, because the reinforcementof walls is a typical feature
of outer cornersor heads of walls.
Nothing similarcan be observedfor
the south wall of C. There is, however,
no evidence of an outer corneror clear
terminusfor either the north or the
south wall of C (Fig. 24, and see
Fig. 28, below).
63. As conjecturedby White (1987,
p. 147, n. 62) and Binder (1999, p. 312,
n. 168).
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history and urban development of this quarterhave not been examined to
date, it must remain open whether its construction proceeded from south
to north or vice versa; whether GD 80 influenced the orientation of its
immediate surroundingsor was itself conditioned by a preconceivedurban
layout for this quarter; and whether the building had neighbors to the
west and southwest.64

COURTYARD

C

Although the visible form and extent of courtyardC can be assigned safely
to the granite wall system, the constructions within it could have been
established independently, that is, together with another wall complex or
even severalwall complexes. As mentioned previously,the reconstruction
of the eastern part of GD 80 is highly problematic, starting with the first
gneiss building.
From the existing evidence, one is moved to reconstruct a courtyard
bounded by at least three porticoes. Foundations a and d on Bruneau's
plan (see Figs. 2, 3) are so wide and so clearly parallel to, and equal distances from, the north and south walls, respectively,that they must have
delimited corridors or ambulatories.These spaces were nearly as wide as
the distance between the existing north-south stylobate and the west wall,
and had to be roofed as well because the benches along the north wall of C
continue east of the line of the stylobate and were, most probably, not
exposed to the open sky.65
Yet two details seem to defy such a reconstruction:(1) the northernmost block of the marble step below the west stylobate is worked on its
east face with the intention that it should be seen, and (2) it displays on its
north face an anathyrosisthat extends from the west and bottom edges of
the block over most of the block's width and height (Figs. 25, 26). These
points suggest that the west colonnade continued north and that the abutment of a north colonnade with the west colonnade would not have been
planned.66Two explanations can be offered for this phenomenon. First,
the northernmost slab of the marble step is just spoil: the anathyrosis on
64. As suggestedbyplanIII in GD,
whichshowsa wallca.60 m westof
GD 80 runningparallelto it butproceedingfarthersouth.Thiswallcould
haveformedthewestfacadeof the
insulato whichthebuildingbelongs,
orthatof a separateinsula.In anycase,
the twopartsof thisonelargeinsulaor
two separateinsulaewereseparated
by
andwerelaidouton sevtwoquarries
from
eralterracesslopingdownward
westto east(Fig.1). As alreadymentioned,at leastthe easternareaor insula
to a preconwaspositionedaccording
ceivedplan,butsucha plancannotbe
forthewesternareaor
reconstructed
insuladueto insufficientevidence.

In GD,pp.207-208,fewconstruca
tionssouthof GD80 arementioned:
possiblelighthouseon the smallcape
to its south,anda "faimmediately
de
(GD80.1)quitefar
brique pourpre"
the reto the south.By comparison,
mainsof severalwallson the shoreand
in the seatestifythatthe
submerged
northof thebuilding
areaimmediately
wasquitedenselybuiltup.As earlyas
1907/1908,thisareawasidentifiedas
a smallharborwithmolesandquays;
seeDdlosXXXIX,pp.122-123,
documentsVI,XXXIII;Vallois1953,
pl. I; Bruneau1970,pl.A; Papageor1981,pp.105-106,
giou-Venetas
fig.85;GD,planIII.

65. Manytilefragmentsfound
of the siteare
duringexcavation
testimonyto the existenceof sloped
roofs;see Plassart1914,pp.524525;Bruneau1970,p. 483. Suchtiles
couldhavecoveredthe porticoesand
rooms.Note thathenceforththe terms
and"westportico"
"weststylobate"
willbe appliedto the north-south
portico
stylobateandthe associated
(whichis normallyreferredto as
westin
"porticoC"in the literature),
relationto the northandsouthporhere(see
ticoesthatarereconstructed
below).
66. Bruneau1970,p. 483.
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Figure 25. Courtyard C, marble step
east of west stylobate: well-worked
east face of northernmost block;
from east

Figure 26. Courtyard C, marble step
east of west stylobate: north face of
northernmost block, with anathyrosis; from northeast
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Figure 27. Courtyard C, marble step
east of west stylobate: south face of
southernmost block, with walls d
(lower right) and c (upperright)
abutting on the east; from south

its north face would not have been visible in another context, such as a
peristyle with three (or four) wings, and its east face had been fully worked
for the original context but was only partly visible when reused here.67
Second, the block in question testifies to two phases in the history of the
west colonnade: the colonnade originally continued farther north-and
maybe also farther south (Fig. 27)-and was only subsequently incorporated into a three- or four-winged peristyle, such a transformation requiring that it be shortened to join with the new north and south colonnades.
Further excavation might revealwhether one of these two solutions is correct, or if there could be others.68
If a layout with porticoes at the north, west, and south seems possible
(indeed, quite likely),69it remains to be considered whether the following
67. This might equallyhold true
for the southernmostblock of the
marble step, which is either crudely
worked or broken (Fig. 27), so that if
there was any anathyrosis,it is no
longer evident. Its east face is completely worked,like that of its counterpart at the north.
68. As the remainsof the "late"
walls crossingthe north and south
porticoes at the west, and roughly
aligned with the line of the west stylobate, are above the level of the foundation of the west stylobate(see
Bruneau 1970, pls. B, C, F), it seems
unlikely that the excavatorsfailed to
notice aligned foundationsto the north
and south of the stylobate;therefore,
such foundationsmust have been completely destroyedin the remodeling
phase. At best, one could searchfor
predecessorsof the north and south

walls of the courtyardand try to define
their possible extent. If nothing were
found, both solutionswould still be
possible in theory,even if not provable.
69. The reconstructionof porticoes
in the north and south was also proposed by Mazur (1935), White (1987,
pp. 150-152, n. 78), and Binder (1999,
pp. 308-314, fig. 15), but neither
White nor Binder takes into account
Bruneau'sargumentsagainstthis reconstruction.
Bruneau (1970, p. 483) suggests a
single colonnaderunning north-south,
but gives no reconstruction.According
to him, the interruptionof this colonnade ca. 5 m short of the north and
south walls of the courtyardmight be
explainedby reconstructingclosing
walls that framedthe colonnade.Traces
of such a wall (classifiedas a "late"wall
on Fig. 3) are preservedin a founda-

tion south of the stylobate,but this
foundation is considerablyto the east
(0.40 m) and differsin orientationfrom
that of the stylobate.Therefore,the
architravecould not have extended to
and rested properlyupon such a wall
(the stoas GD 3, 98, and 100 are
flankedby long or short walls that were
alignedwith the columns).The same
problemsarisewith the modest traces
of a correspondingfoundationnorth of
the stylobate.Furthermore,if the colonnade was indeed flankedby walls, it
would be incomprehensiblethat the
north and south walls of the courtyard
continued east. Bruneauarguesthat all
walls abuttingthe stylobate(foundations a-d) were added subsequently,but
does not suppose a similarprocess for
the correspondingnorth and south
facadesof the courtyard.
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can be reconstructed more precisely: (1) the extension of the courtyard
toward the east; (2) the design of the east facade; and (3) the design of the
porticoes (the number of columns, their height, and order).
1. The nature of the extension of the building to the east cannot be
determined with any degree of certainty, and the formation of the east
limit of the building is entirely open to speculation. Foundation a extends
about 6.5 m to the east, and the corresponding north wall of C continues
for another 1.7 m (Fig. 2). At present, it seems most likely that the east
limit of the building was aligned with the east facade of the neighbor to
the north. There is no evidence for the reconstruction of a significantly
extended courtyard,although for neither the north nor south wall of C is
an outer corner or a clear terminus preserved (Figs. 24, 28).70It is equally
unlikely that three cuttings in the naturalrock at the east end of the north
portico, just east of the supposed east limit of the building, are to be associated with the facade of the building (Figs. 24, 29). The largest cutting,
which is rectangular,is not symmetrically situated in relation to the north
70. As proposedby Binder (1999,
pp. 297-317) and Mazur (1935). Reliable evidencefor their reconstruction
of a squarecourtyardwith dimensions
of 28 x 28 m and eight columns on a
side would be furnishedby Plassart's
originalplan, which has neverbeen
publishedbut which Mazur obtained
from Plassart.On Bruneau'splan the
walls of the courtyardmeasureonly
15 m (north) and 12.6 m (south), but
Plassart'splan would give measurements of 28 m and 15 m, respectively;
the 13 m of the north wall and 2.4 m
of the south wall that are missing on
Bruneau'splan would have deteriorated
through erosion and would have been
submergedbetween 1912/1913 and
the 1960s.
Because Plassart'soriginalplan is
not available(see above,n. 3), its merits
cannot be judged. In Mazur'sreconstruction,draftedin 1935 at the latest,
the preservedwalls are shown in black
and the restoredones in white, and,
remarkably,only 15 m of the north wall
and ca. 12.5 m of the south wall are
black.If this reconstructionis not based
on Plassart'splan but on Mazur's
observationsbefore 1935, then within
ca. 20 yearsthe walls must have been
destroyedto the extent that is evident
today,and thereforehave not suffered
furtherdamagein the nearly70 years
since.Today the north and south walls
do not differ considerablyin length and
the sea is equidistantfrom both, but
somehow,duringthose 20 yearsor so of

heavy deterioration,the sea succeeded
in destroying13 m of the north wall
but only 2.4 m of the south.The likelihood that a wall 28 m in length ever
existed is furtherunderminedby an extensive analysisof differentplans. Binder argues(1999, p. 311, n. 165) that
the rough drawingin the Revuebiblique
of 1914 indicatesthat "thebeach was
26 m distant from the N-S stylobate
... considerablyfurtherout than when
Bruneaudraftedhis plan (less than
15 m from the stylobateaccordingto
surles cultesde De'Bruneau,Recherches
los, pl. A)."Apart from the fact that the
distance on Bruneau'splan is actually
22-25 m and not less than 15 m, this
plan was draftedby J. Replatin 19141918 (and only slightlymodified later),
as is indicatedon the plan itself.The
north and south walls of the courtyard
are shown with the same lengths that
were preservedin the 1960s and that
arevisible today.Exactlythe same
dimensions are to be found in Vallois
1953, pl. I; the plan presentsthe "6tat
de 1919, partiellementcompletden
1938."Therefore,it need not be discussed furtherwhether a wall 13 m
long can have been submergedwithin
five years;indeed, a plan draftedby
L. A. Bringuierin 1907/1908 (Ddlos
XXXIX, documentVI), beforethe excavation of GD 80, shows the north wall
of the courtyardand the east facade
of the northernneighbor.This means
that both walls were visible before the
excavation,and, furthermore,that they

have preciselythe same dimensions that
they have on all later plans.
It shouldbe noted that (1) according to recentinvestigations,the level of
the sea has risen 2-2.5 m since antiquity (DelosXXXIX, pp. 165-176); and
(2) quite a dramaticand sudden rise in
sea level was observedon the west side
of the island,at the Pointe des pilastres,
the Magasin des colonnes, and at the
Magasin 'i la baignoire(GD 122),
duringthe earlyexcavations.The first
observationsuggests that the shoreline
was probablyfarthereast than it is
today,meaning that there could have
been spacefor,e.g., a road,promenade,
or beach-or for an extensionof GD 80
eastward.Yet in many cases the submerged constructionsare still visible
in the shallowwater along the shoreline, as are,e.g., the wallsjust north of
GD 80 (see above,n. 64). Given that
on old maps and plans no walls are
indicatedjust east of the building,it
seems unlikelythat much has vanished
into the sea.The sudden rise of the sea
in modern times has been due either
to heavywinter stormsin 1907, well
before the excavationof the building,
or perhapsto the fact that the rubble
and debrisof the earlyextensiveexcavations was throwninto the sea at the
ancient Port sacrd(thus forming the
modern mole) and considerablyaltered
the configurationof the westernshore.
Nothing similarwas reportedfor the
easternshoreline.See DdlosXXXIX,
pp. 97-98, 168-169.
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Figure28. CourtyardC, east end of
southwall;fromnortheast

Figure29. Naturalrockadjacentto
probablenortheastcornerof courtyardC, with cuttings;fromnorth
portico and it has a different orientation. The layout of the two flanking
round cuttings confirms that whatever they accommodated, on either a
fixed or a temporary basis, would not have been oriented either parallelor
perpendicular to the building. Therefore, the cuttings certainly were not
intended for use associated with a column or supports for a railing that
belonged to the building.7 A satisfactory explanation of these cuttings
must await further investigation and excavation.72
71. As proposedbyWhite (1987,
pp. 150-152, n. 78, fig. 5). A column
would not have been necessarybecause
the east end of the portico could have
been roofed without furthersupports
(see Binder 1999, p. 310, n. 163). An
extensiverailing,on the other hand,
probablywould have left more evidence
in the rock.The squarebases with
pylons that White cites as evidence for
his theory are neither to be found in

situ nor mentioned in any publication.
Moreover,White providesno detailed
descriptionor photographof these
bases with pylons, he does not cite his
sourceof information,and the bases
and pylons do not appearin his conjectured restoration,fig. 5. Does he
mean the "deuxpiliers de granit carres,
assez minces"(see Plassart1914,
p. 523), which are the jambs of the
doorwayin the south wall of C?

72. Contraryto Binder 1999, p. 310,
n. 163, these cuttingswere neither
observedby White nor are they "putative";they are prominenton Bruneau's
field plan (Bruneau1970, pl. B), but
Bruneaudoes not mention or explain
them in his text. Today these cuttings
are clearlyvisible because they were
carvedinto rock that is slightly raised
above the surroundings,thus not completely coveredby pebbles and stones,
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Since the supposed east limit of courtyard C was only 15 m from its
west wall, the restoration of a fourth colonnade at the east is impossible.
The restoration of a courtyardbounded by three porticoes is then the only
plausible solution.73
2. Three configurations of the east facade can be posited: (a) the north
and south porticoes ended in columns, were completely open and freely
accessible, and with the west portico, formed a three-winged portico (see
Fig. 38:a, below);74 (b) the north and south porticoes were terminated by
walls at the east (with or without doorways) and still formed, with the
west portico, a fully visible and accessible three-winged portico (Fig. 38:b,
below); or (c) the entire complex was closed off by a wall running from the
northeast corner to the southeast corner of the courtyard,with access via
doorways, or no access at all (Fig. 38:c, below).75In the latter case, the colonnades would have defined a truncated three-winged peristyle inside the
building and within an actual closed courtyard.
It need not be stressed that the form of the east facade is most important for the reconstruction of the accessibility,openness, and visibility of
the complex and the amount of privacy it afforded its users. There might
have been a promenade, quay,beach, or path in front of the east facade,
because in antiquity the sea was farther east than it is today.76Could such
a feature have been closed off efficiently and legally and restricted to private use?77Could anyone passing by cast a glance at the three-winged portico, or were they confronted with a high, blind wall and diverted to the
south facade to find the only, and rathermodest, entrance to the building?
and could be clearedeasily (Figs. 24,
29). Farthersouth, the sea has buried
everythingwith a thick layerof rocks
and debris;therefore,no tracesof an
east facade,the limit of the building,or
other cuttings in the rock can be detected.The function and context of the
visible cuttings cannot be reconstructed,
either.The central,rectangularcutting
measures0.56 m (E-W) x 0.58 m
(N-S) and is ca. 0.05-0.06 m deep;the
lateralround cuttings have diametersof
0.20 m (north) and 0.25 m (south) and
are only 0.02-0.03 m deep. A small
round hole with a diameterof 0.05 m
lies 0.19 m east of the southeastcorner
of the rectangularcutting.All in all, the
dimensions of the cuttings suggest that
large,heavy objectscould not have been
fixed in them securely.
73. The 1.70-m differencebetween
the lengths of the remainsof foundation a and the north wall of C does not
allow for the installationof an east
stylobate,portico, and facade.Without overemphasizingthe matterof
proportionit might, nonetheless,be
mentioned that at 15 m, the courtyard
(including a possible east wall) would

have had a width equalto that of the
western room complex (includingthe
east wall but excludingthe west; see the
dimensionson Bruneau'splan [1970,
pl. B]), a total of ca. 30.60 m, including
all walls. Given that the building is
ca. 29.20 m long (includingwalls), it
would have been nearlysquareafterthe
additionof the courtyardwith three
porticoes.
74. Different terms areused to
designate a stoa or portico with three
wings. White (1987, pp. 149-151)
speaks of a "tristoa,"a word seldom
used in ancient or modernliterature.
More often, scholarsuse "porticus
triplex,"which is also rarelymentioned
by ancientwriters;this term is formed
and used on analogywith the betterknown "porticusduplex,"or the &7ct6
o'-co, the exact meaning of which,
however,is contested (is it a stoa/
portico with two aisles,two stories,
or two wings?).Porticustriplexis usually appliedto a free-standingportico
with three long wings that frame a
temple or a space. See Coulton 1971;
1976, pp. 3-4; LTUR 2, pp. 55-56,
s.v. Domus Aurea:Porticustriplices

miliariae(E. Papi);Gros 1996, pp. 9597.

To avoidconfusion,onlythe following undisputeddescriptiveterm is
used, the three-winged,or pi-shaped,
portico-as opposed to the truncated
three-winged peristyle,which is closed
by a wall on the fourth side.
75. In this case the "side"entrance
in the south wall of C would have been
the only entrance.Supportfor alternative c is that this entrancecould be
closed, suggestingthat accessibilityto
the buildingwas restrictedand could be
controlled.
76. See above,n. 70.
77. On the western shore of the island numerousshops, buildings,and
magazineswere put up in a row,one
next to the other;the beach and quays,
paths, and roadsin front of them were
certainlynot reservedfor privateuse
and secluded from the neighbors,but
formed importantarterialroutesfor
commerce(DdlosXXXIX, pp. 111112). The easternshorewas assuredly
less frequentedand less important,but
its beach and pathwayscould also have
been public.
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Did the owners and users of the building seek complete privacyand seclusion or were they, on the contrary,interested in presenting to the public
their ambitious, extended, three-winged portico as proof of their wealth
and social standing? Or did they just desire a pleasant view of, or direct
access to, the sea?
3. The number and sizes of the slabs of the west stylobate can be fairly
well determined on the basis of cuttings in the marble step below (which is
completely preserved)for vertical dowels, and according to pry cuttings in
the gneiss foundation west of this step that were used to position the stylobate blocks. According to these cuttings, the stylobate comprised 10 or 11
slabs that were joined to the step with dowels (Fig. 30).78
The number of columns to be restored depends on the bottom diameter and axial span, and in many cases, evidence on the stylobate gives
clear indications of these dimensions. However, the single preservedblock
of the stylobate (L. 2.40 m, W. 0.725 m; block 4 in Fig. 30) exhibits no
clear marks for the setting of a column, except for two rectangularsockets
with pour-channels that could have served to anchor a column with a bottom diameter of at least 0.45 m and at most 0.725 m, but probably about
0.60 m (Fig. 31).79 If no column was fixed on that block, the shortest
78.The externalblocksof wallsand
stylobateswere usuallyset first,with
the work then proceedinginward.
Normally,then, one of the centralslabs
would have been the last of a row of
stylobateblocks to be installed;see
Hansen 1991, figs. 1, 2. Because there
are only a few pry cuttings preserved
and visible here, it cannot be determined which of the slabswas the last
one to be set. It is assumedthat it was
one of blocks 6-8/9, and the pry
cuttings are counted accordingly.The
conjecturedsouth-north sequenceof
the known stylobateblocks,by length,
is thereforeas follows:
1. At least 1.00-1.15 m (or even
more, see below);pry cutting, one
socket in the central/southernportion.
2. 1.00 m; pry cutting, one socket at
the north.
3. 1.58 m; pry cutting(?),two sockets at both south and north.
4. Preservedblock:2.40 m; pry
cutting,two sockets at both south and
north.
5. 1.56 m; pry cutting, two sockets
at both south and north.
6. 2.46 m; two sockets at both south
and north.
7. The following 4.90 m could have
been filled with two or perhapsthree
slabs,as there are no pry cuttings and
the sockets no longer appearin pairsto

indicate clearlythe joints between two
blocks.With three slabsthe arrangement could be as follows:block 7,
ca. 1.80 m, one socket at the south;
block 8, ca. 1.00 m, one socket at the
south;block 9, ca. 2.10 m, one socket
at the south.With two slabs:block 7,
ca. 2.45 m, two sockets at both south
and north;block 8, ca. 2.45 m, one
socket nearthe south end.
9/10. 1.34 m; pry cutting,one
socket at the north.
10/11. 1.70 m or perhapsmore (see
below);pry cutting,one socket either
centrallylocated or nearthe north end.
79. Accordingto White (1987,
p. 152, n. 78), these two socketswere
not "meantto anchora column (which
typicallyon Delos uses a differenttype
of stud),"but rathersome sort of a base
or a closurefor a gate. Although on
Delos manybottom surfacesof columns displaycentralround sockets,
there were other ways to anchorcolumns on the stylobate-if they were
fixed at all. Among other arrangements,
two rectangularsockets situatednear
the outer edge of a column can be
found in severalcases;see the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes(GD 57)
in DdlosVI, pp. 90-94, figs. 71, 72,
esp. fig. 72:A (differentforms of sockets in the same building areillustrated,
including two rectangularlateralsock-

ets); the Agora des Italiens (GD 52),
DdlosXIX, pp. 13, 16, fig. 14 (a stylobate slabwith two lateralsockets, and
a column with two rectangularlateral
socketswith pour-channels);and private houses, DdeosVIII, pp. 250-256
(few stylobateblocks of privateperistyles areprovidedwith sockets). See
also the prominentMaison de l'Hermes
(GD 89) with severalstoriesin Delorme 1953, pp. 460-463,478-479,
fig. 12 (the columns on the ground
floorwere not doweled to the stylobate,
but the upper-floorstylobateshows
centralround socketswithout pourchannels);the Maison des comediens
(GD 59B), DdlosXXVII, pp. 19-21,
pl. 4 (columnswith one centraland one
lateralround socket, not all of them
equippedwith pour-channels);the
gymnasium(GD 76), Ddos XXVIII,
p. 19, figs. 6, 7 (the bases of the Ionic
columns are fixed on the stylobatewith
two lateralrectangularsocketswith
pour-channels).For the differenttypes
of dowels and the existenceof pourchannels,see Miiller-Wiener 1988,
p. 86.
If only the ends of the pour-channels (which do not appearin Bruneau
1970, pl. F) were to be seen (for a distance of ca. 0.02 m, see Dilos XXVIII,
p. 20), the column would have had a
lower diameterof ca. 0.60 m.
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Figure 30. Courtyard C, restoration of the west stylobate slabs; east elevation (above) and plan (below). AfterBruneau1970
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Figure31. CourtyardC, preserved
blockof stylobatewith socketsand
pour-channels;fromsouth
possible axial span would have exceeded about 3.10 m.80A comparison of
the colonnades of private and public buildings in Delos demonstrates that
such a span was very rarely achieved. Table 1 presents the dimensions of
some four-winged peristyles and porticoes.
According to this comparative table, it seems necessary to restore a
column on the stylobate block mentioned above,which was neither worked
with much care nor very expensive.81Since the axial distance between a
column positioned on this slab according to the evidence of the pourchannels and the conjectured position of a column on the southernmost
block of the stylobate measures about 4.55 m, another column must be
inserted between them, which creates an interaxialdistance of 2.275 m. To
the north, the axial space between the same restored column and the conjectured northernmost column measures about 13.20 m, which could be
divided into six intercolumniations of 2.20 m. This would accommodate a
total of nine columns, all set up somewhere near, or at, the midlength of
the slabs of the stylobate (Fig. 32). Even if the stylobate was not extended
80. 2.40 m (= length of block) plus
half the bottom diameterof two columns (most probably= 0.60 m), plus a
short distancebetween the columns
and the joints of the stylobateblocks,
for a total of 0.10 m or a little more.
81. The presenceor absenceof assembly marksand details such as set-

ting lines, worked surfaces,and cuttings
that were used for the positioning and
fixing of columns and blocks, and the
qualityof execution can be indicatorsof
the qualityof the constructionof a
building. Often enough in the private
buildings of Delos, these elements
are either completelymissing or are

executedwithout much care.Cf., e.g.,
the colonnadein the small courtyardof
the Etablissementdes Poseidoniastes

(GD57;DdlosVI, pl. II). Forassembly

marks,see Ddos XIX, pp. 34-37). In
Table 1, for the Portiquede Philippe
and the Portiqued'Antigone, see Ddos
VII.1 and Ddos V, respectively.
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OF COLONNADES OF PORTICOES AND PERISTYLES
BottomDiameter
of Columns(m)

Height of Columns
IncludingCapital(m)

InteraxialSpan (m)

Portiquede Philippe (GD 3)
Portiqued'Antigone (GD 29)
Agora des Italiens (GD 52)
Etablissementdes Poseidoniastes
(GD 57)
Maison des comrdiens (GD 59B)
Maison de la colline (GD 60)
Maison des dauphins(GD 111)
Maison du trident
(Rhodianperistyle,GD 118)
Maison de Cl6opitre*(GD 119)

0.91
0.71
0.57-0.59
0.64-0.66

5.92
?
3.86
4.96

3.35
2.53-2.92
2.11-2.15?
2.31-2.85

0.46
0.53-0.55
0.52-0.55
0.52-0.53
0.57-0.66
0.48

3.87
3.85 (without capital)
4.08
3.85?
5.39?
3.78

Maison du Dionysos (GD 120)

0.60-0.63

5.60

2.00-2.25
2.40-2.53
2.15-2.24
2.04-2.23
1.85-2.19 (on elevatedeast side)
1.69, long sides
1.81, short sides
3.05-3.08, long sides
3.01-3.15, short sides

* Peristylesubsequentlyadded to existing courtyard.

0.25-0.30 m to the north, as hereby proposed, a reduction of the number
of columns to eight, with an axial spacing of approximately 2.60 m between the five northern columns, is highly unlikely because, in that case,
four columns would have rested directly on the joints between the stylobate blocks, which was usually avoided.82
If the north stylobate continued to the supposed east limit of courtyard C, it would have measured about 9.70 m from the northwest corner
to the east end; if it abutted an east wall it would have been about 0.60 m
shorter. The longer stylobate would have offered space for five columns
with an axial spacing of about 2.25 m and the shorterone for four columns
with similar placement, as the east wall would have taken the place of the
fifth column.83
82. The calculationof the axial
spans and numberof columns is, in
principle,independentof the lower
diameterof the columns.If the sockets
in the stylobatewere conceivedfor the
fixing of a column, then all measurements depended on them. And if the
intercolumniationsto the north and
south of the preservedstylobateblock
should not varytoo much, nine columns must be restored.If the columns
arerestoredindependentlyof the sockets in the stylobateblock, the preserved
18.08 m (minus one column diameter
= the half-column diametersof the
northernmostand southernmostcolumns, and a few centimetersfor the
space between the edge of the stylobate
and the column at each end) could be
dividedinto seven intercolumniations

of at least 2.47 m, framedby eight columns of an optional diameter(at most
0.725 m = the width of the stylobate),
as conjecturedby Mazur (1935) and
Binder (1999, fig. 15) without reference
to the visible remains.But then, the
third column from the south would
have restedimmediatelynorth of the
cuttings in the preservedstylobateslab,
upon which no tracesof any column
areevident.
White's conjecturedrestoration
(1987, fig. 5) shows three columns on
the west stylobateand two each at the
north and south;on his schematicplan
(fig. 2) columns are missing,but on
McLean'splan (1996, fig. 11:1) there
are three columns on the west and two
at both north and south-obviously in
adaptationof White's conjectural

restoration.Given the length of the
west stylobate(preservedfor 18.08 m),
three columns (and thus architraves)
would have to be restoredwith axial
spacingsof nearly9.00 m, which is
absolutelyimpossible.
83. With regardto the longer stylobate, on each end at least half of a column diameterand a few centimeters
for the spacebetween the edge and the
column must be subtracted:9.70 m
minus ca. 0.70 m (or a little more for
columnswith a diameterof 0.60 m).
Similarlyfor the shorterstylobate,at
one end 9.10 m minus ca. 0.40 m (or
a little more), the intercolumniation
would have measuredslightlyless,
2.175 m. The wall could have been
decoratedwith a pilasteralignedwith
the colonnade.
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Today several column drums and capitals are to be found in GD 80.
The five fluted drums in room A and the Corinthian capital in courtyard
C (Figs. 10, 22) were most probably stored here to feed the later lime kiln
in room A; they could not have been set up on the stylobate because the
lower diameter of the only preserved bottom drum is about 0.90 m, which
exceeds by far the width of the preserved stylobate block (0.725 m). In

5m
I

Figure32. CourtyardC, restoration
of stylobatesand columnpositions.

AfterBruneau1970,pls.B, F
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addition, one plain column drum of white marble is today situated near
the stylobate in the west portico. Its dimensions, with a lower diameter of
0.58-0.60 m, wouldallowit to be set up on the stylobate.84 A plainDoric

capitalof white marbleis just northof this drum,suggestingthatthe two
belongedto the samecolumn(Fig.25). A moreelaborateDoric capitalof
white marble,with fluteson the necking,is storedwest of the building,to
the west of the marblethronein roomA (Fig. 22).85
Clearly,the restorationof the colonnadesremainshypothetical.In
theory,the columnscouldhavehad a bottomdiameterof 0.45-0.725 m,
84.The plainmarbledrumhasonly
one (central)socket, so it could not
have been fixed on the preservedstylobate slab;its preservedheight is 0.560.60 m, the upperportion is broken,
and the shaft is not verywell finished.
A photographtaken in 1913 shows this
drum set up (by the excavators)on the
step beneath the stylobate,and Binder
(1999, p. 308, n. 161) conjecturedthat
this was its findspot;see Plassart1914,
p. 525. In Bruneau1970, pl. VIII, it is
lying to the west of the stylobate.
The fluted marbledrumswere alreadyvisible in 1700; see Plassart's
comment and the photographtaken in
1912 (Plassart1914, pp. 523, 524,
respectively).White (1987, p. 150)
states that fluted marblecolumns stood
on the stylobate,and that "according
to drumsfound in excavation,these
columnswould have measuredca. 4555 cm. in diameter."It is not clearto
which drumshe refers:the fluted Corinthiandrums,which are much larger,
or the plain drum,which is definitely
not fluted but is also largerthan his
supposed0.45-0.55 m. In any case,
White's reference(1987, p. 150) to
Plassart1914, p. 525, is incorrect,as
has been observedalso by Binder
(1999, p. 308, n. 161).
It is surprisingthat standardhandbooks on Delian architecture,such as
AHD and DdlosXXXVI, do not discuss the Corinthianorderand therefore
the elements in question.Accordingto
Vitruvianstandards,the column in
GD 80 with a lower diameterof 0.820.90 m would have had a considerable
height of 8-9 m, including capital
(Vitr. 4.1.1, 8). Such a column cannot
reasonablybe assignedto any part of
GD 80. At most, one might suggest a
supportin the large hall, A/B, but then
there remainsthe question of what

happenedto this supportwhen the hall
was dividedin the last phase,before the
installationof the lime kiln. Below, data
for each drum aregiven in the following order:preservedheight;lower diameter;upperdiameter;featureson the
lower surface,from the centeroutward;
and featureson the upper surface,also
from the centeroutward.Measurements are approximate,as they exclude
the flutes,which areheavilydamaged;
in addition,not all drumsarefully
exposed and accessible.
Drums:
1. 1.23 m; 0.82 m (0.90 m with
flutes, each terminatingin an apophyge
at the bottom); 0.75 m (0.82 m with
flutes);socket, anathyrosis;socket,
pour-channel,anathyrosis.
2. 1.09 m; 0.76 m; 0.74 m; socket,
anathyrosis;socket, pour-channel,anathyrosis.
3. 1.41 m; 0.74 m; 0.725 m; socket,
anathyrosis;socket, pour-channel,anathyrosis.
4. 0.97 m; 0.72 m; 0.69 m; socket,
anathyrosis;socket, pour-channel,anathyrosis.
5. 1.03 m; 0.69 m; 0.66 m; socket,
anathyrosis;socket, pour-channel,anathyrosis.
These drumscould have belonged
to a single column.The Corinthian
capitalis heavilydamaged.Its height is
ca. 0.87 m; its lower diameteris not
fully preservedbut could have measured0.64-0.72 m.
In additionto the componentsof
the Corinthiancolumns, severalother
architecturalelements are storedin
the building,such as fragmentsof an
entablaturewith dentils and a lintel
of white marble.The latteris situated
in the west portico,in front of the
D-complex; if this reallyfunctioned as
a lintel and not as a crown above the

lintel (see DdlosVIII, figs. 134, 135), its
length (1.68 m on the lower surface,
1.87 m on the upper)would allow a
restorationnot only abovethe marble
jambs of one of the east doorwaysof
hall A/B, but also above one of the lateral doorwaysbetween rooms A and B.
Yet only a detailed architecturalstudy
might show which of the numerous
marbleblocks and other architectural
elements could have belonged to the
building and which werejust stored
there, to be burnedin the lime kiln.
85. Dimensions of the plain Doric
capitalare as follows:Diam. lower
0.45 m; H. 0.32 m; abacusin plan 0.59
x 0.59 m; H. abacus0.10 m. The capital
is much more smoothed overallthan
the plain white marbledrumjust south
of it, and its diameteris probablytoo
small in comparisonto that of the
drum for the two to be identifiedwith
the same column.The Doric capital
with 20 flutes on the necking has a
lower diameterof 0.33 m, and in the
bottom surfaceis a socket containing
bronze;the abacusmeasures0.38 x
0.38 m in plan and is 0.05 m high; the
height of the entirecapitalis 0.15 m.
This capitalcannot be associatedwith
the plain marbledrumbecause of its
size and the flutes on the necking.Perhaps one of the two capitalsis to be
identified with the Doric capitalthat,
accordingto Plassart(1914, p. 526),
was used to supportmarblebenches.
It is not clear,however,whether Plassart actuallyfound the capitalin such
a position;today,no capitalfunctions as
a supportfor the benches (see Bruneau
1970, pls. C, E). Therefore,the precise
provenancesand functions of the two
Doric capitalsfound in this building
(partsof colonnades,supportsfor
benches, or materialfor the lime kiln?)
must remainindeterminate.
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but probablyit was about 0.60 m.86According to Vitruvianstandards(Vitr.
4.1.8, 4.3.4), (Doric) columns would have measured between 3.15 m and
5.075 m in height (4.20 m for a bottom diameter of 0.60 m), including
the capital. For columns with these diameters in diastyle (Vitr. 3.3.1, 4),
the intercolumniation would have measured between 1.80 m and 2.90 m
(2.40 m for a bottom diameter of 0.60 m). Vitruvius'srules, however, are
rarelyfound to have been applied preciselyin Delian architectureand cannot, therefore, be used as reliable guides for reconstruction.87
Having outlined the conditions that a reconstruction of courtyardC
must take into account, can we cite any parallels to support one of the
alternativeconjecturedrestorations?For a truncated peristyle closed on its
fourth side, parallels can be found in some private houses in Delos, but
none involves a space as large as courtyard C. In addition, their builders
were operating under certain restrictions:most were additions to existing
courtyardswith dimensions that were not convenient for the construction
of a peristyle.88
The symmetrically arranged, open, pi-shaped portico (see Figs. 38,
39, below) would be unique in Delos, as was correctlyemphasized by Binder.89Neither the porticoeswith short projectingwings, such as the Portique
d'Antigone (GD 29), which opens onto a large public/sacred space, nor
the large pi-shaped portico in the Sanctuaire des Dieux syriens (GD 98),
which frames the cult theater, nor the large pi-shaped portico to the south
of the Samothrakeion (GD 93), can really serve for comparison. Such a
structureas part of GD 80 would have been a ratherambitious monumental entrance with three wings, for which, even outside of Delos, exact parallels are scarce. One could, however, compare it with similar arrangements in some of the Hellenistic sanctuaries that are laid out on several
terraces, such as the sanctuaries of Athena on Lindos, Asklepios on Kos,
or Fortuna in Palestrina.90 In addition, the scheme of a three-winged portico recalls the many coastal porticoed villas that appearon small squareor
horizontal oblong panels in Roman wall painting.91
86. Binder(1999,p. 308) concludesfromthewidthof the stylobate
(0.725m) thatthe diameterof the columnsat the bottomwasno lessthan
0.65 m andthatthe heightexceeded
5 m.Yetbecausethe slabsof stylobates
usuallyvaryslightlyor evenconsiderablyin width,it is difficultto determinethe bottomdiameterof the columnson the basisof the stylobate(see
DdosVIII,p. 246;DelosXXVII,p. 19).
desPoseidoNoris the Etablissement
niastes(GD57), as citedby Binder
(1999,pp.308-309,n. 162,fig. 14),
a goodexampleon whichto basehis
conclusion,sincenot evena quarterof
andeventhe
thatstylobateis preserved,
10 existingslabsvaryin width(Ddlos

VI, pp. 90-91, pl. I). Furthermore,his
statement(Binder 1999, p. 308) that
"columnsin Delian privatehomeseven the grandestof them"did not
reachheights of over 5 m is not correct:the columns of the Maison du
Dionysos (GD 120) measured5.60 m,
and the largerones of the Maison du
trident (GD 118), 5.39 m (DdeosVIII,

pp.146-149,247-255,fig.67,

pl.XXVII).

87. See Rowlandand Noble Howe
1999, pp. 196, 226, figs. 41, 66; for the
realizationof Vitruvianrulesin Delos,
see in detail DdiosVIII, pp. 245-260,
esp. pp. 257-260.
88. Trimper 1998, pp. 40-50,
fig. 80:c.

89. Binder 1999, pp. 310-311,
n. 163.
90. Lauter1986, pp. 105-109, 119121, pl. 45.
91. Rostovtzeff 1904; F6rtsch 1993,
pp. 60-65, 85-92, pls. 11:1,2; 12;
17:1, 2; 22:3; 32:5; 33:1, 3; see also
Pensa 1999. These freestandingporticoes areusuallydepictedwith doublepitched roofs,which form gables at the
front.This configurationis certainly
excludedfor GD 80 becausethe west
portico had to be roofedwith a singlepitched roof, and consequentlythe
north and south porticoesas well.
Even the less attractiveroofing of a pishapedportico has parallelsin Roman
villas (see F6rtsch 1993, pl. 13:1-3).
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The architectural repertoire of the Hellenistic and Roman periods
provided an extensive spectrum of colonnades, stoas, and porticoes that
was drawn on with great variety: some were pi-shaped, some had short
projecting wings, some framed open spaces, some served as vestibules or
entrances to buildings, some (except colonnades) were freestandingbuildings, and so on.92But with regard to GD 80, the absence of precise local
parallels might be attributed to the late date of this pi-shaped portico,
which was probably constructed in Roman times, more precisely in the
Imperial period (see below, p. 565). Perhaps this would also explain the
discrepancybetween the portico's apparentaspirations to monumentality
and the modest quality of the entire C-complex.
In the space within the colonnades, no pavement has survivedand it is
likely that it never existed (Fig. 2). Since a waterproofpavement with drain
may be considered standardequipment for courtyardsof even very modest
houses,93its absence here requires explanation: (1) it is simply not preserved; (2) the modest construction of complex C could not include such
an expense; (3) it was not necessary,because the open space bordered by
the colonnades never functioned as a courtyard,but was freely accessible
from a similarlyunpaved path on the side adjacentto the sea, which would
have allowed rainwaterto be drained easily toward the sea; or (4) vegetation was planted in the space, forming a kind of garden.94None of these
solutions requiresa grand staircasewith three steps leading from the courtyard into the west portico.95Although the original level of the space is unknown, it seems unlikely that the foundation (or even perhaps the euthynteria) of the stylobate was visible.Therefore, the lower step of the two-step
stylobate was entirely sufficient if one wanted to enter the portico directly
from the open space of C.96
To sum up, together with the granitewall system, which defines courtyard C in its visible limits at the north, south, and southwest, a threewinged portico or peristyle was established within its confines (Figs. 3 and
38, 39, below). On the basis of an architecturalanalysis, restoration of the
following elements is proposed: nine columns on the west with an axial
spacing of 2.20-2.275 m; four or five columns each on the north and south
with an axial spacing of 2.175-2.25 m (Fig. 32); and possibly plain marble
columns of the Doric orderwith a bottom diameter of 0.60 m and a height
of about 4.20 m.
92. Coulton 1976, pp. 55-98,
figs. 20-25; Lauter1986, pp. 113-132;
Fdrtsch 1993, pp. 60-65, 85-92.
93. Trhimper1998, pp. 28-30.
94. Gardenperistylesare not at all
common in Delian privateor public
architecture,but usuallyare taken to be
a typical Roman feature(Dickmann
1997). Yet in some very late peristyles
without pavementin the courtyard,
planting might have been done or at
least planned,e.g., in the Quartierdu

th'dtre, Ilot II, Maisons E and F
(GD 117); the Quartierdu stade,Ilot I,
Maison B (the "Parfumerie,"
GD 79);
and in the Maison de Fourni(GD 124).
This topic will be discussedelsewhere.
95. White (1987, pp. 150-151,
fig. 5) conjecturedthat there was a
stairstructureon foundationsb and c
(Fig. 2) that servedas a "grandentrance
to the Porticofrom the seawardapproachto the building,"and is supported by Binder (1999, p. 310, n. 163).

96. Severalpublic porticoes,and
even peristylesof privatehouses such
as that in the Maison des dauphins
(GD 111), have one or more steps
below the stylobate.Since the function
of these steps certainlywas access,there
was no need for additionalstaircases;
see, e.g., GD 4, 5, 29, 111. Bruneau
(1970, p. 483) was correctin dismissing
foundationsb and c (Fig. 2) as secondaryconstruction,their date and
function being-again-unknown.
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The design of the east facade is unknown, but it involved either (1) a
rather ambitious monumental exposure with a pi-shaped portico that
opened onto the sea and framed an open, freely accessible space; or (2) a
simple blind wall that concealed a three-winged peristyle within a closed
courtyard. The pi-shaped portico or three-winged peristyle might have
been built as part of a single construction project that included the integration of reused material, or perhaps it was merely an ornamental enlargement of the complex. In the latter case, the north and south colonnades would have been added to the existing west colonnade, which in
turn would have to have been shortened in order to accommodate the new
layout. The added colonnades could have been constructed using material
of lower quality, in correspondence with the north, south, and southwest
walls of courtyardC, and therefore might not have been preserved as well
as the west colonnade.

REUSE

OF THE

BUILDING

A lime kiln was installed in room A in an unknown period (Figs. 2, 3). Its
position in the middle of the room seems strange,but the room was probably alreadylargely destroyed and filled with debris by the time the kiln
was built. In fact, rubble might have served as support for the structure;
lime kilns were ideally built into slopes "in order to take advantage of an
efficient constant temperatureand easy access to the lower part for the fire
If the doorwaybetween
and to the upper part for loading and unloading."'97
room A and courtyard C, which was found blocked when excavated,had
been blocked before the installation of the lime kiln, the latter must have
been loaded and fired from room B. In any case, the kiln'sposition suggests
that the building was a convenient source of marblethat could be extracted
from the building itself and the surrounding area. The fact that almost
nothing is left of the colonnades clearly supports this suggestion.
Several walls cannot be ascribed to any of the described wall systems,
nor can their functions be ascertained,namely the "late"walls built at what
had been the west ends of the north and south porticoes, and the walls on
foundations b and c, whose west ends rested on the euthynteriaof the west
colonnade (Figs. 2, 3). All four were certainly erected after the installation
of the colonnades and could well have been part of one program,the precise nature and date of which is unknown, however.Whereas the walls in
the north and south porticoes seem to have blocked traffic to and from
the west portico, the function of walls b and c cannot be determined.They
might have flanked a kind of ramp that facilitated the transport of heavy
items (to feed the lime kiln?), but such a ramp would not have ended
opposite the door to room B. Moreover, even the installation of a mere
ramp may be considered an unlikely expense in association with a simple
lime kiln.
In conclusion, the last use of GD 80 can be only partly reconstructed.
Whereas the kiln was operated in a period when the building was certainly abandoned, walls b and c, and the "late"walls that extended north
and south from the west stylobate, could mark a phase when the building
was reduced in size-the eastern part no longer being in use--but still
quite intact and inhabitable.

97. Adam1999,p. 67;see also
pp. 66-73.
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HISTORY OF GD 80

The different wall systems and the constructions to which they belong
have been defined and described, but they have not yet been assigned to
specific phases. This is the objective of the following section, which is not
limited to a mere enumeration of the separatemeasures:the characterand
purpose of each phase, as well as the possible function of the building, are
analyzed and discussed.
FIRST

PHASE:

MONUMENTAL

HALL

The gneiss wall system can be attributedsafely to the first phase; it formed
the original nucleus of the building to which all further wall systems were
added (Fig. 33). This edifice was conceived as a freestanding building and
comprised the large undivided hall A/B, with three doorways equipped
with marble thresholds, and the large water reservoir,which was accessible
from the south. Although the building was without doubt extended to the
south, the exact limit and structureof this southern part (the number and
characterof the rooms) cannot be reconstructed.The reservoir,however,
was most probably integrated into the building. With regard to the eastern part,we can only speculate. Given the monumental size of the hall and
the fine quality of its construction, one would expect a courtyard,a monumental entrance, an elaborate facade, or some combination of such elements. Several alternatives are possible:
a. A "public"colonnade, freely accessible from all sides and opening
onto public space (Fig. 34:a). Initially, this reminds one of the numerous
public rues Acolonnes in Delos, but their function as support for a projecting upper floor and their modest character(mostly granite columns, without stylobates) differ considerably from the visible remains of the northsouth colonnade of GD 80.98 An open marble colonnade in front of a
building that is raised above the walking level of the corresponding street
or space would be unique in Delos but is, nevertheless, conceivable as a
slightly simpler version of the following alternative.

98. See Bruneau1978; and n. 31,
above.The searchfor buildingsthat
might be comparedto the different
restorationsproposedhere was limited
to the Delian context,but naturally
could be expandedat will.
99. For this highly problematic
corner,see aboveunder"Wallwith
Marble Spoil Material."
100. Cf. the Prytaneion(GD 22),
with a two-story colonnadeaccording
to Lauter(1986, fig. 37), or a one-story
colonnade accordingto Etienne (1997,
figs. 13, 14); cf. also the one-story
Samothrakeion(GD 93; DelosXVI,
figs. 106, 108). Both buildings areprovided with Doric colonnades.

b. A colonnade closed off at the south and north ends that clearlywould
have belonged to the building, decorating its facade and serving to create a
kind of vestibule (Fig. 34:b). It would, nevertheless,have been easily accessible from the public space to the east. The preserved north-south colonnade is conceivable in such a context, with an extension toward the north
correspondingwith the north wall of A and an unknown extension at the
south. Yet it must be stressedthat nothing remains of a north wall that is to
be associated with this colonnade. On the contrary,the visible stuccoed
exteriornortheast cornerof room A clearlyspeaks against such a possibility
if this cornerreallywas part of the first building.99Comparablecolonnadevestibules are found in several public and sacred buildings, opening into a
In either case, such a colonnade
space within a temenos or a public space.1oo
would have distinguished the building as public or sacred.
c. A simple courtyard without a colonnade and with unknown extent and accessibility (Fig. 34:c). This alternativerequiresa predecessorof
the visible north wall, which creates the same problems encountered in
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alternativeb. Given the size of the hall, for which parallels are cited below,
such a plain courtyard is very unlikely.
d. A courtyardwith a single colonnade in front of the western rooms
(Fig. 34:d). As this is a modified version of alternativeb, with an extension
of the framing walls eastward, the pros and cons need not be discussed
again. As with alternativec, however, convincing comparisons for the combination of such a large hall and a courtyardwith a single colonnade are
missing in the Delian record.
Since important objections have been raised to each of these alternatives, none of them can be safely and convincingly supported. Despite all
the factors that weigh against it, it cannot even be entirely ruled out that
the large hall was entered directly from public space. For now, alternativea
is perhaps the most plausible and attractive one. This choice is supported
by the fact that the long wall that later abutted the north face of the northeast corner of GD 80, and acted as the east facade of an insula, is aligned
with the east wall of the large hall. Therefore, the latter could indeed have
been the first facade of the building, distinguished at most by a colonnade
in front of it. Both GD 80 and its northern neighbor later would have been
extended eastward in correspondence with each other.10'
Regardless of how the eastern part is reconstructed, the features that
are safely assignable to the first building clearly exclude it from identification as a private house, which has, only recently, also been argued extensively and compellingly by Binder.02 Even though all Delian houses
include one large room, an oecusmaior, that could have been equipped
with three doorways, the dimensions of the hall of GD 80 far exceed the
101. Seebelowfordetails.Several
Delianparallelscanbe citedforsucha
practice,e.g., the Maison du Diadumane (GD 61) and the easternpart of
the Etablissementdes Poseidoniastes
(GD 57) were both extended to the
east, obviouslyin correspondencewith
one another;and the magazineson the

western shore (GD 122) were enlarged
severaltimes, likewise in correspondence with each other (DdeosXXXIX,
pp. 111-112, document XXX).
102. Binder 1999, pp. 307-314,
althoughwith a quite differentreconstructionof the originalbuilding. See
also Runesson2001a, pp. 186-187.

Figure33. GD 80, plan of the first
phase(extantwalls)
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standardsof private dwellings.103Further,the private oecimaioresare all integrated in a well-defined domestic context: they open onto a courtyard,
usually provide access to one or two annex rooms, and are surroundedby
additional living and service rooms.104 By contrast, the large hall of GD 80
has convincing parallelsin the large assemblyrooms of buildingsthat served
for the meetings of associations, such as the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes (GD 57, Fig. 35). These are also accessiblevia three doorways, have
no annex rooms, open onto large peristyle-courtyards, and were clearly
conceived to meet all the needs of the particular association, including
assemblies and banquets (or symposia).105GD 80, however, lacks some
featuresthat have been identified as essentialcomponents of meeting places
in Delos (none of which is situated on the shore): a large peristyle-courtyard;a latrine; commercial space such as shops, magazines, or workshops;
and "sacred"space or objects such as shrines, niches, altars,stelai, and figurines that attest the veneration of gods.'06In addition, the orientation of
the large hall under discussion is remarkablebecause it does not open to
the south, as is usual in Delos and elsewhere.107 In comparablecases a differing orientation is due primarily to external factors, which seem to be
missing here, since the building was established before its neighbors and
without visible constraints regardingurban layout or topography.'10
The urban layout being unknown, it is, moreover, difficult to determine whether the large hall was deliberately erected over the natural gap
in the rock that was transformed into a water reservoir.Is this arrangement-clearly unfavorable within the Delian context-attributable only
to the predefined position of the plot of land?
103. GD 80 hall A/B = 16.80 x
14.40 m. Cf. the dimensionsof the
largestprivateoecimaiores:the Maison
de l'Hermas (GD 89), room D with one
doorwayand two windows, 11 x 6 m;
the Maison des dauphins(GD 111),
room h with three doorways,10 x
6.8 m; the Maison du Dionysos (GD
120), room f with three doorways,
10 x 5.5 m; the Quartierdu thditre,
HlotII, Maison F (GD 117), room 1
with three doorways,9.4 x 6.2 m; the
Maison des masques(GD 112), room g
with one doorway,no windows preserved,9.2 x 7 m; and the Maison des
comediens (GD 59B), room N with
one doorway,no windows preserved,
9.2 x 5.5 m.
104. See Triimper1998, pp. 81-115.

105.The Etablissement
desPoseidoniastes (GD 57), room E, 15.80 x
13.37 m; the Maison du Diadumene
(GD 61), room e, 15.00 x 7.40 m; the
Maison de Fourni(GD 124), room h,
10.40 x 7.40 m; Quartierdu stade,

HlotI, Maison B (GD 79a), room m
here Fig. 1), 8.40/
(the "Parfumerie";
13.40 x 7.20 m. Nearly all largerooms
in privatehouses and buildingsfor the
meetings of associationsarebroad
rooms (Breitriume),i.e., more extended
in length than in width; the width does
not or barelyreaches7 m, so the rooms
easily could have been roofed (with the
exception of room E of the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes,see n. 24,
above).Contraryto White (1987,
p. 152), the Maison des comediens
(GD 59B) certainlywas not a building
used for the meetings of associations,
but was a privatehouse. For the selection of buildingsfor the meetings of
associationshere, see in detailbelow,
pp. 579-581.
106. See Triimper2002; in addition, as mentioned in n. 24 above,I am
preparinga study of all buildingsused
for the meetings of associationsin
Delos.
107. Triimper1998, pp. 81-87, 106-

115; Hoepfner and Schwandner1994,
pp. 318-320.
108. The plot of land upon which
the Etablissementdes Poseidoniastes
(GD 57) was built had an unfavorable
form and requireda lateralwestern
positioning of the largehall with regard
to the peristyle-courtyard.
The Maison
de Fourni(GD 124) was constructedon
severalterraceswith an axialarrangement, the clearintent of which was to
providea view of the sea to the west
(the largehall opens to the west). The
large halls of the other two meeting
places mentioned above (n. 105) open
to the south, as do the largemajority
of Delian oecimaiores.The assembly
hall of a fifth meeting place,the Monument de Granit (GD 54), cannot be
reconstructedbecauseit was situated
on the upperstory of a complex of tabernaeand is not sufficientlypreserved.
Accordingto finds, it was subdivided
by Ionic colonnades.
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Two wall systems were added to the first gneiss building, the mixed granite
and gneiss walls and the marble spoil wall (Fig. 3). One of them may belong
to the second phase of reconstruction.The mixed granite and gneiss wall
system is identified here with the second phase because it is the most similar in technique, material, and quality to the gneiss wall complex (Fig. 36).
This phase probably comprised an extension of the building to the
south and the installation of several rooms, some of which seem to have
been subdivided subsequently, thus providing more rooms that could be
used separately.As none of the features of these rooms (pavements, stucco
coating, drains,installations) or finds arepreserved,it is impossible to judge
their purpose and character-service rooms, storerooms, or simple living
quarters?Because of their sizes, forms, and positions, especially in comparison with the large hall A/B, the possibility that they functioned as
luxurious assembly or banquet rooms can be largely ruled out.
The reconstruction of the area to the east remains problematic, as
discussed with regard to the first phase (Fig. 34). In theory, a colonnade
could have been added at this point. If such a colonnade existed from the
first phase onward, it would have to have been extended farther south
during the second phase, in correspondence with the conjectured extension of the south room complex.

Figure36. GD 80, planof the second
phase,with alternativea for the
easternpart(see Fig. 34:a)
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Figure37. GD 80, planof the third
phase,with alternativea for the
easternpart(see Fig. 34:a)
THIRD

109. See below for the fourth phase.
110. A similarphenomenon can be
observedin the domestic architecture
of Delos. According to Bruneau(1968,
p. 666), severalfacadesof houses were
deliberatelymodeled afterwalls of
public buildings.Yet some of these facades were clearlycoveredwith stucco,
and thus were not perceivableby outsiders as prestige-seekingimitations;
cf. Thimper 1998, p. 31, n. 168. It is
not surprisingthat none of the stucco
has been preservedon the visible wall,
becausethis wall was especiallyexposed
to wind and weather.On the whole,
very little of the stucco revetmentof
this building is preserved,most probably becauseit is exposedto the ravages
of the sea;see n. 23, above.

PHASE:

RENOVATION

OF THE HALL

In the sequenceproposedhere, remodelingthe east wall of hall A/B by
integratingreusedmarblematerialis assignedto the third phase of the
building'shistory(Fig. 37). In theorythis modificationcouldbe assigned
to the secondphase,but the remarkable
differencesbetweenthe respective
wall systemsdo not supportsucha possibility.Whereasthe renovationof
the east wall undoubtedlytook place afterthe installationof the gneiss
wallsystem(thefirstphase),establishingthe sequencein whichthe marble
spoil wall and the granitewall systemappearedhas provento be particularlydifficult,as describedabove.Both featuresareof paramountimportanceto our understandingof the constructionhistory,the spoilwall because of a terminuspost quem of 88 B.C.for its realization,the granite
systembecauseit-finally-clearly definesthe problematiceasternpartof
the complex.Since the alternativefavoredhere is that the renovationof
the eastwall of A/B involvedthe entiretyof the wall, from the northeast
cornerto the southeast,the granitewallsystemis assignedto a laterphase.109
The marblespoilmaterialwas distributedwith greatcareandconsideration,in such a way that it formeda kind of stabilizingframeworkfor
the new wall. In addition,the wall was probablycompletelycoveredwith
stucco,which would have renderedthe supposedlypreciousand prestigious reusedmarblematerialinvisible."oTherefore,the intentionin this
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phase was not to embellish the building"'1and increase its prestige, but
merely to rebuild and carefullystabilize a wall that was probablydestroyed
or partly collapsed, perhaps as a consequence of the Mithridatic raids in
88 B.c. Nor did this measure alter the essential characterand appearance
of the building.
Again, nothing can be said with any degree of certainty about the
eastern area.The north-south colonnade may also have been erected during this phase, but, in contrast to the remodeling of the east wall, this
clearlywould have been a result of the desire to embellish the building and
enhance its prestige, and the problems with this possibility have already
been discussed with regard to the first and second phases. Additionally,
since the stuccoed exterior northeast corner of room A is attributedto this
third phase, the reconstruction of a wall bounding the west portico at the
north (Fig. 34:b-d) certainly must be excluded.112
FOURTH

PHASE:

EXTENSION

TO THE

EAST

The chronological sequence of the wall systems again offers two alternatives, because both the granite wall system and the huge granite-gneissmarble wall that divides hall A/B into two separaterooms were built after
the marble spoil wall had been completed. The remarkabledifference between them speaks against a contemporaneous realization of the two, but
there is little evidence for giving primacy to either one. The granite wall
system is chosen here because the similar furnishing of A, B, and C with
benches is dependent on, and therefore subsequent to, the bisection of hall
A/B, and presupposes the existence of courtyard C in its visible form
(Fig. 38:a-c).113
This phase involved minor changes in the south, conceivably as part
of the renovation of the south and east walls of the D-complex that was
presumablymotivated by a partialcollapse of the respectivewalls or rooms.
The principal result of the measures taken in this phase was, however, an
enlargement of the building to the east. This comprised either the complete installation of a pi-shaped portico or a three-winged peristyle, or the
transformation of a preexisting north-south colonnade into a pi-shaped
portico or a three-winged peristyle. Since at present it seems most likely
that the tripartitestructurewas not closed by an east wall but opened onto
the sea, allowing free access to, and a view toward, the building, it must
have served as a monumental, grand facade and thus certainly increased
the building's prestige.
Despite this considerable change in appearance,the general function
and character of the building were not fundamentally altered.The large
hall and the southern room complex still could have been used as they had
been in the previous three phases. In addition, numerous activities could
have taken place within the porticoes, such as shaded promenades, the
gathering of small assemblies, outdoor relaxation (possibly with a view of
the sea), the setting up of votives and basins, and washing. Whereas the
terrain north of GD 80 was certainly built up and still in use in this phase,
the entrance in the new south wall of the courtyard suggests that there
were no neighbors immediately to the south.

111.As hasbeenproposedby
White (1987,p. 150)andBruneau
(1982, pp. 499-500).

112.Anywallthatmighthave
existedpreviously
musthavebeen
destroyedin this phase.
113. This is, admittedly,a rather
feeble argument,becausecourtyardC
could have been added afterthe division of the largehall and then equipped
with benches, following the examples
of rooms A and B.

THE

114. Bruneau1970, p. 485, pl. IX:3.
115. The buildingwas abandonedat
the end of the second centuryA.D.
116. See Bruneau1968, pp. 691708; GD, pp. 28-30.
117. The easterncoast of Delos has
neverbeen the object of a thorough
study.The remainsalong the coastline
and in the shallowwater usuallyhave
been interpretedas parts of a small harbor with quaysand a lighthouse,but it
cannot be ascertainedwhen and for
how long this harborwas used. The
easterncoast is, still today,used as an
alternatelanding areafor small boats
when rough weathermakes the main
port inaccessible.See DedosXXXIX,
pp. 122-123, and n. 2 above.
118. Bruneau1968, pp. 700, 703.
Both buildings included a great amount
of reusedmaterial.
119. Bruneau1968, p. 697, n. 3.
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Since the third phase occurredsometime after 88 B.c., the fourth phase
must be dated accordingly,and could be assigned either to the last days of
the Roman Republic or to the Imperialperiod. A late, Imperial,date might
be supported by three antefixes with palmettes that were found in the
water reservoir.114
Bruneau compares them to examples of the first half of
the first century A.D., and even to some from the middle of the third cenand
tury.If they belonged to this building, the earlierdate is more likely,"15
would
either
to
a
of
the
roof
or
to
the
constructhey
testify
repair
existing
tion of a new roof, for example, for the porticoes, in this period.
According to current research, Delos was largely abandoned in the
Imperial period and was reduced to a small settlement that occupied only
a minor part of the former Hellenistic city--the western coast and the
quartersimmediately south and north of the Sanctuary of Apollo.116 The
Quartier du stade is usually thought to have been destroyed and deserted
after 88 B.c. and, accordingly,must have been completely isolated by the
end of that century.Therefore, the people who frequented GD 80 would
not have lived nearby,but instead somewhere in the western part of the
island.
This supposition requirescomment. Two possible patterns of use can
be conjectured.The first is that the users of the building in this phase (and
probablyin the previous phase) had owned it before 88 B.c., even from the
beginning, and continued to frequent it because of its special importance
and function. The second is that the original owners abandoned the building after its partial destruction or the decline of the quarter,the new proprietors choosing it deliberatelybecause of its isolated location and transforming it accordingto their needs. It must be stressed,however,that some
construction took place in the area to the north at the time of or after the
completion of the granite walls. Also, the small harborimmediately north
of GD 80 still could have been in use. One of the buildings on the shore
might even have been fronted by a colonnade with a purely functional or
decorativecharacter."'17
Forthese reasons,the vision of a vast desertedquarter
on the eastern shore of Delos must be considered with caution, as it may
be attributableto the limited excavation of this quarteror to the modern
interpretation of the archaeological evidence, or both, and need not fully
correspond with the ancient reality.
Although building activities in Imperial Delos were largely confined
to the reoccupation and remodeling of extant buildings, some new buildings were constructed, at least two Roman baths, for example."1 Even if,
as the finds suggest, commerce in Imperial Delos was mainly oriented
toward the eastern Mediterranean,119there must have been some Roman
influence, tangible for example in the presence of Roman thermal edifices
and associated bathing customs. Within this larger context, the ongoing
construction at GD 80 is more easily comprehensible,especiallythe strange
amalgam of ambitious scale and modest construction that characterizes
this phase. For the persons who owned and used this building it still must
have been worthwhile to establish a three-winged peristyle or a monumental pi-shaped portico that dominated the small harbor.The unusual
form of the three-winged portico might have been a result of Roman
influence.
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Figure 38 (oppositeand above). GD

80, plan of the fourthphase,with
alternativesa-c for the easternpart

FIFTH

PHASE:

SUBDIVISION

OF THE

HALL

The last appreciablealteration of the still fully usable building was the division of the large hall into two rooms by means of the large granite-gneissmarble wall (Fig. 39). The consequences of this measure have alreadybeen
discussed, but it should be emphasized again that the differentiation of the
space did not necessarily provide two rooms that could be used entirely
separatelywith the mere closing of the connecting doors. After the doorway between the west portico and room A had been blocked-either at
the same time as the installation of the dividing wall or at some later dateroom A was accessible only from room B. The two rooms would have
formed a kind of interconnected room-suite, with B as a better-lighted
large vestibule or front room and A as a darker,more secluded back room.
Such a layout suggests a clear hierarchy of use that is further supported by the presence of the marble throne in room A. Since the furnishing of the two rooms seems to have been identical, with the only apparent
exception being the marble throne, the activities performed in these rooms
cannot have differed considerably.Even if it cannot be ruled out that the
visible furniture was introduced in one of the previous phases of use, it is
evident that part of the furnitureconsisted of reused material and that not
all of it was carvedspeciallyfor this building-including the marblethrone,
which is likely to have originally been set up in the theater.
This conclusion is supported by historical circumstance: although all
phases after 88 B.C. (third through fifth) could have followed shortly one
after the other, the fifth phase can quite safely be assigned to the period
after 69 B.C. (or to a much later date), when heavy reuse of marble elements
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was normal in Delos. It would be interesting to know when the owners of
GD 80 obtained permission or could simply remove the furnitureof such a
prominent public building as the theater;in any case, they put considerable
effort into transferringthis throne from its original location, in the Quartier
du th6atre south of the city center, to their edifice on the eastern coast,
presumablybecause they had designated it for a special purpose.
The remaining materials that have been found in this building, such
as votives, a sundial, basins, lamps, and other finds, could have been used
in the last phase. Yet some objects date from the end of the second century
B.C. through the first century B.C., and therefore might have been used in
previous phases or transferredfrom elsewhere and reused.
SIXTH

PHASE:

REUSE

OF THE

BUILDING

Some constructions, such as foundations b and c in courtyard C and the
"late"walls crossing the north and south porticoes at their west ends, could
have been effected before the abandonment of the building and, presumably,would have altered the nature and use of the courtyard.For example,
the north and south porticoes were blocked and an installation was constructed within courtyardC that abutted the west stylobate. Alternatively,
some of these walls may have been erected in association with the installation of the lime kiln in room A, which was certainly added after the abandonment and partial decline of the building. Hereafter, this last, heterogeneous, phase will not be taken into account.

Figure39. GD 80, planof the fifth
phase,with alternativea for the
easternpart(see Fig. 38:a)
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As a result of the foregoing reconstruction of the history of GD 80,
some major points and problems have emerged:
1. The details of the extension eastward, the formation of the east
facade, and the matter of accessibility (with regard to a main entrance),
cannot be determinedwith any degree of certaintyfor any of the five phases
(Figs. 34, 38, 39).
2. The edifice was conceived as a freestanding complex, but was successively surroundedby buildings in the north and west, the construction
of which could have begun shortly after the first phase and continued into
the fourth phase, at least.
3. The two most characteristicfeatures of the building are the large
hall,which dominated the building from the first through the fourth phases,
and the water reservoir,which was extant and usable in all phases.
4. Two fixed points help determine the absolute chronology of the
phases. The first two phases can be assigned to the period before 88 B.c.,
the third through fifth phases occurring sometime between 88 B.c. and
the end of the second century A.D., when the building was abandoned.
Without further research,however, it cannot be determined when exactly
the building was constructed, nor how long each phase lasted. Does the
important and formative fourth phase, for example, date to the first century B.c., the first century A.D., or to the second century A.D.?
To this point, the building's construction history has been described
and analyzed without reference to its possible owners and users. Even if it
is now generally agreed that the visible building, that is, the building of the
fifth phase, was used as a Jewish or Samaritan assembly hall, it remains to
be discussed when this function was assigned to the building. Was the
edifice constructed as a synagogue or was it transformed into one, and, if
the latter,when?

USE OF GD 80 AS A SYNAGOGUE

120.Clearlysetoutby Bruneau
(1970, pp. 486-491); for a similarly
comprehensiveand clearlyorganized
list of criteria,see Runesson2001b,
pp. 83-84.
121. Except by the earlyopponents
of the identificationof GD 80 as a
synagogue,who can be ignoredhere.

The identification of a Jewish or Samaritan use for GD 80 is based on
epigraphic and architecturalevidence.120 However, Table 2 clearly demonstrates that inscriptions and furniturehave alwaysbeen given priority over
the architecturalelements and design. It is sufficient to cite the opinions
of just three scholars-Bruneau, White, and Binder-because no other
substantiallydiffering views have been presented in the literature.121If the
informationalvalue of these respectivecriteria-inscriptions, furniture,and
architecture-is examined, however, it becomes apparent that their order
of importance must be changed.
Five small inscribed votives were found within the building. Four of
them include vows to a s6; ~'~'zto;o, a "God Most High." Although the
identity of theoshypsistosand the nature of his cult are still discussed, it is
generally agreed that this epithet was certainly, though not exclusively,
used by Diaspora Jews (and also Samaritans) to refer to their god. These
inscriptions are regarded as primary evidence for the identification of
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TABLE 2. PREVIOUS RECONSTRUCTIONS

OF GD 80 BY PHASE

First Phase:Date,
Author
Bruneau(1982)

TRUMPER

Numberof Phases

Function,Arguments

SecondPhase:Date,
Function,Arguments

3

second centuryB.C.;

after 88 B.c.;Jewish

synagoguequestionable,
no alternativeproposed;
none in favorof or against
synagogue

synagogue;inscriptions
and architecture(hall
with three doorways,
location, orientation
of hall towardeast/
Palestinein general,
reservoiras ritualbath)

White (1987)

3

second centuryB.C.;
domestic building;none

before 88 B.C.;Jewish (or
Samaritan?)synagogue;
mainlyinscriptions,
furnishingwith benches
and throne

Binder (1999)

2

second centuryB.C.;
cultic hall of pagan
association;architecture

after 88 B.c.; Samaritan
(ratherthanJewish)

(largehall, peristylecourtyard)in comparison
to meeting places such as
the Etablissementdes
Poseidoniastes(GD 57)

ThirdPhase:Date,
Function,Arguments
after 88 B.C./secondphase;
Jewish synagogue;like those
of second phase and, in addition, architecture(partition
wall again,with three doorways,benches, and throne in
A and B, orientationof A
towardsouth/Jerusalem)
after 88 B.c./secondphase;
Jewish (or Samaritan?)
synagogue;like those of
second phase

synagogue;mainly
inscriptions(not before
first centuryB.c.),benches
in A and B, typicalJewish
or Samaritanornamentson
furnitureand architectural
elements,throne,location by sea,
and equipmentwith waterbasin
for ritualwashing,subdivisionof
large hall for segregationof sexes

GD 80 as a synagogue.122 Even though the earliest two votives aredated to
the first century B.C.,they cannot testify with certainty to such an early
Jewish or Samaritanuse of the building because they, like the other three,
are small and movable and might easily have been transported from one
building to another.Therefore, the possibility that the two oldest votives
were first set up in another building and were transferredto GD 80 only in
the last (fifth) phase of its use cannot be ruled out.
122. The following descriptionsof
the votives arebased on Bruneau1970,
p. 484, with additionsfromID:
1. ID 2328; on small column drum
of blue marblewithout flutes but with
a cutting in the top; drum H. 0.865 m,
lower/upperDiam. 0.21/0.18 m;
first centuryB.C.;found at the foot
of the west wall of room B; no photographpublished;inscription:AuoaI OC)
I
[a)Xo?IDOCSQp
i0cXuoo
'T4L'GcT.
XcxptocGTptov.
2. ID 2330; on rectangularmarble
base with profiles at bottom and top,

except at the back;base H. 0.25 m,
L. 0.165 m, W. 0.12 m; first century
on a bench in the western
B.c.; found
part of room A; inscription:AaroSixOe IT'To
co&E
006lIt tcxg 69'
axcol 0B•pa acx,IE•yiv.
3. ID 2331; on a small marblebase
of slightly pyramidalform,with profiles
at bottom and top and a smallbowlshaped cutting in the uppersurface;
base H. 0.18 m, L. and W. 0.10 m at
the bottom to 0.085 m at the top; first
or second centuryA.D.;found on a
bench in the westernpart of room A;

for photographsee Bruneau1970,
pl. IX:5;inscription:Zcooj I lloplo; I
I cgyv.
OELI'TLGTOc
4. ID 2332; on small base of marble
of the type bearingID 2331; base H.
0.17 m, L. and W. 0.10 m at the bottom to 0.08 m at the top; laterthan
ID 2328 and 2330, i.e., later than the
first centuryB.C.;found on a bench in
the westernpartof room A; inscription:
'Yt(ToloIcE61yvMlcCpxcCa.
5. ID 2333; on a small rectangular
base of marbleof slightly pyramidal
form, with profiles at bottom and top;
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There is, indeed, an ongoing discussion about three other Jewish and
Samaritan inscriptions. One was discovered in a private house nearby,in
the Quartier du stade, and the other two, on two stelai, were found in an
unexcavatedareasome 90 m north of GD 80. Did these inscriptions originally belong to GD 80, being displaced in a later period, or were they
discovered in their original contexts, thus bearing witness to Jewish or
Samaritan ownership of the respective buildings?123
base H. 0.33 m, L. 0.26 m at the bottom to 0.24 m at the top, W. 0.20 m
at the bottom to 0.18 m at the top; first
or second centuryA.D.;found in the
southeastcornerof room B; inscription: ----- I. / ---- Iyev6evo I
F'6X0Epog.
For the contested identificationof
theoshypsistos,see most recentlyMitchell 1999 and Stein 2001a, 2001b.
According to Mitchell, the abundant
testimony to Zeus Hypsistos,Theos
Hypsistos, and Hypsistos,which up to
now has been interpretedas evidence of
differentreligiousbeliefs, belonged to
one single widespreadcult of paganJewish character.The worshipersof
Theos Hypsistos were stronglyinfluenced by Jews and "acquiredmanyJewish characteristicsbut did not contemplate full conversion"(Mitchell 1999,
p. 127). But Mitchell's interpretationof
GD 80 remainssomewhatambiguous:
"On the strengthof the last text [ID
2329, see following note] the structure
has been interpretedas a synagogue
used by the Jews on Delos. This is
undoubtedlycorrect,but we should not
neglect the point that the sanctuaryis
also a Greek one, containingdedications set up by personswith Greek
names for Theos Hypsistos"(Mitchell
1999, p. 98). The theory of a general
pagan-Jewishcult was stronglyquestioned by Stein (2001a, 2001b), who
does not mention GD 80.
123. The first is ID 2329; on a rectangularbase of white marblewithout
profile at bottom or top, but with a
cutting in the top; base H. 0.345 m,
L. 0.185 m, W. 0.17 m; first century
B.C.; found in a house of the Quartier
du stade (Ilot II, Maison A, GD 79b;
see Fig. 1); for photographssee Bruneau 1970, pl. IX:4, and Bruneau1982,
p. 499, fig. 13; inscription:'Ayac0oxhigI
Lt.AcxcAtAnuo
(oxlxo; •i I tpoosuae
to
Plassart
(1916, p. 242) and
cording
McLean (1996, p. 193), this marble

base was originallysituatedin GD 80,
but Bruneau(1982, pp. 499-502) argues that it was set up in this house,
whose ownerswereJewish.
The two stelai,dedicatedby Samaritans to their benefactors,were found
ca. 90 m north of GD 80, in an unexcavated areaof the shorelineat the bottom of the outer face of a facadewall;
they were publishedby Bruneau(1982,
pp. 467-485):
1. Stele of white marble;upperpart
not preserved,back not smoothed;
wreathin upperpart;stele H. 0.48 m,
W. 0.405 m at the bottom to 0.33 m at
the top, Th. 0.11-0.075 m; 150-50 B.c.;
inscription:
OESv AYilh
o0 &-x
'Iopo•XEEtca
7capdx6vot
Eq sep6v 'Apyapt(xl

o[T•xavoUoxv

XPU
oo

4 ozsrq&veoapa7rLov'Idoovo; KvcGLovp6cpyemolag
Eh;;Ou-cZo6;.
Evexev qq
Translation(Bruneau1982, p. 471):
"The Israelitesof Delos who make
contributionsto sacredGarizim crown
with a gold crown Sarapion,son of
Jason,from Knossos,for his benefactions towardthem."
2. Stele of white marble;lower and
upperpartsnot preserved,i.e., heavily
mutilated,back not smoothed;wreath
in upperpart;stele H. 0.70 m, W. 0.56
m at the bottom to 0.53 m at the top;
Th. 0.095-0.06 m; 250-175 B.c.;
inscription:
0
[O Ev Acxw]
e i0P'V
oL~x9oydpEVOL
'IcrpvhiXzcrXL
S
a&yov'ApY(Xpt~siv
~Zi'qoxcvvac. MvW•c3tov
'AptspiL&cpou
'Hp&xXstovabzbv xc0i-rob;ydy6voo;
WDTOU X(CWYrXES)-

4

dovk-cv xcit-&va0iv-r0

x r6ov E8ov
i

inci ?tpoosuX-ob

TON[--------------]
..[oo]
- - ca. 6-8 - -- xai.
OAONKAITO[ozp~vdvoov] Xpoo oaE[cpd-]

VCxa [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8 KA-T--

Translation(Bruneau1982, p. 474):
"[The] Israelites[of Delos] who make
contributionsto sacredand holy Garizim have honoredMenippos, son
of Artemidoros,from Herakleia,himself and his descendants,for having
constructedand dedicatedfrom his
own funds as ex-voto [to God], the
- - - - - -] and the [- - - - - and have
[
crowned]with a gold crown and
Because the plan indicatingthe
exact findspot of these stelai (Bruneau
1982, fig. 1) is simplified,does not
show all walls that arevisible on the
surface,and does not fully correspond
with the more detailedplan III in GD,
it is difficultto determinethe findspot
in relationto the surroundingwalls
(see Fig. 1). In any case, the wall corner
where the stelai were found differsremarkablyin orientationfrom the remaining neighboringwalls as shown in
GD, plan III. The situationas presented
here in Fig. 1 (a compilationof the two
plans) is certainlyimpossibleand might
be clarifiedonly by furtherresearchand
excavation.Accordingto Bruneau,the
stelai were probablyincorporatedinto
this facadeand would, therefore,allow
us to identify the respectivebuilding as
a second, Samaritan,synagogue.In opposition to this, severalscholarshave
proposedto identify GD 80 as a Samaritan synagogue,which suggeststhat
the two stelaiwere simply displaced
ca. 90 m, havingbeen set up originally
in GD 80; see Kraabel1984, pp. 45-46;
White 1987, p. 154, n. 84; McLean
1996, pp. 191-195; Binder 1999,
pp. 305, 315, n. 175, pp. 472-474. For
a short summaryand cautiousjudgment of both views, see Levine 2000,
pp. 102-103; Runesson2001a, pp. 185186, n. 68; and below.
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Figure40. RoomA, southwest
corner:fragmentsof two rectangular
marblebasins
Similarly, the use of the benches and throne in the last phase can be
proved, but remains hypothetical for all previous phases.This holds equally
true for all other movable furniturethat has been found in the building, for
example severalwater basins (Figs. 40-42).124According to the construction history proposed here, the fifth phase does not correspond with a
formative restoration after a possible destruction in 88 B.c., but follows
much later in the construction sequence.
124.If the furniture
wasnot found
in situ,i.e., not in a positionthatmight
withits use
reasonably
correspond
within this building, it simply may have
been stored here to be burnedin the
lime kiln. Consider especiallythe following fragmentsof severalmarble
water basins:
Fragmentsof two basins of different size that both belong to the type
"vasquesrectangulairesatdeux pieds en
dalles,"following the classificationin
Ddos XVIII, pp. 78-80, seem to have
been found in room B and in the water
reservoir(Plassart1914, p. 531; Bruneau 1970, p. 485 [though without
mentioning the form of the marblebasin found in the water reservoir];Moretti 1997, pp. 138-139, figs. 11-13).
Today they are stored in the southwest
cornerof room A and consist of (a) a
large fragmentof a large rectangular
basin of whitish blue marble(cf. Moretti 1997, figs. 11, 12; here Fig. 40,
right); (b) five adjoiningfragmentsof
a smallerrectangularbasin of bluish
marble (cf. Moretti 1997, fig. 13; here

Fig. 40, left, with only two of the five
fragments).This type of basin was
often used in agonisticbuildings in Delos and elsewhere;in Delos it was also
found in a small public bath (Quartier
du theatre,Ilot III, Maison N), in several buildingsused for the meetings of
associations(Maison de Fourni, GD
124; Quartierdu stade,Ilot I, Maison
B, GD 79a), and in some privatehouses
(see DdlosXVIII, pp. 78-80). The examples in GD 80 might have been
taken from the nearbygymnasium,as
were the marblebases and blocks integrated into the east wall of A/B.
Two joining fragmentsof a third
basin of bluish marbleare situatedbetween the benches on the north wall of
C (Diam. inside ca. 0.39 m, D. inside
ca. 0.37 m; here Fig. 41). This basin is
not mentioned in the Frenchpublications, so neither its findspot nor its
original position can be reconstructed.
It is visible in some photographsin
Bruneau(1970, pl. VIII:1, 2) but is not
on his plan (Bruneau1970, pl. B). It
representsa type that is classifiedas a

"mortierprofond,tronconique,sans
base, mais avec tenons"in Ddos XVIII,
p. 105. Because mortarscould also
be used for liquids (see Ddos XVIII,
p. 103), this one might have been used
or reusedas a basin. Binder (1999,
pp. 303, 306, 395) takes its presentlocation as its originalposition, near the
main entrance.Apart from the fact that
the main entranceto the building is not
known and that the main entranceto
room A was, most probably,via room
B, this position is ratherunusual;it is
more likely that the gap between the
benches was filled by anotherbench,
the supportfor which is set up on the
neighboringbench to the east.
A round altarof white marblethat
was reused as a mortar(accordingto
DJdosXVIII, p. 104), and so could
have been reusedas a basin as well, is
located in room B just east of the
relievingarch of the water reservoir
(Diam. of surfacewith rim ca. 0.38 m,
H. 0.37; here Figs. 42, 44). However,
the cavity (with two diameters)that
was carvedinto the upper surface
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Figure 41. Courtyard C, north wall:
marble basin (mortar type) between
benches; from west

The artistic embellishment suggesting a Jewish or Samaritan provenance is to be regardedwith extreme caution. Palmettes, which appearon
the marble throne, on antefixes, and on a marble lintel (of the third century A.D.),and rosettes, which decorate an inscribed votive offering, might
be among the most prominent motifs of Jewish and Samaritan art,125but
they were certainly no less prominent in non-Jewish and non-Samaritan
pagan art.126Therefore, it is difficult to decide whether the decorated objects were, at least to some degree, specially made for Jewish or Samaritan use, whether they were deliberately chosen out of a large stock of spoil
of the altaris not very deep (ca. 0.14 m
total) and shows two cuttings at its bottom (for dowels or clamps?)that are
unusualand inconvenientfor a mortar,
and thereforewere probablycut to
affix something in them. The findspot
of this reusedaltaris nowhere mentioned in the literature;photographsin
Plassart1913 (pl. V) and Plassart1914
(p. 524) show it in room B, facing the
door to this room and arrangedin a
line with other marbleelements;in
contrast,Bruneau'sphotograph(1970,
pl. VIII:2) presentsit in its position
today.

If neither the water reservoir,nor
the closed room B, nor the currentlocation between the benches in C can be
regardedas a favorableposition for a
water basin,we must ask where the different marblebasins were set up and
used if they reallybelonged to GD 80.
Levine (2000, p. 308) states,with regard to the placementof water basins
in synagogues,that they were "in the
middle of the courtyard(atrium),just
outside the main entranceto the synagogue, or in the hall, or narthex,leading from the street into the synagogue
sanctuary."Basins of differentshapes,

sizes, and qualityhave been found in
variousDelian contexts,e.g., in sanctuaries,houses, and agonistic establishments (see DdeosXVIII, pp. 73-82).
Consider also, e.g., the house for the
meetings of associations,the Maison
de Fourni (GD 124), where three basins
(two rectangularones and a large circularone) on high supportswere found
in the courtyard.
125. As Binder (1999, pp. 168-169,
nn. 23, 24, p. 306) has argued.
126. See Der Neue Pauly9, 2000,
cols. 33-44, s.v. Ornament (D. Willers).
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Figure42. Room B, reusedround
marblealtar
material for Jewish or Samaritanreuse, or whether no special meaning can
be assigned to their presence in this building because of the extensive diffusion of these motifs throughout the ancient world.
For Binder, the major architecturalchange that marked the transformation of the building into a synagogue, after 88 B.C.,is the subdivision of
the large hall, probably to create two rooms for the segregation of the
sexes.127 That this occurred, most probably, in the very last phase need
hardlybe drawnto our attention. Contraryto Binder and White, Bruneau's
decisive dating of the architectural alteration to some time after 88 B.C.
involves only the embellishment of the east wall of the large hall, leaving
the latter's bisection (and characteristic furnishing) to an even later date.
But if the architecture did not change at all during Bruneau's first and
second phases, why then could the original building not have been conceived as a synagogue? In other words, what exactly identifies the building
of the second phase as a synagogue?
Such uncertainty with regard to the original edifice is even more surprising because Bruneau argues compellingly and extensively that the water reservoir was conceived and used for ritual bathing. Since this reservoir, with its remarkable design, belongs most certainly to the very first
phase, its identification as a Jewish ritual bath necessarily requiresJewish
ownership and use of the building in the first phase.128 Clearly,before discussing further evidence for the identification of the building in its first
four phases, it must be determined whether the hypothesis of a ritual bath
can be supported.

127.Plassart(1914,p. 531)wasthe
firstto suggestthatroomB wasreservedforwomen;similarly,
Binder
(1999,pp.300, 306) andRunesson
(2001a,p. 187)supportthe ideaof a
of the sexes.ButMazurreseparation
this
jected hypothesisin 1935,remarking thatroomB servedonlyas access
to roomA (seealsoBruneau1970,
p. 489).Yetwomen(andchildren?)
couldhavebeenplacedin roomB and
menin roomA. The separation
would
not havebeencompletewith regardto
andvisibility,butthe araccessibility
still
rangement wouldhavealloweda
strict physicalsegregationduring activities in the differentrooms.

128.This compellingargumenthas
beenoverlooked
orunderestimated
by
allresearchers,
aswell as
supporters
opponentsof the ritualbaththeory;
see below,n. 137.
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129.A goodsummary
regarding
miqvehsin generalis providedby Reich
(1997);his thesison miqva'ot(1990)
wasnot available
to me;seefurther
Reich1988;1993;1995;Wright1997,
on the identificawithcriticalremarks
tionanduseof miqvaoot;
Binder1999,
pp.391-399;Eshel2000;Meyers2000;
Runesson2001c.
130. Reich 1997, p. 431.
131. For the water managementof

of Delos,see
the domesticarchitecture
DelosVIII,pp.323-351.
132.Watercertainlycouldnot have
beendrawnfromroomB becausethe
hasno
porosvaultof the reservoir
opening(seeBruneau1970,pp.481482,490-491).Whereasthe faceof the
marblerelievingarchis smoothin
roomB andthereforecouldhavebeen
coveredwithstuccoeasily,it is very
unevenin D1 andwouldhaveto have
beenconcealedunderseveralthick
layersof plaster,as someof the blocks
projectbeyondthe southfaceof the
wall.
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RESERVOIR

What requirements had to be met by a Jewish ritual bath, and how can a
potential installation for ritual bathing be recognized? The Jewish laws
provide an elaborate system of regulations regardingritual purity.The required state of purity could be obtained by immersion in a naturalbody of
water-a spring, river,lake, or the sea-or in a pool specially designed for
this purpose. Only the latter,which had to be carved into the bedrock or
built directly into the ground, was called a miqveh; it had to be filled with
at least 40 seiah(250-1000 liters, according to various calculations) of undrawn water, which was either collected rain water or spring water delivered by an aqueduct. Steps occupying the entire width of the miqveh, or
narrow staircases on one or two sides of the basin, led down into the
pool.129 To date, the earliest known miqva'ot are located in the palaces of
the Hasmoneans in Jericho, on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, and in
synagogues in Jericho and at Gamala, Masada, and Herodion. Reich, the
authorityon miqva'ot,has statedthat,"frequentlyused in the SecondTemple
period in Judea (Judah) and Galilee, miqva'otwere absent from the Late
Hellenistic and Early Roman world.""130
Therefore, if the water reservoir
in question was a miqveh of some kind, it would be one of the earliest
examples in the world, the earliest associated with a synagogue building,
and the only one outside Palestine.
How, then, was the water reservoirof GD 80 constructed, and how is
it to be judged within its local context? In Delian architecture,wells, cisterns, and large water reservoirswere usually located in a courtyard.Small
ordinarywells were carved into the natural rock, built up to the sufficient
height with gneiss or granite blocks, and had a small opening that was
framed by a stone border or curb (puteal). Larger reservoirs and cisterns
were also cut into the rock and built up, but had to be roofed with the aid
of arches or beams. Whereas the archeswere made of poros or granite, the
beams were wood or stone. The walls of cisterns and largerreservoirswere
covered with waterproof stucco, which was not deemed necessary for the
narrowwells. It is self-evident that, for reasons of stability,the placement
of walls or stylobates and colonnades on top of the arches or beams was
avoided."31
Within this context, the water reservoir of GD 80 has both normal
and abnormal characteristics. (1) A natural gap in the rock with a total
length of 6.08 m was partly built up and roofed with a poros vault that
extended 4.00 m beneath the floor of room B. According to Bruneau, the
remaining 2.08 m, visible in room D1 (Fig. 43), was open to the sky and
freely accessible, and the marble arch in the south wall of B would have
been constructed intentionally for this purpose (Fig. 44). However, this
archwas necessarybecause of the enormous size of the large hall A/B and
the weight of its roof, which rested on the walls, among them the south
wall of B; thus, it served simply as a relieving arch. Furthermore, it certainly would have been walled up and covered with stucco in room B
and, most probably,also in D1, and thus would not have been visible at
all.132(2) The large opening in D1 is framed by the natural rock, which
forms a completely irregularborder.This border would have been highly
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inconvenient for any use of the reservoir,either the drawing of water or
bathing, which suggests that the opening was originally stabilized and
framed by walls and probably even covered with beams of stone, or, more
preferably,wood. Like the floor on top of the vault in room B, this construction could have collapsed or, if it was wooden, even burned.133(3)
Finally, there are no steps leading down into the reservoir, the walls of
which arevery steep and high. Bruneau imagines a wooden ladder or stairs,
which would have been quite a simple and makeshift arrangement,especially when compared with the elaborate and costly construction of the
poros vault and the marble relieving arch. If human access to the water
reservoir was intended from the beginning, or in one of the subsequent
phases, it would not have caused too many problems either to cut steps
into the rock or to build a simple staircase of stone.'34On the whole, the
regularand frequent use of the water reservoirfor bathing or immersion is
to be seriously doubted.
By Jewish standards,the Delian water reservoirwould not have qualified as a miqveh; it could, at best, have served as natural body of water
133.Abundantevidenceof firewas
found during excavationof the fill of
the water reservoir;see Bruneau1970,
pp. 481-482.
134. The discrepancybetween the
elaboratenatureof the vault and a
makeshiftprovisionsuch as the imagined wooden ladderbecomes even
more obvious if this installationis comparedwith severalwater installationsin
Delos that are equippedwith steps for
human access.Cf. (a) the cryptsin

SarapieionA and SarapieionB (Siard
1998); (b) the FontaineMino6 (GD
30); (c) the round fountainwith six
steps leading downwardthat was excavatedunder the courtyardof the
Prytaneion (GD 22; Etienne and Farnoux 1988, figs. 4, 5, 8); and especially
(d) the reservoirin a nearbyhouse
(Quartierdu stade, Ilot II, Maison A,
GD 79b; see Fig. 1, above),where an
elaboratestaircasewith 22 steps leads
down into a round reservoirwith a

Figure43. Waterreservoirin room
D1 at northwall;fromsoutheast

diameterof 4.3 m and a depth of
6.2 m, which was roofedby means
of three poros arches.Bruneau(1982,
pp. 499-502) has identified this reservoir as a pool for ritualbathing and the
house as a Jewish residence;however,
the constructionhistory of this house
comprisestwo majorphases that cannot both be easily reconciledwith
Jewish ownership(see Trimper 1998,
pp. 222-223, fig. 24, and in detail in a
work in preparation).

THE

Figure44. Waterreservoirin roomB
at southwall,with reusedround
marblealtar;fromnortheast

135. Therefore,the only objection
that Bruneau(1970, p. 491) brings
forth againsthis own hypothesis is
not relevant:a drainis not necessaryin
connection with a naturalpool, but
only with a real miqveh.
136. See above,n. 124.
137. White (1987) and all the
followersof the privatehouse idea
must necessarilydismiss the water reservoiras an ordinarycistern:Kraabel
(1995, p. 110), McLean (1996, p. 194,
with the incorrectstatementthat the
cistern"couldalso be reachedfrom
room B"),Hachlili (1998, p. 38),
and Claugen (2002, pp. 193,220).
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because it was filled by groundwater like a well.135Given the proximity to
the sea, which could have served the same function, the identification of
the water reservoiras a bathing pool becomes even more questionable. It is
more likely that the water was used like it was in many other buildings,
that is, for all activities that requiredfresh water: drinking, cooking, washing, cleaning, and so on. Moreover, the several marble basins that were
found in the building, and that might have formed part of its furnishings
in the last phase and perhaps even in previous phases, could have held
water for ritual ablutions.136
In sum, to base the identification of the entire building on the possible function of this water reservoir is not particularly convincing, and
might easily provoke quite justified protest. It is strange that this water
reservoir and its conjectured purpose have gone largely unaddressed, and
that even those scholars who have identified it as a miqvehl37 have never
In opposition to these, Runesson
(2001c, p. 124, n. 84) advancesthe
idea of a ritualbathing pool, citing on
p. 84, n. 302, furthersupportersof this
theory; he also suggests (Runesson
2001a, p. 187, n. 72) that in the first
phase the cisternwas used by members
of some non-Jewish cult. Indeed, the
Jews might well have chosen the building because of this unique cistern,
which providedimmediate access to
water for ritualpurposes.Levine (2000,
p. 101) states that "thecistern found
there might have functioned as a miqveh."Binder (1999, p. 306) remarks
that "althoughthere is no propermik-

veh associatedwith the building, its
location near the ocean parallelsthe
placement of other synagoguesnear
bodies of water."Binder (1999,
pp. 314-317) goes on to propose two
possible patternsof occupationof GD
80: in the first scenarioa pagan cultic
building was transformedinto a synagogue, in the second the building
was originallybuilt as a synagogue.Although the unusualdesign of the reservoir would supporthis second scenario,
as he correctlyobserves(Binder 1999,
pp. 314-315), he seems to favorscenario numberone (pp. 314-317).
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discussed it in full detail. If the reservoir was not conceived as a special
facility for a specific function, its strange position might simply be due to
geologic and topographic circumstance. In addition, the area around its
opening could have formed a small courtyardin all phases.138In conclusion, the water reservoir of GD 80 is not considered here to have been a
miqveh.
SPECIFIC

ARCHITECTURE

AND

LOCATION

OF

GD 80

Another element that can be assigned to the original building with certainty is the large hall. Its size speaks of public, but not necessarilyJewish
or Samaritan,use. Its three doorways might be typical of synagogue architecture, as arguedby Bruneau,but since many large rooms in Delian architecture-in private domestic buildings as well in those of a "semipublic"
nature used for the meetings of associations-are provided with three entrances, this arrangementcan hardly be regarded as decisive evidence for
the identification ofJewish or Samaritanuse. A large room requiresa large
number of openings, preferablymore than one doorway and windows, for
technical reasons such as lighting and easy access for possibly numerous
users,139 and for symbolic reasons such as the need or desire to mark its
importance and prestige.
Even though the orientation of the large hall toward the east is remarkable,it need not necessarily have been chosen with regardto specific
cultic practices or requirements,for example as an intentional imitation of
the inner court of the Temple at Jerusalem or of that at Gerizim, or "to
direct focus in the general direction of the Orient."'140It might be attributed merely to the wish to have a pleasant view of the sea or to present a
prestigious facade to the sea.141
Whereas the design of the large hall speaks clearly neither for nor
against Jewish or Samaritan use, two other factors do seem to testify to
Jewish or Samaritaninitiative with regardto the original purpose of building: (1) the overall plan, structure,and elements of the edifice, and (2) its
location on the seashore.The opponents of the domestic use theory have
compared the original building with buildings used for the meetings of
138. This areamight have served
as a light sourcefor the surrounding
rooms of the D-complex, at least from
the second phase onward;or as a courtyard,especiallyin the first three
phases--when the building might
not have included a courtyardin the
east-but even in the fourth and fifth
phases,becausethe possible threewinged portico presumablydid not
frame a simple courtyardthat functioned as a servicearea.
139. See above,nn. 103, 105; Bruneau 1970, pp. 488-489. Accordingto
Bruneau(1982, p. 490), the fact that

the east wall of A/B, and again the later
partitionedhall of A and B, were both
equippedwith three doorwaystestifies
to the specialmeaning of this arrangement. But in both phases the three entrancessimply might have been installed for access and lighting.
140. Binder 1999, p. 316; see also
Bruneau1970, p. 490; 1982, p. 490.
141. Cf. the Maison de Fourni
(GD 124) facingwest, towardthe sea,
and see above,n. 108; Binder'sstatement (1999, p. 316) cannotbe confirmed:"However,since the fagades
of many temples on the island (as well

as the House of the Poseidoniastes)
face east, the design may reflect adherenceto local cultic practices."The
majorityof Delian temples face west
and south, few face east, and even
fewer north. For those facing west,
see GD 6, 11, 12, 13, 81, 91, 98, 100,
103, 104, 106?, 126; south, GD 53, 68,
74, 88, 96, 100, 101, 105, 123; east,
GD 46, 51, 57, 72, 93, 125; north,
GD 100, 116. For most of the examples
facing east, the size and shape of the
availableplot of land, ratherthan local
cultic practices,might have been responsiblefor the orientation.
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associations and, indeed, identify it as the cultic hall of a pagan association.142Yet there were different kinds of associations in Delos; the fact that
the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes (GD 57, Fig. 35) is cited as the only
architecturalparallel makes clear which type of association the supporters
of the meeting-place theory have in mind: not one connected with the
cultic thiasoi, which gathered mainly for the veneration of their gods, but
one of foreign merchants with a broad range of common interests involving commercial, national, cultic, and social aspects.143
A comprehensivecomparisonof GD 80 with all constructionsin Delos
that might be attributed to use by an association is beyond the scope of
this article.The following comparison is limited to meeting places that are
similar to the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes and might, therefore,have
been built and used by a similarassociation.A comparisonwith such buildings has been presented above and has shown that GD 80 lacks some features characteristic of this type of structure in Delos: commercial space
(shops, workshops, magazines), sacred space (chapels, niches) and specific
equipment,144 a latrine, and, most probably,a large peristyle-courtyardwith
a proper vestibule.
As the fittings (such as pavements, stucco, drains or other installations, furniture, equipment, and small finds) of GD 80 in its first phase
cannot be reconstructed, comparisons must be restricted to the architecture. Common traits shared by meeting places and GD 80 are limited to a
large hall, a water supply,and some additional rooms; a colonnade might
have embellished the facade of the building but certainly would not have
compensated for a closed, fully usable peristyle-courtyard.
If the original hall A/B, whose fittings and decoration are only partly
known,145 was used in a way similar to that of its counterparts in pagan
142. Binder 1999, pp. 314-317,
following Mazur 1935; Runesson
2001a, pp. 186-187, following Binder
1999. Binder (1999, p. 474) strainsthis
comparisonseverelyby stating that "if
there is anythinghistoricalabout there
being a link between the Samaritans
and the Sidonians,asJosephusalso
asserts,then this may help to explain
why the synagogueso closely resembles
the House of the Poseidoniasts,a cultic
house erectedby merchantsfrom the
region of Sidon."
143. To date, a comprehensivestudy
dedicatedto all associationsin Delos is
lacking;see Roussel 1916, p. 12, n. 5,
pp. 73-74; Laidlaw 1933, pp. 201-231;
Bruneau1970, pp. 465,472, 585-589,
621-633; and McLean 1996, p. 189,
where it is statedwithout precisereference that "theepigraphicalevidence
on Delos documentsover twenty-four
voluntaryassociations."For a recent

study of the collegia of the Italikoi,
see Hasenohr2001. For the inscriptions
see ID 1519-1523, 1528, 1529, 1543,
1711-1714,1730-1800,2222-2225,
2227, 2229, 2231, 2234, 2237, 22402244, 2250-2253, 2323-2327, 2611,
2628, 2629.
144. This is most evidentwhen the
building is comparedto the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes(GD 57), with
its series of cellas,cult statues,and three
altars;see Trtimper2002. In the other
meeting places religiousneeds were
similarlymet either by specific architecturalarrangements(niches, nymphaea) or by cultic equipment,with
altars,statues,votives, and basins that
were, e.g., set up in the courtyard.
145. It was probablyequippedwith
three marblethresholds,an undecoratedpavementof marblechips, and
stucco with a red plinth course;see
above,pp. 521-523 and n. 23.
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meeting places, it was multifunctional and could have served for banquets,
symposia, and assembly meetings, but nothing hints at a pagan cultic use
of this room.146 With its unusual size, it must have been conceived for
large meetings from the beginning; it easily could have offered, for example, space for 20-22 or even more couches set up on the north, west,
and south walls, and it certainly could have accommodated many more
than 40-44 symposiasts stretched out on couches, if gatherings included
seating on benches.'47
The limited repertoire of separatelyusable rooms in GD 80 did not
change considerably in phases 2-4 if these phases involved only the addition of some small rooms in the south and an open three-winged portico
in the east (Figs. 36, 37, 38:a, b). But with the possible addition of a closed
peristyle-courtyardin the fourth phase (Fig. 38:c), the building would have
become similar to local meeting places for associations and would have
offered space for a new range of activities.
In sum, before the fourth or even the fifth phase, there is no evidence
for a remarkablealterationof the building that would clearlyattest a change
of ownership or use.148Further,the architecturesuggests that this edifice
was erected by a group whose needs were different from those of the associations that used the known association buildings in Delos. This view is
supported by the unusual location of GD 80.
Although the position on the shore has often been noted and claimed
as specifically apt for Jewish or Samaritan use, nobody has explained it
with regard to the supposed non-Jewish or non-Samaritan, or private or
146.Pagancultsengagedin the ofThe necessary
altars
feringof sacrifices.
wereusuallysetupunderthe opensky,
i.e., in courtyards,
openspaces,streets
in frontof houses,etc.In houses,where
modestsacrifices
of vegetablesandincensewill haveprevailed,
altarswere
alsoplacedin rooms(seeDelosVI,
pp.22-25;DilosVIII,p.201;DilosIX,
pp.28-35, 64-69, 76-85, 88-102,105110,112-149,152-189;GD 124).The
honorarydecreeID 1520,whichwas
foundin the Etablissement
desPoseidoniastes(GD57), attestsa cleardifferentiationbetweensacredandprofane
spaceswithinthismeetingplace:the
honoredperson,the Romanbanker
M. MinatiusSextif., is allowedto
chooseany(profane)placewithinthe
buildingforthe erectionof his statue,
withthe exceptionof the sanctuary
withits prostoaandnaoi(line25).
Contraryto Binder1999,p. 314,
n. 174,the term"temenos"
doesnot
referto the"sacred"
hallE, butto the
pieceof landon whichthe housewas
built.Forthe restoration
andinterpre-

tation of this inscriptionsee Bruneau
1970, pp. 623-626; for the first translation see Tod 1934, which differsin
severalpoints with the recent (and less
convincing)translationby McLean
(1996, pp. 197-200).

The situationmighthavebeen
slightly differentin sanctuaries,which
often includedbanquetrooms or halls
as well (Roux 1973; McLean 1996).
The latterwere spatiallyand probably
functionallymore closely linked to the
cult than was the case in the Etablissement des Poseidoniastes.A notably
suggestivecomparisonmay be drawn
between GD 80 and the Samothrakeion (GD 93), which compriseda
largebroadhall with a colonnadein
front and a floor with raisedborders
inside;originallyinterpretedas a temple (DdlosXVI), it has been convincingly identified as a banquethall (Roux
1973, pp. 548-554). At least in its second phase,however,the buildingwas
equippedwith a niche (for a votive or
cult statue?),and an ioXCpcc(altar)
was constructedin front of it. A com-

prehensivecomparisonbetween other
sanctuarieswith or without banquet
halls and GD 80 would show that the
latterlacks essentialfeaturesof pagan
sacredprecincts(such as altars,temples,
shrines,cult statues).
147. Given coucheswith a uniform
size of 1.80 x 0.90 m, eight on the west
wall and seven each on the north and
south walls (includingenough space
for tables in front of each kline),there
would have been 22 couches;with
couches measuring2.00 x 1.00 m, thus
eight on the west wall and six each
on the north and south walls, there
would have been space for 20. The
large room E in the Etablissementdes
Poseidoniastes(GD 57) offered space
for 19-20 couches.
148. Runesson (2001b, p. 90) points
out that the large hall of the synagogue
in Ostia never changed its form and
function, and concludesthat "similarity
in plan is also one of the main arguments for the continuoususe of the
building as a synagoguefor several
scholars."
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semipublic, use of the first building.149The adherents of the privatehouse
theory could find some parallelson the western coastline, but the supporters of the meeting-place theory would have considerabledifficulty in finding convincing comparisons.'50Given the clearly commercial aspects of
the cited association meeting places, the remote position of GD 80 in a
mainly residential,noncommercial quarterdoes not support the thesis that
a pagan association with commercial interests deliberatelychose this place
for its meeting place.l51Therefore, it seems most likely that the building
was planned and realized by a group that gathered neither because of common commercial interests nor in order to venerate pagan gods in temples
or chapels and with sacrifices-and this very well could have been aJewish
or Samaritan group.
Indeed, three arguments have been advanced for a specific Jewish or
Samaritan choice of the location on the seashore: (1) the proximity of
water for ritual ablutions; (2) the proximity of water for reasons of purity
(worship near water ensures the necessary purity of the land); and (3) the
marginalization ofJews and Samaritansin the society,which meant that a
location far from the city center was required.152The third argument can
be ruled out because there is no evidence for an intentional official separation of the Jews or Samaritanswithin Delian society, or for a restriction of
Jewish and Samaritanrights before the 40s B.C.;153moreover,the structure's
integration into an insula within a larger urban plan might have been intended from the beginning, even if it was realized only subsequently.But
the first two arguments could well have induced a Jewish or Samaritan
group to build its synagogue in this place, which, in addition, was probably
much quieter than the commerce-oriented western shore and in an "idolfree"quarterwith no pagansanctuaries.154

The precedinganalysisof GD 80 has shownthat it was,in all probability,a synagoguefromthe timeof its constructionin the secondcentury
untilits abandonmentat the end of the secondcenturyA.D.But three
B.c.
questionsremain:(1) Cana comparisonwith the structureandfunctionof
other,safelyidentifiedsynagoguesfurtherstrengthenthis theory?(2) To
what extent are the survivingfittings specificallyJewish or Samaritan?
(3) Does the archaeologicalevidence,that is, the constructionhistoryof
the building, correspondto the history of the Jews and Samaritansin Delos

as understoodfromthe literarysources?
149.Bruneau1970,p. 489;Binder
1999,pp.306,339-340;Levine2000,
pp.100,122;andesp.Runesson2001c.
150.Forprivatehouseson thewesterncoast,seeDelosXXXIX,pp.63-85.
151.The nearbymeetingplace
in the Qiuartier
du stade(GD79a)
includedno shops,buttherewasa
forthe large-scale
room/workshop
of
production perfume;see Brun1999,
2000.AlthoughtheMaisonde Fourni
(GD 124)has,to date,an astonishinglyremotepositionin the largely

unexcavatedsouthernpartof the island, it is, nevertheless,providedwith
a series of shops,workshops,and
cellars/magazines.
152. For an extensivediscussionof
the location of synagoguesnearwater,
see Runesson2001c, pp. 119-129.
153. See below, nn. 192, 193.
154. Until now, at least, no sanctuaries have been excavatedin the Qiuartier du stade. Some pagan sacredprecincts arepositioned in equallyremote
places,but on the southernpart of the

westerncoast(GD 123,125,126).It is
not clear,however,
whetheridol-free
zoneswerereallynecessary
or desirable
forJewishor Samaritan
halls
assembly
in the Diaspora,so thisargumentdoes
not necessarily
supportthe identification of GD 80 asa synagogue.
Butsee
the extensivediscussionin Runesson
2001cof the impurityof non-Jewish
land,of idols,andtheirsignificance
withregardto theplacewhereJewish
communication-inthe DiasporawithGodis to takeplace.
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Since the synagogue of Delos has alwaysbeen regardedas the oldest known
example of a synagogue, no precedents or precise models can be cited or
compared with it. The shift of the date of its original construction from
the first century B.C. to the second now distances it even further than before from other examples.155
To further complicate matters, the existence
and the function of synagogue buildings before the destruction of the
Temple in Jerusalem in A.D. 70 have remained the subjects of controversy
in recent scholarship.156
A consensus has finally emerged, however, that synagogues certainly
did exist before A.D. 70 in Palestine and the Diaspora, and that they were
multifunctional, serving both sacred and profane needs. They accommodated all the different aspects of Jewish communal life-political, liturgical, social, educational,judicial, and spiritual--within their walls. Consequently,the buildingswere used for variousactivities,such as ritualwashing;
the teaching and study of scripture, especially the communal reading of
the Torah and the expounding upon and study of it; corporate prayerand
worship; customary feasts and communal dining; storage of sacred funds
and writings; the exhibition of votive offerings and dedicatory and honorific inscriptions; archiving legal transactions and decrees; court proceedings; meetings addressing community needs; and housing guests.157
Whereas the synagogues in Palestine are usually identified on the basis of characteristic architecturalfeatures (first and foremost a large hall
with columns or pillars as roof supports, benches along the walls, often a
miqveh next to or near the hall, and sometimes a niche or a room for the
storage of sacred scriptures),Diaspora synagogues can be recognized only
if they are providedwith specificJewish (or Samaritan)symbols, elements,
and inscriptions,because their forms arethought to have been shaped more
by local architecturalcustoms and influences than by Palestinian concepts
of synagogues. In this sense Diaspora synagogues form a heterogeneous
group,158but they nevertheless served to house all activities that "declared
the distinctiveness of the Jewish community and the adherence to its traditions," as well as "to entrench a sense of collective identity."159
155. The exampleclosest in date is
the building that Netzer has recently
excavatedin Jerichoand identified as a
synagogue.It was probablybuilt between 75 and 50 B.c. and destroyedby
an earthquakein 31 B.c., but the identification as a synagogueis still much
contested (see Netzer 1999, 2000a,
2000b; Ma'oz 1999; Shanks2001;
SchwarzerandJapp2002). In recent
books on early synagoguesit is cited
as such with varyingdegreesof
confidence:Levine 2000, pp. 68-69;
Runesson 2001a, pp. 181-182; Claugfen
2002, pp. 185-186. Safely identified

synagoguesdate to the first centuryA.D.
in Palestineand to the second half of
the first centuryA.D.(most likely the
late Julio-Claudianperiod)in the Diaspora (Ostia);see Binder 1999, pp. 155341; Levine 2000, pp. 42-123; Runesson 1999; 2001a, pp. 174-189; 2001b;
2002; Claugen 2002, pp. 166-208.

156.Forcomprehensive,
clear,and

criticalsummariesof the most recent
researchand challengingtheorieson
earlysynagogues,see Runesson2001a,
pp. 67-168; Levine 2001.
157. See Rutgers1996; Binder
1999, pp. 389-450; Levine 2000,

pp. 124-159; Runesson2001a, pp. 193234; Claugen 2002, pp. 209-223;
Gruen 2002, pp. 115-119.
158. Rutgers(1996, p. 95), however,
and funcemphasizesthat "structurally
tionally these buildings [the Diaspora
synagogues]have surprisinglymuch in
common,"referringmostly to the later
examples.Against a standardization
and a uniformpatternprevailingacross
the Mediterranean,see, e.g., Gruen
2002, pp. 113-115 with furtherliteraturein n. 54. Furthersupportersand
opponents need not be cited here.
159. Gruen 2002, pp. 118, 131.
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160.Althoughthelodgingof guests
seemsratherunlikely,becausethe
rooms of the south complexresemble
much more those of servicethan those
of properor even luxuriousliving.
161. For the synagoguein Ostia, its
identificationas a synagogue,construction history,function, and equipment,
see Runesson 1999, 2001b, and 2002
(with convincingrefutationof White's
theories as set out in White 1997b and
1999).
162. For the comparisonwith buildings for the meetings of associations,
see Runesson 1999; 2001b, pp. 90-91.
Common featuresconsisted of spaces
for cultic/religiousactivitiesand for
common meals,but large or monumental meeting placeswith separaterooms
for the venerationof gods and dining or
meetings usuallyincluded a peristylecourtyard;in addition,manywere
providedwith tabernae,which could be
profitablylet (Bollmann 1998, pp. 58103). By far,the majorityof known
meeting places in Ostia consisted of a
single more or less monumentally
designed room (Saalbauten)that was
often equippedwith an apse, niche, or
podium for a cult statue,and that was
used indiscriminatelyto fulfill the
variousneeds of the community,such
as cultic activities,meetings, banquets,
and so on (Bollmann 1998, pp. 103122).
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As in synagoguesin Palestine,the dominatingfeatureof the building
in Delos is the largehall,whichmightevenhaveincludedsupportsforthe
roofandcouldhaveservedmost of the functionsenumeratedabove;it was
usedin a moreflexibleway,however,with moveablefurniture,
presumably
as thereis no evidencefor benchesbuilt alongthe walls.Therefore,those
participatingin commonmealscouldhavereclinedon couchesaccording
to local customs,whereasfor more religious/liturgical
activitiessuch as
for
or
the
and
civic
larger
meetings,benchescould
prayer reading Torah,
in
havebeenset up the hall.The secondaryroomsin the southmighthave
been conceived,and indeed enlargedand partitioned,to meet additional
needs such as the storingof sacredfunds,scriptures,archives,and furniture,or the preparation of communal feasts, or the lodging of guests.'16
Votiveofferingsand dedicatoryor honorificinscriptionswere set up by
preferencewithin courtyardsand in close proximityto shrines,altars,or
cultimages;by contrast,largeassemblyhalls,withoutspecificfeaturessuch
as niches,apses,orpodia,offeredno suitablespaceforsuchactivity.Thereforeit mustremainuncertainwhether,and if so how andwhere,the first
usersof GD 80 honoredtheirgod andbenefactorswith offerings.
The best parallelfor GD 80 from the Diasporais furnishedby the
synagogueof Ostia,which was situatedoutsidethe city and in proximity
to the sea,wasconceivedas a monumentalsynagoguefromthe beginning,
and was remodeledseveraltimes duringits use from earlyin the second
halfof the firstcenturyA.D.untilthe fifth century.161
The originalbuilding
hall
a
a
with
benches, podium,and an entrance
comprised largeassembly
constructionthat was squarewith a column at each corner;a separate,
unusuallylargetricliniumwithbuiltbenches;andwaterfacilities.It isworth
noting,however,thatthe permanentfurnishingsforspecificfunctionsand
the strictspatialdifferentiation
betweenprayerhallanddiningroommight
be attributedto the dateof origin-about 200 yearslaterthanthatof GD
80 in Delos. In the secondhalf of the firstcenturyA.D.the functionsand
importanceof synagoguesmight havechangedor shiftedslightly,for example, from being multifunctionalcommunitycentersto promotinga
sharperfocuson religiousaspectsandactivities,whichwouldbe reflected
in the permanentequipmentof the largehall in Ostia. In addition,the
designof the synagoguein Ostiamighthavebeeninspiredpredominantly
withmeetbylocalarchitectural
styles,butdespitesomegeneralsimilarities
ing places,thereis no exactparallelin anypartof Ostia,andthe synagogue
does not fit into the knowntypologyof suchmeetingplaces.Most interestingly, the original synagogue buildings in Delos and Ostia both lack the
peristyle-courtyard that was obligatory for the larger meeting places in
Ostia and the cited examples in Delos.162
Although the architectureof each of these synagogues is fairly comprehensible within the larger local context, it is at the same time notably
different and without precise parallel.Given the remarkablymonumental
scale of both buildings, the absence of features such as a courtyardor shops
was, most probably,not due to a shortage of money or to external factors
such as the limited size of the building plots, but to an intentional adaptation to the needs of a specific group, the respective Jewish or Samaritan
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community. One might extend this comparison to the question of the
extent to which Jewish or Samaritan communities resembled voluntary
associations in the Graeco-Roman world, and to what degree differences
and similarities in the organization and structure of these communities
were reflected in the form and function of the respective synagogues and
meeting places, but such a comprehensive sociohistorical study is beyond
the scope of this article.163
According to the interpretation of GD 80 presented here, the small
Aegean island of Delos provides a second, and even earlier (than that at
Ostia), example of a Diaspora synagogue that was originally constructed
as such, thereby offering the rare opportunity to study the design and development of an early synagogue. Its design corresponds to the specific
nature of Jewish life in the Diaspora as recently described by Gruen: The
building could well be interpreted as a negotiation between integration
and segregation, between adaptation of local customs and consideration of
Jewish needs. With their synagogue the Delian Jews or Samaritansmight
well have fitted within the world of Hellenistic and Imperial Delos while
expressing and maintaining their own distinctiveness.164
FITTINGS

OF

GD 80

It is generally agreed that for Second Temple synagogues no specific fittings with Jewish symbols or elements are to be expected, especially not in
the Diaspora, where Jews adapted to the regional and local culture, customs, and language.165Some features of GD 80, however, have always attracted special attention from supportersas well as opponents of its identification as a synagogue, namely the throne, the niche in room A, the votive
offerings, and small finds such as lamps.
The marble throne (Fig. 22) is usually identified as the Cathedra of
Moses; its importance would have been emphasized by placing it in the
center of the west wall of A, facing the single east entrance (and Palestine).166If, however, the doorway between A and courtyardC was blocked
from the beginning of the fifth phase, this privileged position never would
have been visible from the outside (the courtyard)and probablywould not
have been readily evident from the interior of B, as none of the entrances
to A from B offered a direct axial view of the throne. Yet regardlessof its
position, the probably prominent provenance of this throne, the distant
theater, suggests that it was intended to serve a special function.167
163.Voluntary
associations
andsynagogues (as communities)have been
comparedand contrastedby several
scholars,most compellinglyand extensively only recently,by Richardson
(1996) and Runesson (2001a). For a
criticalapproach,see Levine 2000,
pp. 118-123; 2001, pp. 27-28; he
stressesthe differencesbetween these
communitiesand the specificJewish

characterof synagogues.See also
Gruen 2002, pp. 121-123; Robinson
2002.
164. Gruen 2002, pp. 122-123.
165. See, e.g., Bruneau1970,
pp. 487-488; 1982, pp. 491-495; Levine 2000, pp. 118-123, 285; 2001,
p. 29.
166. See, e.g., Bruneau1970,
pp. 489-490; White 1987, p. 148;

Hachlili 1998, pp. 79-81; Binder 1999,
pp. 301, 306, 316; Levine 2000,
pp. 120, 325-327.
167. The Delian inventoriesmention severalthrones,referringto examples in differentsanctuaries,but archaeological evidenceis ratherscarce.The
throne in GD 80 is certainlythe most
prominentexample(see DdiosXVIII,
pp. 5-12).
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The small niche in the west wall of A, 2.20 m north of the throne's
current position (Fig. 22), is rarely mentioned in the literature. Binder
conjectures that it might have served to store the sacred scrolls used in
Within the Delian context, however, this niche, which
Sabbath services.168
was obviously created subsequent to the construction of the wall and is
rather crudely made, is best explained as a place for a lamp. Since the
lighting of this room could have been problematic in the evening and during the darkerseasons, this function seems reasonable.169
Because of the concentration on the interpretation of the previously
mentioned inscriptions, the function or functions of the votives and honorific bases that bear them has often been neglected. Two of the six bases
that were either found in or attributedto GD 80 were discussed by Mazur
as evidence against the synagogue theory.They show cuttings and the remains of lead in the top surfacethat might have served for the soldering of
bronze figurines ("idols"),except that their form and size do not correspond to the usual bases for statuettes in Delos; both aremuch higher than
the averagebases for votives and statuettes and could, therefore,have supported larger objects, such as basins or tables.170
Three of the remaining four small votives resemble strongly the numerous "altar-incenseburners"known from Delos, were certainly modeled after them and, most probably,were used accordingly.'71This is quite
remarkablebecause it is usually thought that the sacrifice of animals and
168. White (1987, p. 148) cites this

nicheonlyas evidenceforhis construction history.The identificationas a
Torahniche is not in Binder 1999, but
only on his Web site (www.pohick.org/
sts/delos.html),which providesa detailed photographof the niche with a
descriptivecaption.Bruneau(1970,
pl. C) illustratesthe niche, but on
p. 489 he states expresslythat a niche
for the sacredbooks is missing above
the throne.This niche is similarlynot
cited in specialpublicationson Torah
shrines;see, e.g., Hachlili 2000.
169. See above,n. 57. Comparable
Torah niches in earlysynagoguesare
much larger.The one at Gamala,
accordingto drawings(e.g., Binder
1999, p. 165, fig. 3), was ca. 1.20 x
1.20 m and at floor level;cf. the strange
niche in the supposedsynagoguein
Jerichothat was 1.55 x 1.20 m and
took the form of an elevatedcompartment at the level of the benches
(Netzer 1999, p. 213). The niche in
GD 80 certainlycould not have been
closed like the manyTorah shrines
represented,for example,in mosaic
pavements,artifacts,and funeraryart.

170. For the column drum bearing
ID 2328, see n. 122, above;its dimensions (H. 0.865 m, lower/upperDiam.
0.21/0.18 m) correspondquite well
with those of column-drumsupports
for circulartables,but it lacks the usual
profilesat top and bottom; perhapsits
presumablylate date is responsiblefor
the rudimentaryform (see DdlosXVIII,
pp. 48-53). Nonfluted archaiccolumns
without base and capitalthat served
as bases for statuesdisplayeither two
holes for the tenons protrudingfrom
the feet of bronze statues,or large,deep
cuttings for marblestatues(Kissas
2000, pp. 231-235). Neither Schmidt
(1995) norJordan-Ruwe(1995)
discussessmall column bases. For the
base with ID 2329, see n. 123, above.
For bases for statuettesfound in
situ in Delian niches, see Kreeb1988,
pp. 43-46, 196-197, no. 21 (H. 0.25,
L. 0.30, W. ca. 0.18 m); 1988, pp. 250251, no. 36 (H. 0.065, L. 0.27,
W. 0.26 m); also Kreeb1984, pp. 328329, figs. 12, 13.
For "autelsbruile-parfumes"
that
have
functioned
as
for
bases
might
votives, see, e.g., DelosXVIII, p. 383,

n. 13, and p. 384, no. A 1366, which is
a rectangularbase of white marblemeasuring0.12 m high and 0.07-0.09 m
wide, with profilesat bottom and top
and a cutting in the top surface.
171. ID 2330, 2331, 2332 (the
fourth,ID 2333, may also have functioned similarly);see n. 122, above.
Also for ID 2331 and 2332, see Deonna 1934, p. 425, no. 167, p. 447,
no. 183, fig. 52; DdeosXVIII, p. 388,
no. A 3049, p. 389, no. A 3050. ID
2330 is describedas the same type in
Bruneau1970, p. 484, but is indeed
larger(H. 0.25 m vs. 0.17-0.18 m).
Deonna cites an uninscribed,very large
examplethat was found in GD 80 but
is nowhereelse mentioned (Deonna
1934, p. 424, no. 166, figs. 31, 32;
DedosXVIII, p. 388). Accordingto
Deonna, all examplesshow eastern,
specificallySyro-Phoenician,influence.
Remarkably,Deonna is nevercited
with regardto the function of these objects. Levine (2000, p. 101) describes
ID 2330-2332 incorrectlyas "column
bases,"and "votive/votiveoffering"
does not appearin his extensivesubject
index (pp. 715-748).
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the offering of vegetables and incense was confined mainly to the Temple
in Jerusalem. In addition, such sacrificeswere part of the sacred rituals in
some early temple-synagogues in the Diaspora, where a gradualshift from
animal sacrifice to the offering of vegetable and incense took place in the
Hellenistic period. But the synagogue in Delos is normallycounted among
the examples with a more recent history of Jewish presence that focused
from the beginning on the reading of the Torah and other synagogue rituals.172The evidence for possible incense offerings allows the synagogue
building in Delos to modify this picture slightly, the more so because the
votives were obviously kept-and presumably used-until the abandonment of the building. The burning of incense conforms to local practice
because the requireditems have been found in large numbers in sanctuaries and houses all over Delos.
that were found
Unlike the votives, the two inscribedSamaritanstelai173
north of the synagogue, but that might originally have been set up in the
building,had the function of only documenting and perpetuatingthe honors
that a grateful group of Samaritansbestowed on their benefactors.
It remains to be considered where and how the different votives and
honorific bases were presented within the context of the building. Some
bases and stelai were not worked on the back and were, therefore, clearly
conceived for a position in front of a wall or column.174 They could have
been set up along the walls without benches in rooms A and B, or in the porticoes. This holds true also for the freestanding examples that are worked
on all sides, because a position in the middle of A or B does not seem very
practical for circulationwithin, and the regularuse of, these rooms.
According to Bruneau, the two Samaritan stelai were inserted into a
wall and faced the interior of a second synagogue, but this hypothesis is
not very convincing. In such a case the stelai, of remarkablydifferent ages
(250-175

B.c. and 150-50 B.C.), either must have been integrated into the

wall when it was built, and/or the wall must have been partly demolished
before it could receive them. If both stelai were integrated into the wall at
the same time, then the earlierone must have been set up elsewhere originally, and thus could not be used to date the wall or the building where it
was found. If they were not integrated at the same time, the later one must
have been inserted subsequently, requiring a partial destruction and rebuilding of the wall. The parallelthat Bruneau cites as evidence for incorporation into a wall was certainly an instance of subsequent and rather
Thereforethe possibilitycannot be ruledout--and seems,
crudeinsertion.175
in synagogues
see
172.Forsacrifices
in detail Runesson2001a, pp. 426-454,
473-474; see also Binder 1999, pp.
226,235,337-338.
173. Bruneau1982, pp. 467-485;
see above,n. 123.
174. This appliesto the baseswith
ID 2329, 2330, and the two Samaritan
stelai alreadymentioned (nn. 122 and
123, above);the column drumwith
ID 2328 was worked all around.For
the altarsor incense burnerswith ID
2331, 2332, and 2333, such informa-

tion concerningthe lateraland back
faces is missing in all publications.
175. See Bruneau1982 (pp. 486487, n. 50, fig. 8) and Moretti 1996
(pp. 621, 631, fig. 3) for the stele of the
gymnasiarchPausanias,which is located in exedraE2 of the Palestredu
lac (GD 67). This stele definitelyhas a
tenon in its bottom surfaceand is well
worked on both lateralfaces;therefore
it was certainlyintended to be set up
on a base. Moreover,it is placed asymmetricallybetween two niches of a

seriesof at least ten niches that were
distributedsymmetricallywithin one
large room, E2-E5. This large room
was subdividedsubsequentlyand the
stele in questionwas obviouslyplaced
in correspondencewith one of the secondarypartitionwalls.The idea of a
secondaryintegrationof this stele is
supportedby CharneuxandTreheux
(1997, pp. 171-172, n. 105), but they
provideno new observationsconcerning its characterand placement.
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indeed, more likely--that the stelai in question were set up in front of a
wall, with or without bases.176
A complete list of the small finds is not available and probablycould
never be compiled now, given that the excavation was conducted so long
ago. According to the first excavator,"les menus objets" recueillis parmi les
ruines sont ceux-la mimes qu'on pouvait s'attendre rencontrer."'177For
the selected objects that are listed in the publications, no exact findspots
are given. It is therefore difficult to use the finds to reconstructthe precise
use of the building and its rooms, or the process of abandonment and later
reuse. Parts of the building seem to have been destroyed by fire, but the
extent and impact of such a catastrophe cannot be determined.178
Numerous lamps were collected near the walls and mostly from under
the marble benches; these positions could correspondwith the actual use
of the lamps, in which case the synagogue would have been abandoned
during an instance of use,179 or they could be the result of a subsequent
shifting of the debris, for example when the lime kiln was built. It has
often been observed that the Jewish community clearly obtained its lamps
exclusively from Roman merchants, and that it was not particularabout
the decorative motifs on them.180
If the seventeen fragments of fine glass dating to the Imperial period
belonged to the equipment of the synagogue, perhaps there was a set of
luxurious tableware for feasts or other occasions; in any case, this equipment would testify to a certain affluence and standing of the Jewish or
Samaritan community.181
In conclusion, there is nothing specificallyJewish or Samaritanabout
the fittings of GD 80 except the wording of the Greek inscriptions on the
votives. Even the arrangement of benches along the walls finds several
parallelswithin the Delian context, for example in the nearbygymnasium
(GD 76), in private houses, in sanctuariesand public buildings, and in the
Agora des Italiens (GD 52).182 It is instead the remarkablecombination of
the throne with the architecturallayout that distinguishes GD 80 from
other constructions in Delos.
176. Although the first stele (no. 1
in n. 123, above)has no tenon, its bottom seems not very well worked (Bruneau 1982, pp. 467-471 and fig. 2) and
perhapswas insertedinto a base or
opening in the naturalrock.The lower
portion of the second stele (no. 2 in
n. 123, above)is not preserved(Bruneau 1982, pp. 471-475). If both were
set up in front of a wall, their findspots,
outside the building,would not correspond with their originalposition.
None of the scholarswho supportsthe
identificationof GD 80 as a Samaritan
synagoguediscussesBruneau'stheory
regardingthe placementof these stelai
(see above,n. 123).
177. Plassart1914, p. 531.
178. Bruneau1970, pp. 482, 492;
the fire might have been limited to the

southernpart,which would explainthe
complete destructionof its rooms;Plassart (1914) does not mention evidence
of fire.
179. For none of the 644 lamps
or fragmentsof lamps excavatedin
the Ilot de la Maison des comediens
(GD 59B) is the findspot (room, exact
position in room, etc.) listed (Delos
XXVII, pp. 263-265). Similarly,in
DelosXXVI only buildings,not rooms,
are mentioned as finding places.Under
these circumstancesit is impossible
to determineby comprehensivecomparisonswhich type of findspot correspondsto which type of abandonment.
180. See Bruneau1970, pp. 484485, 492. In DelosXXVI see for Attic
and Delian lamps:undecorated,290,

333; beardedmask,2494. For Corinthian lamps:ornamentaldecoration,4660.
For Romanlamps:trophy,4574; nike,
4576; centaur,4578; two horseswith
jockey,4579; griffon,4581; vase with
tendrils,4582; garland,4583; hind,
4584; rosette,4586; wine branches,
4587; bull, 4588; Zeus with eagle, 4589;
boxer(?),4590; eroticgroup (fromwater
reservoir),4591; vegetal decoration,
4592, 4594; maenad(?),4598, 4599;
Athena, 4600, 4601; lion ravagingdonkey,4603; shell, 4609, 4641; rosette,
4610, 4618, 4619, 4622, 4627, 4647;
undecorated,4626, 4636, 4645, 4646,
4648, 4649, 4650, 4653, 4654; nude
man reclining,4642; mammal,4651.
181. DdlosXXXVII, pp. 115, 199.
182. DelosXVIII, pp. 12-14.
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IN DELOS
JEWSANDSAMARITANS
As several authors have already extensively discussed the history of the
Jews and Samaritans in Delos,183 only the most important facts with regard to the construction history of building GD 80 will be summarized
here.
The earliest document attesting the presence of Samaritansin Delos
is an inscription in honor of their benefactor Menippos from Herakleia,
which is dated to the period 250-175 B.c. on the basis of paleography.8s4
While the translationof the clausula nti Tpooa:oU)Yis contested, it is agreed
that this inscription testifies to the existence of a Samaritan synagogue
well before 167/6 B.C.s15Yet several problems arise:Were there two synagogues on Delos, one for the Orthodox Jews and one for the Samaritans?
Did these two buildings exist contemporaneously?Did these two hostile
groups really build their assembly houses in close proximity to each other
(see Fig. 1)? Or was the Samaritan synagogue alreadyout of use when the
Jews constructed their synagogue, GD 80? Or was GD 80 not the Jewish
synagogue but rather a Samaritan building? And if so, did the Orthodox
Jews, whose presence on the island is attested in the literature,have a synagogue of their own at all, and, if so, where?186
At the present time, none of these questions can be answeredwith any
degree of certainty.Two remarkswill be made, however. First, it does not
seem very likely that the two Samaritan stelai were ever integrated into a
wall; rather,they were just stored coincidentally at their findspot, that is,
they were probably displaced.'"'In this case, there would be no evidence
that the wall adjacent to the stelai belonged to a synagogue. A trial trench
might finally resolve this issue. Second, if GD 80 is identified with a Samaritan building, the Samaritan inscription honoring Menippos might
have implications for the date of construction. The original building is
usually dated to the second century B.c., regardlessof its supposed function, but it is not specified anywhere whether this means before or after
167/6 B.C.188Most buildings in Delos, and the development of the Quartier
du stade, are usually attributed to the period of the free port, so the existence of a synagogue in this quarter before or around 175 B.C.would be
surprising,but not impossible. Again, only further excavation and investigation might clarify the absolute chronology of GD 80.
183. Bruneau1970, pp. 484-486;
1982; White 1987, pp. 136-147;
Levine 2000, pp. 100-105.
184. Bruneau1982, pp. 471-475,

483-484;see above,n. 123,steleno.2.
I ammuchindebtedto AngelosChaniotisandVeronique
Chankowski
for
the discussionof thisinscription,
espeits date,whichboth
ciallyregarding
confirm.
185.Bruneau(1982,pp.474-475)
translates
"enex-voto["Dieu]"because
the buildingwould have been designated as i t ijq poaeoXyg,but he

•

(p. 486) interprets
as referringto "unexooroXEtuodoovtocr
installation,meuble
ou immeuble,dont les Israelites6taient
redevables Menippos:daslors, qu'il
t
ait paye ' ses frais'le batimenttout
entier,une de ses partiesou un quelconque amenagement,ces trois possibilites ont pour communecons&quence que nos Israelitesavaientun
local eux."White (1987, p. 144)
translates"to the proseucheof God"
and concludeswith more certaintythat
Menippos has "giventhe funds for
constructionof the place of meeting for

the Samaritancommunityon Delos."

186.Fordifferentopinionsregard-

ing Jewish or Samaritanownershipof
GD 80, see n. 123; see also Pummer
1999, pp. 120-121.
187. As was probablyalso the case
for the marblebase with ID 2329; see
n. 123, above.
188. Gruen (2002, p. 110) states
that the first phase of the buildingwas
"placedby excavatorsin the earlysecond centuryBCE"but I do not find this
date in Plassart1913 or 1914, or in
Bruneau1970 or 1982.
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In light of the uncertainty of ownership-either Jewish or Samaritan-it is not possible to link safely the diverse historical data with building GD 80. Accordingly, the following discussion of the availablehistorical and archaeologicaldata is to be understood as a distinctly hypothetical
exercise.189

In 139 B.c. the Roman consul Lucius sent a letter of friendship on
behalf of the Jewish people to different addresses, among them Delos.190
The Jewish community was obviously important enough to be included
on the list and might alreadyhave built its first synagogue. It is likely that
Jews and Samaritansfrequented the island or even lived on it for the same
reasons that many other foreigners from all over the Mediterraneanworld
did: for profitable commerce in the booming cosmopolitan trade center.
Inscriptions show that Jews participated in Delian life at the end of the
second century B.C.and the beginning of the first, but nothing is known of
the years around 88 B.C., when the synagogue was perhaps partly destroyed.191
Two decrees of the 40s B.C.testify to privileges and rights granted to
the Jews in Delos and eventually Paros. The first, issued in 49 B.C.,provided an exemption from military service for Jews who were Roman citizens.192The second, promulgated at about the same time, was written in
response to complaints from the Delian Jews about restrictions on their
ritual practices. It specifies that Jews should be allowed "to live in accordance with their customs and to contribute money to common meals and
sacred rites."'93This decree conveys several points: (1) it attests the presence of a Jewish community on the island-which must have been quite
important and active-defending the interests and rights of Jews in a period when Delos was already in full decline; (2) Jewish religious activity
had obviously been limited for some time (but why and for how long cannot be determined); and (3) the Jews in question held common meals,
probably regularbanquets and/or special feasts.
According to Binder, the third point "suggeststhe existence on Delos
of a synagogue with an ancillarybanquet hall used to hold feasts on sacred
days."194But it is far from certain that this decree was referringto the Jews
in Delos. It is addressedto the "magistrates,council, and people of Parium,"
and mentions o1 'IooaUotLo v Ajo xoc(T-LVS~Cvrcov7cpo(xov 'Iou8t0cov.
189. Only much later,from the
third centuryA.D.onward,can Samaritan synagoguesbe distinguishedfrom
Jewish ones, and mainly on the basis of
specific symbols,inscriptions,and the
presenceof a miqveh;see Pummer
1998, 1999.
190. 1 Macc. 15.
191. But see ID 2616, a "listedes
from SarapieionC
souscripteurs"
(GD 100), and ID 2532, two epitaphs
from Rheneia.The later Samaritan
stele is dated to 150-50 B.c. (no. 1 in
n. 123 above;Bruneau1982, pp. 483485).

192. Joseph,AJ 14.231-232; for
an English translation,see Binder
1999, p. 298.
193. Joseph,AJ 14.213-215; for
English translations,see Binder 1999,
pp. 298-299; Levine 2000, p. 104.
194. Binder 1999, p. 299; elsewhere
(pp. 314, 316) he attemptsto place
this separateancillarybanquethall in
room B of GD 80 or in an unexcavated
part of the building-without success,
as room B was furnishedwith benches
like room A and no other rooms belonged to this building.
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Parium is usually identified with the island of Paros and not with the city
of Parium in the Troad, but this does not explain if and why the regional
magistrates in Parium were responsible for the Delian Jews.'95Regardless
of the location of the privileged Jews, it seems fairly safe to imagine that
sacred rites and customs of Jews on neighboring Cycladic islands did not
differ considerably,and that common dining played an important role in
all of them.
Because the bisection of the large hall (fifth phase) and the permanent furnishing of the resulting new rooms, A and B, were most likely not
realized as early as 50-40 B.c. but instead much later, there is no need to
search for a separatedining room in GD 80. The undivided hall could well
have served for common meals, with its participants seated on benches or
resting on couches. It is readily conceivable that the Jewish community, as
attested in the 40s B.C., still needed an assembly hall that they maintained,
repaired,and adorned with care.The partial, stabilizing rebuilding sometime after 88 B.C.(third phase) and the embellishment and enlargement
(fourth phase) of GD 80 would fit well in this picture.
Despite the information provided by literary evidence, a number of
questions remain unanswered.Why did the Jews stay on Delos when the
profitable international trade had shifted to successful rival ports such as
Puteoli and Ostia? How did they earn their living, and where did they
obtain the means to repair and sustain their synagogue and finance the
different aspects of communal life, for example the common meals? Did
they enlarge their synagogue (fourth phase) in connection with the confirmation of their rights, or later?In other words, was their social and financial position stable over decades or even centuries, thus enabling them to
initiate major building activities as late as the first or second century A.D.?
Or did the Delian Jewish community consist mostly of people of modest
195. Plassart(1914, p. 533) argued
that the letter could not referto the
Jews in Delos because"ceux-cine
pouvaientdependreque des autorites
ath6niennesde D61os;s'ils sont intervenus au b6nefice de leurs coreligionnairesmolestes, c'est que le magistrat
romain se trouvaitalors t Ddlos,
oi0
precisementdes d6put6sparienss'6taient rendusaupris de lui."The close
connection between the Jews in Delos
and Parosis attestedin ID 2331 (see
n. 122, above),the votive of a Parian
Jew to the synagoguein Delos. Bruneau
(1982, p. 498) specifiesin his translation that the decreereferredto the Jews
in Delos and "quelque-unsdes Juifs
domicilies chez vous"(which means in
Paros);he furthermoreassumeseither
that the Delian, as well as the Parian,
Jews were being harassedand therefore
took the initiativeto complainin
Rome, or, more probably,that the De-

lianJews had, thanksto the Romans,
a strongand favorableposition that
enabledthem to intercedein Rome on
behalf of the Jews in Paros.According
to White (1987, p. 137, n. 14), the decree pertainedto the rights of Jews on
Delos. He discusses(1987, pp. 146147) this decreeextensivelyas referring
to two differentgroupsof Jews on Delos itself ("theJews in Delos and some
otherJews sojourningthere")without
mentioning the problematicidentityof
the addressee(s)of this decree.Binder
(1999, p. 298) seems to supposethat
the regionalmagistratesin Pariumwere
responsiblefor the Delian Jews. Levine
(2000, p. 104) concludesthat the Jews
in Delos obviouslyhad encountered
considerabledifficultieswith their
neighbors:"TheJews were forcedto
appealto Rome becauseDelian authorities were perceivedto be undermining
Jewish communallife."Both Binder

andLevinetranslate
"theJewsin Delos
andsomeof the neighboring
Jews";
Claugen(2002,p. 248) doesnot mention the addressee
at all andspeaksof
"dieJudenvon Delos ... undeinige
jiidische[r]Nachbarnausderselben
Gegend."Mostrecently,PucciBen
Zeev(1996)hasdiscussedthe disputed
who
identityof the Romanmagistrate
wrotethedecree(Octavianin 43 B.C.,
to
duringhis consulship,
according
she
on
comments
her);although briefly
the identityof the addressee
(Troad
Pariumor CycladicParos,p. 238, n. 3),
shedoesnot discussthe relationship
betweenParianauthorities
andDelian
The
title
of
her
article
andthe
Jews.
abstractmakeit clearthatshetakesthe
decreeas confirming
the rightsof DewithfurlianJews.A goodsummary
is providedin Gruen
therliterature
2002,pp.92-93, n. 52.
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If a dedication
means who eked out a living on a nearly deserted island?196
of
in
of Herodes,
the
Athenian
and
the
inhabitants
Delos
honor
by
people
tetrarch of Galilee, in A.D. 6 was really motivated by the presence ofJews,
the latter must have had at least a modest number of influential, wealthy
patrons.197

Further epigraphic and literaryevidence is limited to what is found on
a few modest votive offerings, the lettering of which suggests a date late in
the first or even in the second century A.D.; these could have been offered
The five inscriptions found in GD 80 itself
by eitherJews or Samaritans.198
and
an
active
use
votive
praxis for two or even three centuries;if the
imply
other inscriptions, especially the two rather early Samaritan ones, really
referredand belonged to this building, such a period could have been even
longer.199The extent of the votive and honorific activities performed by
Delian Jews and the location and arrangement of the respective objects
cannot be determined due to the scarce evidence and, presumably,to the
installation of the lime kiln in their synagogue.
No sources give any hints with regardto the possible date and historical background of what is here termed the fifth phase, which had considerable consequences for the use of the rooms and for the entire building.
The changes might reflect a shift in the activities performed in the building, for example the abandonment of dining (or at least a change in the
dining customs) in favor of liturgical tasks such as teaching, reading, and
studying the sacredtexts. The setting up of benches in rooms A and B and
in the west portico suggests that the community was still quite large,200but
it is uncertain whether the use of spoil material for the furnitureindicates
the community's impoverishment.
Since it is much contested whether the destruction of the Temple in
Jerusalemin A.D. 70 had a major impact on the evolution and function of
synagogues, especially in the Diaspora,201 it is neither safe nor necessaryto
date any of the phases of the synagogue in Delos in accordancewith this
catastrophe.With regardto function, it is interesting to note that the synagogue of Ostia was not provided with a separate triclinium with built
benches during its second phase (the first half of the second century A.D.,
probably in the Hadrianic period). The demolition of the first large triclinium, and the reinstallation of a triclinium in the third phase (not
before A.D. 306), in a different setting and with a different design, were
196. Roussel (1916, p. 95) states
that "commeles communautesjuives
qui s'6tablirenten Grace et dans
l'Occident,celle de Dldos devaitetre
composdesurtoutde petites gens,
adonnes d'infimesnegoces,"and in
n. 3 that "toutefoisles privil6gesqu'obtiennent les Juifs de Ddlos indiquent
que la colonie comptait des personnages influents."Durrbach(1922,
p. 265) wrote that "ondoit croire
cependantqu'elle(la coloniejuive)
etait surtoutcomposee de gens

modestes taqui suffisaientde petits
bendfices;et c'est pourquoipeut-etre
elle a gardela place que d'autresne
pouvaientplus tenir."See also Bruneau
1970, p. 493, n. 1.
197. ID 1586; Plassart1914, p. 534;
Bruneau1970, p. 486.
198. ID 2331, 2333 (n. 122, above).
199. ID 2329 (n. 123, above),and
especiallyBruneau1982, pp. 467-485.
200. If benches arerestoredon
the west and north walls of room A
and on the south and west walls of

room B, ca. 84 personswould have
found a seat (of 0.50-m width) on the
benches, in additionto one person on
the throne.The preservedbenches in
courtyardC offer spacefor another
16 persons.
201. Opposing a significantimpact
on the experienceof DiasporaJews
afterA.D.70 are Runesson (2001a,
p. 485) and Robinson (2002); favoring
such an impact are Klinghardt(1996)
and Gruen (2002).
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certainly both intentional measures taken to meet the changing needs of
the Jewish community.202A provocative explanation for this archaeological evidence is offered by Klinghardt,who argues for a significant shift of
activities performed in synagogues after A.D. 70 that included, in part, a
distinct separation of prayerand communal dining.203

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS
FURTHER RESEARCH

FOR

The main objective of this study has been to elucidate the construction
history of building GD 80 and to ascertain whether in its initial phase it
was used as a synagogue or served some other function. The results can be
summarized as follows:
1. Building GD 80 has a complex construction history that comprises
five phases of active use and later reuse.
2. Its most characteristicfeatures are a large hall, A/B, a large water
reservoir,orientation toward the east and the sea, and an isolated location
on the eastern shore of the island, far from the main harbor and the city
center.All these features are constitutive, that is, they were integral to the
design of the original building. Furthermore,there was a remarkablecontinuity in design and-most likely-in the use of space from the first
through the fourth phases.
3. GD 80 was conceived as a freestandingbuilding and was only subsequently surroundedby neighbors to the north and west. Thus, it was probably the southeast starting point for the development of an insula.
4. The first two phases can be dated to the period before 88 B.c., that is,
before the raids of Mithridates' troops, and phases 3-5 to between 88 B.C.
and the end of the second century A.D.
5. The division of the large hall A/B into two rooms was not part of
any formative restoration phase immediately following the events of 88
B.C., but occurred only later, either in the fourth or-as favored here-the
fifth phase.
6. Because a lime kiln was installed in room A in a later period, it is
not possible to determine which of the numerous marble objects found in
this building were originally part of it or its equipment, and which were
merely stored there to be burned in the kiln. Even finds and furniture
that probablybelonged to GD 80 can be assigned to and interpretedwithin
the context of only the very last use of the building, before its abandonment at the end of the second century A.D.This applies to the characteristic furnishing of rooms A and B, which is dependent upon, and therefore secondary to, the renovated bisected hall. Consequently, in trying to
identify the use of the original building, priority must be given to the
architecture.
7. The building was certainly never conceived and used as a domestic
dwelling, nor, most likely, as a meeting place of a pagan association; its
original form has nothing in common with the many private houses in

202. ForOstiasee above,n. 161.
203. Klinghardt
1996,pp.265-266;
butforthe discussionof the meaning
andrelevance
of the dateof A.D.70, see
above,n. 201.
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Delos and only very little with the known meeting places. Function as a
cultic pagan banquet hall seems similarly excluded as a possibility because
clear indications of a pagan sacred precinct (e.g., altars, temples, shrines,
cult images, or votives) are missing.
Several issues remain open and might be resolved only by further
excavation:
1. The nature of the extension of the building to the east and the
design of the entire eastern area (courtyardC) cannot be determined with
any certainty. Although three porticoes (west, north, and south) can be
reconstructed for phases 4 and/or 5, the matter of the design of the east
facade, and with it the important question of accessibility and visibility, is
problematic. It is equally uncertain whether the building was fronted by a
single marble colonnade in any or all of the first three phases.
2. There is no evidence for the reconstructionof the fittings and, therefore, the precise use of the building in its first three phases. Permanent
featuressuch as built benches aremissing. In theory,hall A/B alreadycould
have been furnished with the marblebenches and throne, which were later
adapted to the bisected hall, or flexibly with wooden furniture such as
couches, tables, and seats.
3. The exact date of the initial construction of this building-for example, before or after 167/6 B.c.-cannot be determined. Not even the
vague date of the "secondcentury B.C."given in the literature need necessarily be correct, because the durations of the individual phases are unknown. In theory, a date in the third century B.C. or at the very beginning
of the first century B.C. cannot be excluded.
4. Similarly,a date more precise than simply after 88 B.c. cannot be
given for phases 3-5. It is uncertain whether, for example, the important
fourth phase of embellishment and enlargementis dated somewherearound
50-40 B.c., when literarysources attest a certain influence and standing of
Delian Jews, or whether, for example, the differentiation of space in the
fifth phase occurred after the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem in
A.D. 70, in accordancewith possible changes in liturgy and the function of
synagogues.
5. Even though the third phase is safely dated to later than 88 B.C. on
the basis of the integration of marble spoil material from the nearbygymnasium (GD 76), and although its purpose and charactercan be fairlywell
described (i.e., to stabilize and restore the east facade of A/B), it cannot be
ascertained exactly when and why this wall was rebuilt. Had the building
simply collapsed or was it damaged by Mithridates' troops, and if so, to
what extent?
6. Since the urban development and history of the Quartier du stade
have to date not been examined, the possible influence of a preconceived
urban layout, as well as the extension, design, and character of the surrounding buildings, remains unknown.
7. It cannot currentlybe proven whether GD 80 was constructed and
used by Orthodox Jews or by Samaritans;the presence of both groups in
Delos is known from literary sources and inscriptions.
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Nevertheless, none of these objections and restrictions seriously challenge the primary hypothesis advanced here, that building GD 80 was
conceived and used as a synagogue from its initial construction at an unknown date, and then continuously used as such until its abandonment at
the end of the second century A.D. Indeed, strong arguments support this
view: the characteristic constitutive architecturalfeatures; the continuity
of design; the absence of convincing alternative functions, especially for
the original building; the lack of exact parallels in Delos for any of the
phases of modification and use; and the history of Samaritansand Jews in
Delos according to the written sources.
Further research might support and complete or challenge my conclusions and views. In light of the importance of GD 80, such researchis in
any case imperative and should comprise the following measures:
1. The complete excavation of the surroundings of the building, including the use of trial trenches to clarify the absolute chronology and the
history of construction;a full study of the extant architectureand all architectural elements found and stored in the building, including conjectural
reconstructions;and thorough publication of the building and all associated artifacts.
2. A trial trench at the findspot of the two Samaritanstelai to address
the question of a possible second synagogue.
3. A full study of the supposedJewish house (Quartier du stade,
Ilot I,
Maison A) with its possible miqveh, in orderto further sustain, or weaken,
the vision of a "concentrationjuive"in the Quartier du stade.204
4. A detailed study of the development and history of the Quartier du
stade, including the creation of a plan of the whole quarterwith all walls
visible on the surface and in the sea. Such a study could help us determine
the positions of and importance assigned to Jewish or Samaritanbuildings
in the quarter;better understand the organization and structure of the
quarter;and ascertain the period of its use.
5. Finally, the construction history of GD 80, with its remarkablylong
"late"
and
use, might encourage a reassessmentof Imperial Delos and perhaps even a comprehensive study of this largely neglected period.

204. See Bruneau1982, p. 503.
Even though the precedingtwo measureswould requiresubstantialfinancial
resourcesand organizationaland physical effort,the scope of this third measureis clearlylimited. Indeed, I have
examinedthis house and its history
and will soon presentmy findings
elsewhere.
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